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_0_DEADTHING__

This book will kill you.
This book has already killed you.
You were a deadthing the moment you read

these words. You were a deadthing when you
opened the first page. You were a deadthing
when you saw the cover. You were a deadthing
the very instant you discovered this story even
existed, the very instant you heard somebody
whisper its name.

Because if you know about the book, then she
knows about you.

If you know about the book, then she
sees you.

She’s watching you right now, can you feel
her there? She’s sitting right behind you. You
started to read, and her eyes peeled open and
her lips peeled open and she saw you and she’s
grinning her moon-yellow grin because she knows
there’s nothing you can do to stop her.
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She’s already killed you.
This book has already killed you.
So it doesn’t matter if you read on or not.

There’s nothing you can do to change things
now. One day very soon she’ll let you see her.
You’ll turn your head and she’ll be there,
sitting beside you. Or she’ll open her mouth
and let you hear her dusty voice, and you won’t
be able to unhear her, you won’t be able to
make it stop. One day soon she’ll reach out and
scratch her crackboned finger down your cheek,
or you’ll wake to find her birdnest body
pressed against yours, her fingers worrying
themselves beneath your skin.

There’s nothing you can do to stop her, not
now, not ever. But if you want to keep reading
then who am I to stop you? Maybe you’ll find
something I didn’t. Maybe you’ll find a way to
make her unsee you.

Maybe.
She’s closer now, I think you must have felt

that? She’s right there, her forehead is almost
touching the back of your head, her bulging
eyes are almost touching the back of your neck.
She wants you to turn around, she wants you to
see her.

Don’t. Not yet.
You’re dead. She’s already killed you. This

book has killed you. But don’t turn around yet.
You might have a few hours left—days maybe, if
somebody else starts to read this book as well,
weeks if the whole world starts reading. But if
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you see her now, the rot and the horror will
eat you up fast.

She sees you. She is on her way.
Don’t turn around, deadthing.
Don’t stop now, deadthing.
Just read.
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_1_WITCH__

I don’t remember much from my childhood, but I remember this.
I remember that moment between dreaming and waking,

that moment when you’re swimming up from golden dreams,
crossing that liminal, magical no-man’s land where two worlds
collide. I remember knowing that dreams were safe, that waking
was safe, but that space in the middle, where you’re neither one
thing nor the other, that’s a bad place, a dangerous place. There’s
nothing to protect you there, there’s nowhere to hide.

And that’s where she always found me.
She would wait for me, right on the edge of the dream,

pulling a cloak of cold darkness behind her. Not her, exactly,
because she was never there herself, just a force that would
wrench me up, up, over the streets, over cars and buses and
people, down into the darkest parts of the city to the tall building
where she lived. And I’d see it, I’d see her window, as crooked as
a mouth, getting closer and closer and closer and there was
nothing I could do but be pulled through it.

Oh god, the dread. It’s the kind of fear you can only ever
really have in a nightmare, it consumes you, it’s an ecstasy of
terror because your eyes roll up and your body convulses and
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there’s a pair of electric hands wrapped tight around your spine
and your skull, squeezing your mind into oblivion. You literally
lose everything of yourself to it.

She brings me to a room, the floor bare wood, the walls plas‐
ter. There’s nothing in here except dirt, and it’s dark, but there’s
another door right in front of me and through it I can see an old
kitchen, the stove on, a saucepan bubbling, all of it cut into harsh
lines by a single, bright bulb hanging above the table. There’s
meat on that table, a butcher shop’s worth, a sweet, stinking
butcher shop’s worth.

And I know she’s there too, because I can hear her. I can hear
her moving toward the door. She can’t move quickly, she’s far too
old for that. But she’s coming, her bare feet scuffing the floor, the
lump of her hand knocking against the wall, her hazel-twig
fingers bristling. She’s grinning. I can’t see her but I know she’s
grinning. I can feel it through the wall, as bright as the bulb.
She’s grinning because she knows I’m not going anywhere.

She’s right, I might as well be wrapped in duct tape. I cannot
move, I cannot breathe. I just stare at that door, seeing her
shadow flood the floor like dirty water, see the eclipse of her head
push itself around the sill, twisted and bent, her face buried in
clumps of matted hair but one eye sliding up in its socket, one
blistered, boiling eye and beneath it one arm, too long and
broomstick thin, sliding out to touch me.

And I know, I know, that if those crackboned fingers touch
me I’ll never be able to leave this place.

So I fight it, I fight it like there was somebody on top of me,
pinning me down. I fight it like there was a hand over my mouth
and nose and I was out of air. I kick against the broken shell of
my body, I punch, I open my mouth and scream and scream and
scream until suddenly my body responds and I’m screaming in
the dream, I’m kicking, I’m hitting, and that same force sweeps
me up like a pair of arms around my middle and pulls me back
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out the window and back through the city and I can still see that
shadowed body grunt and slide through the doorway, her arm
outstretched, I can still see her eye watching me go, I can hear
her laughing.

Because she knows I’ll be back.
She knows that one day, I won’t get out in time.
I don’t remember much from my childhood, but I remember

this. I remember it because I had that dream a hundred times,
and every time I’d wake up gripped by such a violent fear that it
would take my parents hours to calm me. I had that dream again,
and again, and again.

Until one day, I didn’t.
One day I got away for good.
At least, that’s what I thought, right up until the day the

police showed up at my door and asked me if I knew the dead
girl, Cara Pierce.
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_2_CARAP23__

The first I know about it is when Donnie kicks open my bedroom
door and screams at me through a crescendo of guitars and
drums. I snap the laptop shut out of habit, even though there’s
nothing on the screen I need to hide. It takes me a moment to
understand he’s not singing the lyrics to Enter The Sandman and
I use my shoulder to slide the headphone from my ear.

“… the door, Christ, Tommi, just forget about it.”
He stamps off down the hall without even letting me know

what I should be forgetting, then I hear the thump of a fist on
glass and mom’s voice from the bathroom.

“Tommi, go get the goddamned door!”
And it all suddenly makes sense. I’m up in a heartbeat,

following Donnie down the stairs.
“I got it,” I say, but he’s making a point of it now, stomping to

the front door. There’s a pair of shadows hanging in the marbled
glass, broken into a thousand pieces. “Wait, Donnie, hang on.”

He slides the deadbolt and opens it, and by the time I’ve
caught up with him the two men on the doorstep are practically
inside. They’re both as old, grey and tired as their suits, but the
brass badges clipped to their belts look brand new.
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“Thomasin Bright?” the guy on the left asks, looking at
Donnie then at me. It’s like he’s struck me in the heart with a
sculptor’s hammer because nobody ever comes to the door and
asks for me, not least a couple of cops.

“It’s an easy question,” says the other man, putting his foot on
the door sill and rocking impatiently. “If you get this one right,
the rest should be no problem.”

“Yeah,” I say, not quite ready to step out of their way. “Yeah,
sorry, I’m Thomasin. Tommi.”

“Can we come in?” the first cop asks, scratching at his
stubble with yellow fingers. I can see the gun holstered at his hip,
and so can Donnie because his eyes light up. I glance upstairs,
then back.

“Our mom’s in,” I say, not quite sure why I’m saying it. “She’s
in the bath.”

“I’m very happy for her,” says the first guy. “But you’re the
one we need to speak with. Call her down.”

He pushes inside and I don’t have any choice but to stand
back, choking on the coffee and cigarette perfume of him. I start
walking to the stairs, then change my mind and head for the
kitchen, then change my mind again and head back to the stairs.

“Mom, the police are here, can you come down?”
I hear a violent splash of water, as if she’s been dunked, a

squeak of heavy flesh, then a series of muttered curses. The cops
are hanging in the hallway and I skirt around them, heading for
the kitchen again.

“Is she in trouble?” Donnie asks, skipping around their feet.
“Did she kill someone? Are you going to take her away? Is she
going to prison?”

The cops walk to the breakfast bar, one of them perching on
a stool and prodding a fruit bowl that contains nothing but dust.
It’s not exactly awful in here, but it’s not exactly spotless either.
The paint is peeling off the walls and there’s a huge patch of dry
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rot that looks almost like a person right opposite me. I wonder
why I’ve never noticed it before. I hover in the door wondering if
I should clean some stuff up. It doesn’t feel right that anyone
should see our house, it’s like somebody peeling open the top of
my head and having a good look inside.

The standing cop laughs, and some of the tension leaks out of
the room. He’s younger than the other guy by about a decade,
although he must still be pushing fifty. He reaches out and
scruffs Donnie’s hair.

“You angling for her bedroom, kid?” he says. “Sorry to disap‐
point you, your sister’s in no trouble. We just need to ask a few
questions, clear something up. Okay?”

I’m still bouncing on my heels in the kitchen door, and even
though he smiles again I only really relax when I hear mom
thumping down the stairs. She’s in her bathrobe, a towel
wrapped around her hair, and she’s going so fast she misses the
last step, cussing as she limps past me.

“You okay?” she says, and I can see her lip trembling.
“What’s wrong?”

I’m not sure why she’s so worried, because both her kids are
here, safe, and dad’s not coming back from the grave any time
soon. The thought that nothing can be seriously wrong makes me
a little less worried too, and I follow her in, standing on the other
side of the bar. The younger cop lifts his hands, flashing that
smile again.

“Easy, nobody’s in trouble. I’m Detective Cyrus, that’s
Detective O’Connell. I’d like to say call us Alfredo and Frank,
but the honest truth is we’re not going to be here for long
enough.” He holds out his hand and O’Connell hands him a
manila folder, which he lays down on the bar. It’s lying on a bed
of breadcrumbs and I’m so preoccupied with the thought of
brushing them away that it takes me a moment to notice he’s
opened it. “Mrs Bright?”
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Mom nods, holding the gown to her chest.
“Mary,” she says after a moment.
“Thank you,” Cyrus says. “Mary. Frank and I are here

because we’re investigating a death. A teenage girl from across
town.”

“A death?” says mom. She looks like she’s going to keel over
and I think it’s more to do with the hot bath than the cops.
Maybe a bit of both. Detective O’Connell is on it, pushing off the
stool and offering it to her. She doesn’t accept, because there’s no
way she’s climbing on that thing without going all Basic Instinct
on them. She leans on the bar instead, smudging mascara down
her cheek.

“Again, we’re not accusing any of you of anything,” Cyrus
says. “We are just following leads, absolutely nothing else.” He
looks down at Donnie, who’s staring at the open file. “Your
sister is not going to prison, and you are not getting her
bedroom.”

“It’s an unexplained death,” O’Connell chimes in, obviously
irritated, patting his pocket with yellow fingers like he’s checking
for his cigarettes. “A girl called Cara Pierce. She was found dead
a couple weeks ago. Did you know her?”

Everybody looks at me and I shake my head.
“She went to Fullerson,” Cyrus said. “No reason why your

paths would cross. She was sixteen.”
Like me.
“Nice kid, I think, good group of friends. Nice family. Her

mom found her, a week ago. She’d died in the night. She’d…” He
shrugs, looking at Donnie again. “You don’t need to know the
details. We’re not sure yet, but we want to be sure.”

“So if I didn’t know her, and you don’t suspect anyone…” I
say, chewing on my thumbnail like it’s candy.

Detective Cyrus thumps the folder with his fist, twice.
“Cara was a writer.”
Like me, I think, and this time I feel the gooseflesh slide
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Like me, I think, and this time I feel the gooseflesh slide
down my arms like a fish nudging the surface of a pond.

“I mean, young and unpublished, but you know, she liked to
write. She was in the middle of writing something.”

“A note?” says mom, and the detective shakes his head.
“Not that kind of note, no. A story, we think. Something

pretty scary, although who am I to judge, I’m a royal wimp when
it comes to horror.”

“It’s not her story we’re interested in, though,” says O’Con‐
nell, lifting a sheet of paper from the folder and sliding it across
the bar. He’s giving it to me, but mom snatches it from him. I
watch her eyes dart over it, the lines making her brow crease like
old parchment.

“It’s yours,” she says, passing it to me. I don’t want to look,
but I don’t not want to either. It takes me a while to recognize it,
because the paper is so wrinkled with folds and so heavy with
annotation the original type is barely visible. When I read the
first line, though, I might have just inhaled a marble. I literally
cannot make my lungs work.

I was six years old when I first saw the witch.

“It is yours, then?” says O’Connell, wiping a hand over his
wet lips.

“It’s hers,” says mom. “She’s always writing that shit. No
offence, Tommi.”

None taken.
“I always told her they’d, you know, mess with her brain or

something. I don’t even know where it comes from. Not from me,
that’s for sure.”

“I like them,” says Donnie in a rare show of support.
“They’re gross. I’m not allowed to read them but I do.”

“You’ve done nothing wrong,” Cyrus says, holding his hands
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up to me like I’m about to jump from the roof. “We’re just
looking for answers.”

“Yeah,” I say, I squeak, because my lungs have only just
remembered what to do. I clear my throat. “I mean, I wrote it
ages ago. I wrote it when I was, like, twelve. It’s not very good.”

It wasn’t very good. It had been one of the first things I’d ever
written, and the first thing I’d ever posted online. It was a true
story—if anything written about a dream can be true, that is. It
was the true story of how I used to dream about flying, a kitchen,
a table full of meat, and a witch. I was still having the dreams
back then, but they’d stopped not long after. I always thought
they’d stopped because I’d written them down.

“Hey, I’m not the NYT Review of Books,” Cyrus says, smil‐
ing. “To be honest I thought it was pretty good. But what I really
want to know is why Cara was so interested in this tale of yours.”

“She’d printed it out eighteen times,” says O’Connell. “More,
maybe, we’re still going through the garbage. And each one is as
messed up as that. All kinds of notes, all kinds of… of who knows
what scrawled all over the page.”

I scan down, read one.

The dream, always the dream, she likes the happy
ones the best

Her handwriting is scratchy, the letters all over the place.
Most of the notes are in red, but some are in black, blue, there’s
even a green one that just reads.

WINDOW!!!

“Can you give us any reason at all why Cara might have been
so fixated with this story?” O’Connell says.

“No,” I say, shaking my head.
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“Not just this one,” adds Cyrus. “There were dozens more,
all pulled from online, all printed out and buried in notes. All
horror stuff, but not all yours.”

“And you’re talking to those writers too?” mom asks, a little
indignant. Cyrus shrugs.

“They’re not all easy to find,” he says. “And nobody else is
local. We wanted to run this by you first, Thomasin—Tommi—
just to see if there was anything we could go on. Might just be
Cara was a young girl who loved to read scary stuff and who
decided to…”

What he doesn’t say is louder than if he’d just shouted it out.
Even Donnie’s gone quiet, like he’s suddenly tuned in to what
they’re saying.

“It’s just a story,” I say. “I wrote it because I had these dreams
when I was a kid. Nightmares. They were about the witch.”

“Oh, Christ,” says mom. “That fucking witch, the sleep we
lost because of her.”

“Just dreams?” says Cyrus, and I can see his detective’s brain
trying to pry open my past. I try to smile.

“Yeah, sure, just dreams. Stupid kid dreams, I don’t know
why I got so scared.”

Her single, boiling, blister of an eye. Just thinking about it
now brings that electric charge again, makes the skin of my face
feel too tight.

“Just dreams, and you know, I wrote a story, to help…” I make
the gesture of something flying out of my head, the papers in my
hand rustling. “To just get it the hell out of there. I posted it
online, on creeepy.com. It’s like a horror version of Wattpad. I’ve
had an account there for years.”

“T Bright, with underscores fore and aft,” says Cyrus.
“Yeah.” I nod, wondering if they’ve read all my stories. I can

feel the furnace beneath my cheeks suddenly fire up. “I mean,
they’re all old, they’re not great, or good, or, like…”
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“And they’re all based on dreams?” Cyrus asks.
“No, not at all. Most are, like, CreepyPastas, you know? Just

a bit of fun.”
“Yeah,” he says. “I’ve read a few. Short, scary stories. Mostly

harmless.”
“Yeah,” I echo. I’ve lost my place, I can’t remember what I

was saying. “So…”
“Cara was on there too,” says O’Connell, opening his

notepad and searching for something. Cyrus beats him to it.
“Underscore Cara p twenty-three underscore. We checked,

she followed you but you didn’t follow her. You ever get any
messages from her? Any communication?”

“No,” I say. “I don’t really use messages on creeepy. I never
heard anything from her.”

Cyrus nods, popping his lips.
“Okay, okay fine, I think we’re done. I’m sorry to trouble you,

Mrs Bright, Mary. And Tommi, thank you for taking the time to
speak with us.” He pulls a card from his shirt pocket, lays it on
the crumbs. “Anything else you think of, you call, okay?”

“She will,” says mom, picking up the card and pushing it into
the pocket of her bathrobe.

O’Connell mutters something, already out of the kitchen.
Cyrus hangs back, and it takes me a moment to understand what
he’s waiting for. I don’t give the papers back to him, though. I
clench them in my fist. This is my story, and for some reason the
thought of handing it over feels wrong, feels like giving up a
piece of my mind.

“Thank you,” he says, gesturing for them.
I hesitate a moment more, breathing deep, breathing slow. I

take another look at the story, turning to the second page and
seeing another avalanche of notes over the text. I’m only doing it
in the hope he’ll just go, that he’ll leave it with me, and I still can’t
explain why.
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“Tommi,” he says, quietly.
I turn to the last page and as I do he takes hold of it, pulling.

This time I let go, and it’s nothing to do with him. I let go like
somebody’s told me there’s a spider crawling up the paper, like
I’ve seen a long leg bristle over the top.

There’s only half a page of my writing there, the last three
paragraphs of the story. Beneath them is a doodle in red ink, a
round circle that’s practically been gouged out of the paper.
There’s a second circle inside it, and a third, and together they
make an eye. A boiling, blistering eye.

And beneath that are four words, written in a madwoman’s
hand.

She sees me too.
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3_TBRIGHT__

I manage to keep the tears locked up until I’m back in my room,
but as soon as the door’s shut they’re steaming out of me. I wave
my hands to try to cool my face, my sobs sounding more like
hiccups. They’re short lived, thankfully. I mean, I’m not upset,
not really. It’s just something like this gets to you, it’s a little knife
wound in the flesh of your life.

There’s a dead girl across town, and she was reading my
story.

The tears are like scalding water and I smudge them away,
breathing, breathing, burying it all as deep as I can. The room
seems hyper real now, like I’ve chugged a gallon of Red Bull. The
sun’s too bright, even though the curtain’s half shut. I walk to the
window to pull the other side over and the cops are there, chat‐
ting to each other over the roof of their sedan. Cyrus looks up
and waves to me, O’Connell looks back and nods, then they’re
clambering in and gunning up the street, chased by a tail of
exhaust.

“You okay?” mom asks, and I almost shed my skin like a
bathrobe. I turn, try to smile even though my cheeks are still wet.
Mom sighs, pulls her robe tight. “We can talk about this in a
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minute, yeah? Just let me rinse off.” She waits for me to nod, then
disappears, then her head pokes back through the door. “Don’t
blame yourself,” she says, and I don’t, but the very fact she said it
makes me feel like maybe I should.

I wait for her to go, wait for the squeak of flesh as she climbs
back into the tub, wait for Donnie to look through my door, mull
something unspoken and walk to his room, then I sit on the bed
and text Flint. I write / delete half a dozen times before telling
her the truth, that I need to see her now because the cops just
questioned me about a dead body. Then I chuck the phone on
the quilt and open the laptop.

There’s a second, when the screen boots up, where I’m
twelve again, sitting at dad’s old PC. I’d had the dream again the
morning I wrote the story and I almost hadn’t made it out. God, it
had been so close. She’d been through the door, her arm ten feet
long, those brittle fingers searching for my face. I’d seen her
teeth, crooked and yellow. They weren’t human teeth, they were
horse’s teeth, hammered into her gums. She’d looked so old, but
her acid grin was so bright it was eating through the fabric of the
dream.

I’d kicked and punched my way out of it so hard I’d fractured
two knuckles on the bedpost. I’d almost not been able to sit down
and write. But I’d sat down anyway, my whole left hand numb,
and I’d written. I can’t even remember why, I just knew I needed
to do it. I needed to write about her, because that way it wouldn’t
just be me any more. That way, the whole world would see her.

The screen flickers, glitches, settles. I can still hear Metallica
whining from the headphones and I put them on. Only now I’m
thinking of the witch, I’m thinking of her staring from the dark‐
ness of the wardrobe, that aching, unblinking eye fixed on me.

My skin literally crawls and I shake the headphones off,
looking back, looking down, looking up too in case she’s
beetling along the ceiling. And I’m suddenly angry as well as
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scared, because that old bitch was long gone, I didn’t even think
about the story any more. And now she’s back, now she’s
everywhere.

Now I’m going to dream about her, I know it.
I shuffle to the top of the bed so there’s nothing behind me

but wall, resting the laptop on my thighs. I snap Facebook shut,
opening a new tab and loading creeepy.com. I’ve got messages
waiting, but I can’t bring myself to see if one of them is from a
dead girl. I scroll back through eight stories to my first, to the one
I called _witch_.

I was six years old when I first saw the witch.

I look up. The house feels too quiet. I can’t even hear
Donnie’s Xbox, or mom splashing in the bath. All I can hear is
the soft hum of the laptop, and my own breaths, too shallow, too
fast. I look behind me—just wall, just wall. But that’s not true,
because there’s a fist-width of gap between the velvet headboard
and the plaster, enough space for her scarecrow’s arm to slide up,
joints cracking, enough space to look down and see an eyeball
blinking wetly in the dark.

“Come on,” I say, only not loud enough to really be words. I
get up, open the curtains again, and some of her power goes.
Then I unplug the headphones and turn the music up loud, loud
enough for mom to hammer on the wall and holler at me to dial it
down. By the time I’m back on the bed the sharper fear has gone
but that awful, dull, aching dread is still there, it still sits in my
bones like a lead weight.

_witch_ has 832 hearts and 17 comments. Not bad for a
short story by a twelve-year-old. I click the comments but they’re
all old ones, nobody has written in years. There are some new
likes, though, and I scroll through them. I’m expecting to see her,
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but I still feel a fork-in-the-outlet jolt when the name _cara‐
p23_ shows up.

I hover the curser over it, clucking my tongue. Then I click
the name and her page loads. It feels wrong, somehow. It’s like
I’m inside her bedroom going through her belongings. There’s no
photo, just a Slenderman avatar. She’s been busy, though,
because she’s liked over a thousand stories on creeepy. She’s only
commented on four, though. _pinch_ is one, there’s another
called _tubby_,a third called _threedeadthings_, and lastly
one called _thetubegame_. The link to _tubby_ works but
the links to the third and fourth stories are dead. There’s not
much else, a line of bio that reads:

“Hey, just a crazy girl who likes reading / writing
creeepy stories. Scares easy so go easy, okay?”

I scroll through her history. She liked my story two weeks
ago. What had the cops said, that she died about the same time?
There had been enough time to print out the story eighteen times
and write a hundred notes on it. I hate it, I hate the thought that
she read my story so soon before her life ended. I go to the
settings for _witch_, hover the curser over the delete button.

But I can’t do that, because part of me thinks the story is the
only thing holding the dream at bay, holding her at bay, so
instead I click Private, which means that nobody else will be
able to read it. There’s a soft sound—just like somebody popping
their lips in my ear, and I turn my head so hard I feel something
twang. Nothing, just my phone, a message waiting for me.

Holy shitbirds seriously? On my way, or you
wanna meet neutral?
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I fire one back saying Mall, half an hour? There’s a whine in
my ear, the noise a camera flash makes when it’s recharging. It’s
just the stress of the morning and I shake it away, clicking onto
Facebook. I type in Cara’s name, finding her easily. We’ve even
got a couple of mutual friends.

It takes me a moment to gather the courage to open her page,
and when I do she meets me there, a pretty girl with a pixie cut,
dyed electric blue, a nose piercing, petite, with the kind of cheek‐
bones that could cut you, all smiles and stupid faces and family
dinners and college jumpers and proms. There’s no sign at all
that she’s into horror or writing or even reading, there’s just one
book listed on her likes and maybe half a dozen scary movies—
none of which are that scary. And I’m almost ready to leave her
there in peace when I see it.

I didn’t notice it at first because it’s not one of her photos,
she’s only tagged in it. But that’s a weird photo to be tagged in,
because she’s sitting alone in what has to be her room, at a desk,
her bed behind her. There’s paper everywhere, some of it even
looks like it’s floating in the air, like it’s just been disturbed by a
strong wind, and I know that on at least one of those sheets of
paper is my story. It feels like a violation, like there’s a piece of
me sitting on the bed, a piece of my flesh.

A table full of meat.
My jaw hurts and I realize I’m clenching my teeth, and I feel

like a mirror because Cara’s clenching hers too. She’s staring at
whoever took the photo—almost, because her eyes seem a little
too low, like she’s looking at something else, something lower.

Like she’s looking at a screen.
It’s a webcam shot, I understand, and I’m not sure if she even

knew it was being taken because nobody pulls a face like that
unless they’re scared. Unless they’re terrified. Her lips are pulled
back in a grin, but it’s a corpse’s smile, it’s too big, her teeth
clamped tight. It’s a witch’s grin. And her eyes, they’re huge.
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They look like they’re about to roll right out of their sockets.
They’re huge and wet and they are drenched in something
unspeakable.

My screen glitches again, that weird camera flash sound is
back. It’s my laptop, an ancient piece of crap because mom can’t
afford a new one. I go to close the picture, wondering if I should
send it to the cops. But they’d have checked her page, right?
They would have had to. I look at the info but there’s nothing
there about who posted the picture, it just says Facebook
User.

I don’t click away, because something doesn’t seem right.
There’s something bugging me. I look past Cara, past the piles of
paper. It’s her bed that’s wrong, the shape of it. Her covers are
bunched up, like she’s just crawled out of them, but the pile
seems too high. The photo is too grainy to make sense of it, but
the more I look the more I think I can see a form there, a form
that’s too much like a body, and there, in the darkest folds, grip‐
ping the fabric as if to pull it away, four stick-thin fingers.

I actually grunt, like I’ve been punched in the gut. I click the
photo closed but the laptop stalls, the curser spinning. I hiss out a
swear, clicking again, seeing the bed, seeing those fingers, seeing
Cara and her awful grin, seeing her looking right at me, looking
right at me.

The laptop recovers, the photo shrinks back to its thumbnail,
but even that’s too much and I slam the lid closed. I close my
eyes, too, but all I can see there is Cara, burned into the back of
them.
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4_FLINT__

I think I’m running late but I’m hanging outside Starbucks for
nearly half an hour before Flint shows up. I feel her before I see
her, a shape bounding up beside me, so when she leans in and
says “Boo!” I’m almost ready for it. Still, it’s a bad day to test shat‐
tered nerves.

“Whoa, sorry,” she says when I turn to her. “Douche move.
You okay?”

I nod, and she makes up for it by taking my arm, marching
me through the door. She sits me down in a booth and goes to
order. It’s not busy in here, for a Saturday afternoon. The whole
mall’s quiet, but that suits me. I’m not one for crowds or
company, especially on a day like this. Flint’s different, because
she’s Flint.

“So what the actual fudge?” she says, sliding in beside me.
She passes me a chai latte and I breathe in the sweetness of it,
suddenly hungry. Luckily she’s got chips as well and she breaks
open the bag like she’s cracking them out of prison. Some of them
don’t even stay on the table. “Dead girl? Cops? You writing crime
stuff now or do I need to be afraid?”

Despite everything, I laugh. She laughs too, running a ring-23



Despite everything, I laugh. She laughs too, running a ring-
heavy hand over her shorn head, scratching her scalp.

“But seriously, you look like crap, Tommi, what happened?”
“If you shut up a minute I’ll tell you,” I say, and she mimes a

zipper across her lips, locking it tight with an invisible key. I take
a sip of tea first, still too hot, then I start at the only place I can
start. “She happened.”

Flint shrugs. “The dead girl?”
“The witch,” I say, and I see the smile break on Flint’s face

like a second of sunshine before the clouds swallow it.
“The witch? Jesus, Tommi, what brought her back? I haven’t

heard you talk about her since, like, eighth grade.”
I take another sip, then a deep breath, then I tell her every‐

thing, squeezing her arm every time she looks like she wants to
stop me. I leave out the bit about the photo on Facebook, it
doesn’t even seem real now. Cara was probably just goofing
around with somebody, and those fingers in the bed? The way I’d
been feeling I could have seen that witch anywhere, everywhere.
I know if I look again they’ll be coat hangers, or drumsticks, or
just gone.

“I knew her,” says Flint when I sit back. The sugar helps
with the shakes I didn’t even notice I had, all the same I still sit
on my hands to keep them still. Flint’s pushing her mug around
in a puddle of coffee and sugar and I’m doing my best not to grab
a napkin and wipe it up. “Cara Pierce. She went to the rich kid
school across town.”

“Fullerson,” I say.
“I wasn’t friends with her or anything. But she used to hang

out with…” She clicks her fingers. “Bruce. No, Bert, Bart, what’s
his name? The fruit stall guy.”

“Brent,” I say at the same time she says it.
“Stupid name. But yeah, I think they were cousins or some‐

thing. She hit the same parties sometimes. Small girl, short hair,
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had that twisted pixie look down to a tee. Wouldn’t have guessed
she was into all that story stuff.”

“Story stuff,” I say. “You mean writing. It’s not a dirty word.”
“I don’t know, I’ve read some of yours. I think I spoke to her

once, we were waiting for the restroom together. I was drunk as
shit, though, so who knows. I didn’t know she’d died, that’s
messed up.”

“They think she killed herself,” I say. “I mean, they never
said it, because Donnie was there, but they weren’t hiding it
either.”

“You didn’t do this,” Flint says, pushing a finger against the
middle of my head. “I know you, I know exactly what’s
happening in there right now. You don’t know what stuff that girl
had going on in her life.”

“I know,” I say, squirming free. “But there’s got to be a reason
why they came to talk to me. I mean, I bet there were a load of
books on her shelves, movies, whatever, but they only came to
talk to me. It was just a story, Flint, I mean it’s just a stupid story
about a stupid witch that wasn’t even…”

Even now, even though I’m sixteen years old, I can’t bring
myself to say it. I can’t bring myself to say she isn’t real. I scream
behind my teeth.

“She’d written on it. Like, she’d written ‘She sees me too.’ So
what, she sees the witch?”

“Maybe she just meant you?” Flint asks, checking her cell.
“Like, you see her. Maybe she was just desperate for likes?” She
clicks a few things on her phone then looks up at me. “Come on,
Tommi, I know it’s freaky but look at the facts. There was a girl
who was into writing, and horror, and the same stuff you are,
right? She prints off your story, maybe for research, maybe for a
school project, maybe just because she really liked it. But she
wasn’t happy, bad shit was going down in her life, so she ended it.
There’s nothing else to it, it’s just coincidence.”
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“I guess,” I say, looking across the café. Everybody looks
pretty happy, pretty oblivious.

“And you want people to read your stuff, right?” she says.
“You’re a writer, she read your story, that’s, like, a natural
process. That’s how it works.”

“I guess,” I say again.
“So come here,” she says, opening her arms. I slide into them

and she holds me so tight her cell phone digs into my neck.
“Forget about it, Tommi. We don’t got long in this world, don’t
worry it all away.”

I nod into the smell of her, make to pull away. But she doesn’t
let me go. It’s like she’s frozen, except I can still hear the wet
thump of her heart right beneath me—that and another of those
weird, whining pops, right inside my ear.

“Flint,” I say, planting my hand on her ribs and pushing. If
anything she’s holding me tighter, ratcheting me in, and her arms
feel too thin, just shards of bone, knuckles pressed into the flesh
of my neck.

I see her too.
“Flint!” I scream, ripping away from her so hard that when

she lets go my head cracks into the window.
“Jesus, Tommi, seriously,” Flint says, holding up her hands.

“Seriously.”
“You didn’t…” I start, then shake my head. Pain sloshes

around inside my skull like muddy water. Flint’s doing her best
to smile at me but there’s an edge to it, like she doesn’t quite
remember who I am. Half the people in here are looking at me
too, their heads turning away like a Mexican wave as I scan the
café. “I’m fine,” I say, folding my hands over my chest. “Just
rattled.”

“No shit,” Flint says. “Let’s unrattle you.” She glances at her
cell. “Marcel is having a thing tonight, come along.”

“No,” I say, drawing even further into myself. “Flint, I—”
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“Flint I’m so glad you mentioned it, because I’ve had the
suckiest of days and I could do with unwinding and whatever. I’ll
see you there at seven, and don’t worry it’s fine because it’s not a
school night and my mom will be okay with it, and I’ve definitely
got something to wear so that doesn’t matter and—” she presses
her hand to my lips, and despite myself I snort a laugh past it.
“And I know I have crippling social anxiety and would rather
curl up under my bed and listen to thrash metal or whatever but
I really do think I should get out with my gorgeous, talented, sexy
as hell best friend and just chill. Right? That’s what you were
about to say?”

I can’t reply because her hand is still there, I can taste salt
and caramel on it. I just nod until she pulls her hand away.

“It better not be a party, Flint.”
“It’s not a party,” she says. “It’s a thing. I’ll see you there.”
She slides out, stretches like a cat. I clamber out after her,

stand behind her, casting my eyes around the room and knowing
that everyone will be watching me. Only they’re not. Nobody is
watching me. Every single person here, there must be twenty of
them, is looking away, looking at the far wall. Even the barista
has turned, his face pressed to his shelves like the naughty kid in
class. I can only see the back of their heads and they’re all so
quiet, all so still. Flint is mid-stretch, like she’s forgotten how to
put her arms down. I study the ridge of her skull, the pattern of
her stubble. I wonder, if I walk around her, how long it will take
me to find her face.

“Christ I’m tired,” Flint says, her arms slapping to her sides.
She looks over her shoulder at me, her face etched with a frown.
“But I don’t think I’m as tired as you. Go home, Tommi. Go
home and try to forget about it.”

I nod, following her out the cafe. We part at the entrance to
the mall, and she takes my hand as I’m about to walk away.

“And for god’s sake no more stories.”
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4_PINCH__

But here I am, back in my room, looking at stories. I don’t even
remember the walk home, not that it takes long. My laptop’s
open and humming, and creeepy.com’s on screen, Cara’s page
staring back at me. I’m crosslegged on the bed and I feel okay.
This is my room, my house, my space. I won’t let her scare me
here.

No more stories, Flint had said. But I think the stories are
important. They were important to Cara, anyway. And I can’t
just forget about it. It’s like telling somebody to forget about the
fact they’re bleeding out. I’m not even sure why I feel that way,
but there’s a ball of anxiety inside my chest that’s bigger than my
heart—that seems to have swallowed my heart whole—and I
know if I don’t do something about it then it’s going to start
eating me from the inside out.

I scan down her info page again, but I didn’t miss anything.
There’s a box for comments she’s made on other people’s writ‐
ing, and I read the first two. Both are for a story called
_pinch_.

hey wait I used to have bad dreams about being tickled too, when I was a
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kid, and I thought I saw this building, but is this something you madr

up or did you here it from somewhere? iv got chills.

It was dated over a month ago, and the second comment was
added a few minutes after the first.

like, when I say I saw it I didn’t mean for real or anything. I’m not crazy. Or

maybe I am lol. How do you delete comments???

It’s like listening to a ghost talking, and I still can’t quite
fathom the idea that the girl who wrote that, whose delicate
fingers traced their way over her keyboard, isn’t here any more.
I’m suddenly wondering what will happen to my stories when I
die, and the thought of them being up there forever, a little piece
of me left behind for eternity, makes a shaft of dread yawn open
inside me. I click on the link to the story because it’s the only
thing I can do to chase the cold away.

_pinch_
added by _unknown_ on 21.02.2016.

I haven’t read it before, and the author is anonymous. It’s a
popular story, though. There are almost a thousand likes, over a
hundred comments. I slide down the page to see that it isn’t long.

I don’t want to read it, and I don’t even know why.
I don’t want to read it, but I do, because she did.

_pinch_
added by _unknown_ on 21.02.2016.

When I was fourteen my parents divorced, and
being the kind of girl who loved her fun dad
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more than her bitch mom, I went to stay with
him. He lost most of his savings and his
pension in the split, though god knows mom
didn’t deserve it, so he could only afford a
gnarly apartment on the second floor of a ten
storey walk-up in Sh--di--h. He lost my
brother, too, because Jason was twelve and too
young to detach himself from mom’s teat, so to
speak. But Jase would come visit us every now
and again, sleeping in my room, and my dad had
a PS4 so he was happy about it.
Dad’s place was... I guess old is the best word
for it. Not, like, antiquey, or quaint, not
Downton Abby for sure. It was more like an old
person. It stank of piss out in the corridor,
pieces were falling off it—wallpaper peeled
like old skin, and the ceilings were broken-
boned, bowed in the middle. It was a building
that sat there day after day waiting for death,
and I was amazed it held on for as long as
it did.
To begin with, it was good. After months of
listening to my parents threatening to knock
each others’ teeth out I relished the silence,
the calm. I mean, it wasn’t actual silence,
you could hear everything from every single
apartment in the building (and you heard some
weird things, for sure), but it was a kind of
silence because I wasn’t crouched in the
corner of my room trying not to hear it. I
wasn’t waiting for the door to smash open and
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their rage to spill inside and drown me. The
rooms were big—mine easily wide enough for two
beds—and I felt like I had a palace all to
myself. I’d sit and read, or listen to music,
or draw. I was actually happy, for the first
time in forever.
So happy, that at first I didn’t even notice
the bruises.

I stop reading, shivering. It’s a typical CreepyPasta, and even
though I’ve read a thousand of them over the years it still makes
my skin fold into gooseflesh. I take a breath, hearing mom down‐
stairs on the phone, hearing my little brother next door yelling at
his TV. I’m safe here. I am safe.

They started small, clustered like rotting
grapes around my knees, my ankles. It was dad
who spotted them first, glancing at me as I
walked out the shower one day and asking me if
I’d joined the wrestling team. I counted seven
of them that first morning, all on my left leg.
They didn’t hurt, but just knowing they were
there made my skin tingle. I figured I’d just
been restless in my sleep, or smacked my knees
on the desks at school. It was only when I
looked again a few days later and saw another
four bruises on my right knee—these ones bigger
—that I started to worry. These ones did hurt.
I kept track of what I was doing during the
day, but there were no accidents, no colli‐
sions, nothing to explain the fact that I woke
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up the next day with a bruise the size of an
apple right beneath my left ribs.
I didn’t want to tell anyone. You’ll probably
think I’m insane, but the truth was my parents
had just divorced, I was living with my dad,
and I know how much people leap to conclusions
these days. The honest truth was I didn’t want
the school nurse to tell the social worker,
then the cops to show up one afternoon and take
dad in for questioning. My dad wasn’t perfect,
not even close, but I knew without a shadow of
a doubt that there was no way he’d ever hurt
me. Besides, the divorce seemed to be hitting
him harder the longer he was away from mom.
He’d grown thin, and gaunt, and I noticed a lot
more grey in his hair. I just didn’t want to
worry him.
The only explanation for the bruises was that I
was doing something in my sleep, something
weird. And that made sense too because it had
been a rough ride, and I had my fair share of
nightmares.

I think of the witch and the hair on the back of my neck turns
electric, like there are fingers weaving through it. Grabbing the
laptop, I shuffle back until I’m leaning against the headboard,
and I push with my legs until I hear the headboard hit the wall.
No space for her to climb through.

So that night I forced myself to lay awake. It
was harder than you might think. There was an
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air conditioning unit in the living room window
at dad’s place, and he’d leave it running all
night. It made an almost perfect white noise,
and that sound would knock me out faster than a
fistful of sleeping pills. But I made coffee,
and kept the lights on, and watched videos on
my phone, intending to stay up all night if I
needed to.
It was about half eleven when I heard dad
laughing.
I didn’t even know it was him at first, because
it didn’t sound like his laugh. It was too
high, giggling, like he was a teenage girl. I
swear my heart almost stopped. I actually felt
it squeeze, like there was a hand around it. I
was out of my bed in a heartbeat, leaving the
well-lit safety of my room and feeling my way
down the short stretch of corridor to where dad
slept. As I walked he laughed again, and again.
He must have been having one hell of a dream.
I peeked around his door, into an ocean of
darkness. His room was huge too, and his bed
lay on the far side of it. The longer I stood
there, the more I could make out. He was moving
around like he was wrestling with somebody, the
covers rucked up and half on the floor. I
couldn’t actually see him, the dark over the
bed was too great, too thick.
He was still laughing, but it was different
now. I can’t really explain how, just that it
wasn’t a good laugh any more, it wasn’t a fun
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laugh. It was almost a scream, grunting,
punched out of him again and again and again. I
opened my mouth to say his name and he suddenly
stopped, he fell still, and the darkness on top
of him turned around and looked right at me.
I can’t explain it any better than that. The
darkness moved, and it had a face, two eyes as
yellow as moons and a corpse mouth that split
open into a grin. I remember the scream was
too big to fit up my throat, it was wedged
there, then it suddenly burst free like vomit,
loud enough to flood the room, and dad sat up
in bed, the darkness just not there any more.
He fumbled for his lamp and there was just
him, and his room, and me still screaming. He
got up, hugged me tight, put me back to bed.
It was just a dream, he told me. Just a
dream. And I would have believed him if I
hadn’t seen the red marks on his stomach, and
the old, yellow bruises that decorated his
ribs.
I didn’t want to sleep that night, or ever
again, but dad stayed by my bedside until I
dropped off. I remember my sleep being rest‐
less, and my dreams were full of darkness—a
darkness with eyes like cracked eggs, a dark‐
ness that grinned at me. When I woke, I was in
pain. I actually winced as I got out of bed.
Standing in front of the full-length mirror in
my room I saw that my torso was more bruise
than skin. It looked like I’d been in a car
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accident. I covered it up like I always did,
and went for breakfast.
Dad was worse than ever, still not eating. I
asked him what the matter was but he just
shrugged and told me he needed time. I noticed
that he seemed to be in a lot of discomfort
when he moved, and I almost mentioned what I
thought I’d seen the night before. But I was
scared, because I didn’t want this boat to be
rocked, I didn’t want to risk being sent back
to my mom. I just kept telling myself that we
were both stressed, and both prone to
nightmares.
The following night I decided to stay up again.
I wanted to prove to myself that there was
nothing to worry about. I picked a good book to
read and poured myself a mug of coffee, and
after dad had gone to bed I crept out of my
room into the living room. From here I could
see right into his bedroom, although it was too
dark to see anything much at all. It was like
that door was a threshold and anything beyond
it was part of a different universe.
It started again at 11.37, a low, rumbling
laugh from dad’s room. My heart lurched so hard
I thought it had cracked my ribs. I leaned
forward on the sofa and stared into his room,
seeing nothing but hearing that same laugh, the
rustling of his covers, and a thump, like the
bed had been shunted across the bare floor. Dad
laughed again, this time loud enough to wake
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the entire apartment building, and it went on,
and on, rising into a scream.
It was this that pulled me up from the sofa,
sent me stumbling through the living room and
out into the corridor. I pushed open his door
and slapped my hand to the light, trying to
ignore the grunting, ugly, miserable laughs
that poured from the shadows around his bed.
Nothing happened, the room stayed dark.
I called his name but my voice was lost in the
sounds he was making, the laughter like some‐
body being tortured. I flicked the switch, back
and forth, but it was like the night had a hand
over my eyes, I couldn’t see a single thing. I
called his name again, and again, fumbling for
my phone, switching on the torch and shining it
at the bed just as the room fell quiet.
Dad was sitting up, his covers thrown around
him, his torso wet with sweat. He was sitting
up and looking right at me, his face twisted
into such a monstrous grin that every single
one of his teeth was visible. I didn’t think it
was him, I thought that something else had
crawled into his flesh, was wearing him like
pajamas. He just stared at me, and grinned that
Joker grin, and I staggered back, the light
from my torch swinging in my shaking hand.
And that’s when I saw her, standing beside his
bed. She was too tall, too thin, her arms like
broomsticks hanging by her side, her eyes
glowing in the light from my cell.
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My whole body jolted, like I’d had an electric
shock. I tripped fell back, and the wall
cracked my head like a bat. I was lying there
until morning, until dad woke me. He moved me
to the sofa, lay me there while he went to call
an ambulance, but I told him I was okay, that
I’d just tripped in the dark when I went to get
water. He called in sick, and to look at him
you’d think he was sick. I couldn’t even
remember the last time he’d eaten something. I
wish I had let him call for an ambulance
because they would have taken one look at him
and put him in a hospital bed next to me.
I wanted until lunchtime before I asked him
about the laughter. He looked at me like I was
mad, swatting my words away with a wave of his
hand. So I asked him about his bruises, and he
was about to deny them too when I made him lift
his shirt. It was like he was seeing them for
the first time, and if it was possible for him
to grow paler then he did. They were everywhere
now, a band of them around his ribs, malignant
and dark. He looked at me, and told me he
didn’t understand, so I took a deep breath and
told him what I’d seen. I showed him my bruises
too, and it was then that he started to cry.
The rest of the day was spent in silence, not
because we didn’t have anything to say, but
because we were waiting. I wanted to get out of
the apartment, I needed to get out, but dad
refused to go, refused to believe that what we
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were experiencing was anything more than a bad
night’s sleep. But I made him promise me some‐
thing, I made him promise me that he’d set his
alarm for 11.30, and that he’d keep his lights
on all night. So we sat and watched telly and
waited for the sun to die.
I pretended to go to sleep, but as soon as I
heard dad’s snores I moved to my sentry posi‐
tion on the sofa. He did as he’d been asked,
leaving his light on, and at 11.30 I heard the
soft beep of his alarm. He rolled over, sat up,
oblivious to me watching him. He turned his
alarm off, scrolling through something on his
phone. I counted the minutes, ticking them off
until 11.37 had been and gone. At 11.42 he
switched off his light and went back to sleep,
but I didn’t move. I didn’t want to leave him.
I would wait there until morning, I thought. I
wouldn’t even close my eyes.
The next thing I knew... I was dreaming, I’m
sure of it. Something was sitting on me in the
dream, something made of night. It lifted its
fingers, each as long and as thin as the handle
of a wooden spoon, and before I could do
anything it dug them into my ribs, hard. It was
excruciating, it was agony, like being a kid
again and being tickled too hard. Its hands
were in my sides, between the bird-bones of my
chest, pinching, tickling, and all I could do
was laugh—not a good laugh, it was a scream,
punctuated by haggard, wrenching breaths. I
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fought it, but in my dream it had no body, just
those hands, and I couldn’t stop it, I couldn’t
stop it. I laughed, screamed, grunted, my whole
body bucking, my lungs empty, and still its
too-long digits burrowed themselves into my
skin, trying to grind their way into the meat
between my ribs, tickling, tickling, tickling—
It spoke. Just one word, whispered over and
over.
_pinch_
_pinch_
_pinch_
_pinch_
I woke, the world snapping back around me, the
living room, the lights blazing, everything
back to normal apart from the void of darkness
right above me, the weight of night that sat
heavy on my stomach. Its two hands were made of
shadow but they drilled into me like machinery,
tickling relentlessly. Its head peeled open,
those sunken eyes full of rancid delight, the
sucking pit of its mouth dripping laughter. And
I was laughing too, I couldn’t stop myself. It
was this—the sound I was making, more animal
than human—it was this awful, unrecognizable
laughter that tipped me right to the edge of
madness.
Dad called my name, and the darkness flew off
me instantly, seeming to cartwheel across the
room and up into the shadows of the ceiling.
Dad was standing in the living room door, his
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face still full of sleep. I rolled off the
sofa, my head a seething mess of white noise.
He stumbled toward me, trying to calm me, but
all I could feel was those fingers digging for
treasure in my sides, all I could see was the
thing that tickled me, that still hissed that
word from where it hung upside down in the
corner of the room.
_pinch_
_pinch_
_pinch_
_pinch_
I ran, wrenching open the door and heading out
into the apartment building. I didn’t know
where I was going, I just had to get away.
Every door was closed, but I could hear voices
from behind all of them, maybe the same voice,
chanting, laughing, crying. I ran, stumbling up
the stairwell, third floor, fourth floor, those
voices chasing me, forcing me higher, higher,
until I burst out into a corridor on the
seventh floor and saw the door.
And I knew that I was supposed to be here.
I don’t know how, but I knew that she was
waiting for me.
I knew she’d keep me safe.
The door was open, but all I could see was the
flo r, a l ht, and pas that a k tche with a t
bl ful of me t, nd she heard me, I cou d s se
her, and theeeeeeee bb reaks me. she breakkkkd,
ssssss ,,
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It ends here, nothing below but comments and most of them
asking what the hell happened next. I close the laptop, suddenly
aware of the way my heart is throwing itself against my ribs, as if
there are long, thin fingers wrapped around it, tickling hard. It’s a
good story, one of the better ones on creeepy, but that’s not the
reason I feel like the temperature has dropped a hundred degrees
in here.

I open the laptop lid again, looking at those last few lines.

I knew that I was supposed to be here.
I don’t know how, but I knew that she was
waiting for me.
I knew she’d keep me safe.

The words beneath that don’t make a lot of sense, they’ve
been written that way on purpose, it’s like a broken radio signal
or something. But there’s enough there for me to have a go,
there’s enough there for me to guess what she was trying to write,
what she saw through that door.

A kitchen, I think. With a table full of meat.
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5_FINGER__

I spend the rest of the afternoon thinking about _pinch_ and
thinking about her, the dead girl. I think about her so much that I
feel almost like I see her, a flash of a smile in the corner of my eye
every time I turn my head. It’s just screen burn, and exhaustion,
but even so it scares me downstairs pretty quick.

“You okay?” mom asks as I walk into the kitchen. Not
because of this morning, but because it’s the same thing she asks
me at the start of every conversation. She worries a lot, my mom.

I nod, sitting on a bar stool and pressing my thumb down on
the crumbs that still lie on the island. Mom doesn’t seem to be
doing anything other than standing by the sink. She’s tracing the
plug hole with one finger, tracing it in tight circles. The faucet’s
running like a firehose.

“What are you doing?” I ask, and she shrugs, lifting her hand
and staring at her finger. There’s something on the end of it.

“I was speaking to somebody. She told me that Cara girl was
a bad kid, into all kids of horrible stuff.”

“Yeah?” I say.
“Cut herself, all up and down her arms, legs too. Used to skip

classes with her boyfriend and tramp across town to god only
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knows where. She was on the edge of getting kicked out alto‐
gether, only the fact her father donated so much money kept
her in.”

I nod again. I can’t decide if this makes me feel better or
worse. Cara didn’t look like a bad kid, but then again all I had to
go on was a bunch of Facebook photos.

“She killed herself,” mom says, and I flinch so hard my stool
scrapes across the floor.

“Mom,” I say, but I’ve got nothing to follow it with. I knew it
anyway, right? But it sounds different coming from her mouth, it
sounds different when you say it like that.

“But they don’t know how. They say they’ve never seen a
body like hers before. It was like somebody had taken a bat to
her.”

It’s like somebody has taken a bat to me too, my gut a
clenched fist. Mom’s still standing there, staring at her finger. She
hasn’t even looked at me, and I know it’s because somehow, in
her head, she’s conflated me with this whole thing. I’m linked to a
dead girl, and now it’s me who skipped classes, me who hangs
out with my boyfriend slicing up my arms with a cheap razor. It’s
how her brain works.

“They say they didn’t find all of her,” mom says. “They
searched that room a hundred times and they didn’t find all of
her.”

I swallow the image down, compacting the crumbs between
my fingers and thumb, feeling the little implosions as they cave in
to the pressure. I feel like I’m about to implode too, because the
kitchen feels too hot, the walls too close, and my head is pound‐
ing. I stick the same finger into the collar of my shirt and pull it
away from my neck. I’m about to change the conversation when
something occurs to me.

“Why do they think she did it herself then? I mean, nobody
beats herself up, cuts pieces off or whatever, then, you know.” I
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mime the action, because it’s easier than saying it. “That doesn’t
make any sense.”

“I didn’t say she committed suicide,” mom says, and she
slides her finger, the same one she’s just been using to wipe the
sink, into her mouth like it’s a popsicle. It’s in there for a full
thirty seconds before it pulls free, as wet as a slug. She stares at it,
lost somewhere.

“Mom?” I say.
“I didn’t say that,” she says. “I didn’t say she committed

suicide.”
“You…” I get off the stool because it suddenly feels like it’s

lost three of its legs. Even the ground feels as if it’s tilted, and I
cling to the edge of the island to stop myself rolling downhill,
rolling into that weird rotting stain on the wall. “You said she
killed herself. You just said it.”

“Yeah,” mom says, finally looking at me. “She killed herself.
She didn’t commit suicide. She killed herself. She murdered
herself. She killed her self.”

“What?” I say, and I’m about to push it when the doorbell
goes. I don’t even wait to see if mom moves, I just want to get the
hell out of that kitchen. The silhouette at the door’s familiar and
I’m almost giddy with the relief of knowing Flint’s standing on
the other side of the glass.

“You’re here,” I say, pulling open the door. She’s rocking back
and forth on her heels, a massive grin plastered over her face.
There’s something different about her and I can’t figure out what
it is.

“You’re not,” she says, pushing past me. “It’s after six. I
thought if I didn’t come and get you you’d hide away here for the
night and refuse to answer your phone. I know you and social
gatherings, like two negative magnets bouncing off each other.”

She heads straight to the staircase and starts walking up it,
not looking back. I glance at the hallway clock. It’s about ten
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minutes slow, and still stuck on summer time, but she’s right, it’s
after six. I have no idea how that happened, it must have taken
me longer to read the story than I’d thought.

“Flint?” I say, closing the front door and following her. “You
need the bathroom?”

“You’re not leaving the house like that.” Her voice floats
down from the landing, weirdly muffled. “Come on, there’s
something up here for you.”

I glance into the kitchen to see that mom hasn’t moved, still
staring at her finger, the faucet blasting out white noise. I walk to
the stairs, put one hand on the bannister, but I don’t step up. I
feel too heavy, like gravity has doubled beneath our street. The
air’s so hot, so thick.

“Come on, Tommi,” says Flint’s ghost voice. “You’ll like it. I
promise.”

I haul myself up like I’m stuck in quicksand, dragging
myself around the bend to see Flint standing outside my
bedroom door. She’s running a hand through her hair, grinning
that same grin.

“Don’t take too long,” she says. “You never want to take too
long on the stairs, and you never want to stop.”

“Why?” I ask.
“Because you don’t know who’s behind you,” she says, and

the gooseflesh explodes onto my skin like I’ve been wrapped in
cold, wet linen. I look down the stairs and mom’s right at the
bottom of them, staring up with dark eyes. I trip, fall, then make
it to the top on all fours. If anything it’s hotter up here, the air
seems to swim.

“Right there,” Flint says, nodding at my bedroom door.
“You’re going to love it.”

I don’t know why she’s lying to me. If she had something for
me, why wouldn’t she just give it to me downstairs? I glance at
Donnie’s door. It’s closed but I can still hear him in there
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shouting at his Xbox. And it’s just Flint. Whatever game she’s
playing it won’t be bad. She loves me.

“What’s in there?” I ask.
“Oh, something delicious,” she says. “Something special. Go

on, look.”
I make my way to Flint, standing so close that I can feel the

weight of her next to me, I can feel the heat coming off her. My
door’s half closed and there’s a bath robe hanging on the back of
it, but I can see a fraction of my bed through the crack. It looks
almost like there’s something on it, something big.

“You’re so slow you’re going to miss it,” she says, the words
sliding into my ear on a needle. I look at her, then look back again
to see mom at the top of the stairs. She must have moved like a
ninja to get there so fast. Whatever this is, mom’s obviously in on
it. I feel myself blushing, like they’ve got me an early birthday
present or something.

When I push my head past the door, through, it’s not a
present I see on my bed.

It’s a girl.
She’s facing away from me, her legs over the side of the bed,

her face about three inches away from a laptop screen. She’s
rocking back and forth, ever so slightly, and I can hear her voice,
too quiet to make out words.

“What’s going on?” I say, but Flint just smiles. I look back at
the girl on the bed, ready to ask her the same question, but when
I do I notice she’s wearing my clothes. Not just the same clothes I
own, but the clothes I’m wearing right now. She’s got my hair,
too, and my earring.

It’s me. I’m looking at myself.
“She’s not you,” Flint says, her mouth against my ear. She

shoves me, hard, and I stumble into the room. The floor seems to
tilt again, as if the whole house has started to slide into a sinkhole,
and I’m falling toward the bed, falling toward her. There’s
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nothing I can do to stop myself, I kick a leg against the bed but
the force that’s pulling me is too strong and my knee buckles. I
roll onto the mattress, grabbing the frame until my fingers feel
like they’re about to break.

The girl’s turning her head, slowly. I grip the bed, feeling like
there’s an invisible rope around my middle, the other end tied to
a truck. I think I’m screaming but I can’t be sure, there’s no sound
other than her frantic whispers, as soft as distant bird wings. Her
head turns, and turns, like an owl, and when it turns enough I see
that the girl doesn’t have a face, her skull is a smooth, pink
hollow, an empty shell.

My fingers snap free and I accelerate into her, into that
awful, sucking absence of her face. We hit like we’re both travel‐
ling at sixty miles an hour, the impact knocking the wind out of
me, sending the laptop clattering off my lap. It hits the floor hard
and I jolt onto my feet, backing away from the bed so hard I
almost stand on it.

There’s nobody there, nobody there, just me, right here, on
the edge of tears.

“Fuck,” is literally the only word I can think of.
I must have fallen asleep sitting on the edge of the bed.

Christ, my heart’s apoplectic, it’s frothing at the top of my throat.
I bend down to pick up the laptop but before I can I hear mum
scream my name.

“Tommi!”
It almost sounds like she’s in the bathroom, I can hear the

gallop of water as she moves in the bath. “Go get the goddamned
door!”

What?
I’m so disoriented the room feels like it’s turning in slow

circles. It’s almost too much for me to walk to my bedroom door,
but I manage it, peering into the empty corridor. The bathroom
door’s open and I can see mom right there, soaking in the tub.
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She eyeballs me and I take the hint, dropping down the stairs.
The kitchen’s empty, but the faucet is still running, and it’s
Flint’s silhouette I see trapped in the glass of the front door.

“You’re here,” I say when I open it, falling into a yawning pit
of déjà vu. She smiles at me, running a hand over her shaven
head.

“You’re not,” she says, pushing past me. “It’s after six. I
thought if I didn’t come and get you you’d hide away here for the
night and refuse to answer your phone. I know you and social
gatherings, like—”

“Magnets,” I say, and she tilts her head in confusion.
“Yeah,” she says. “Negatives ones. You okay? You look like

you’ve just seen your mom and the milkman doing the naked
fandango on the dining room table.”

“I’m…”
I’m not okay, I need to center myself, so I open my arms and

Flint reacts instantly, moving into them. I hold her tight, pushing
my face into her neck, smelling the sweet smell of her, the not-
my-house smell of her. It’s enough, and my heart calms, my mind
stills. She doesn’t let go until I do.

“I thought I told you no more stories,” she says, running a
hand over my head. “This thing has suckerpunched you.”

“No more stories,” I say.
“But definitely a night out.”
I’m about to say it’s the last thing I want to do, but that’s a lie.

The last thing I want to do is walk up those stairs and look into
my room and see a girl with no face sitting on my bed.

“Sure,” I say. “Definitely. Just give me a minute.”
I’m not exactly dressed up but it’s not exactly prom. I grab a

jacket from the hook and yell upstairs.
“I’m going out, don’t wait up.”
Mom shouts something back but I lose it behind the sound of
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Flint opening the door. I let her go, running into the kitchen and
turning off the faucet, instantly wishing I hadn’t.

There’s something in the sink. Something slick and red and
raw. Something surrounded by trails of thick, oily, liquid, as if it’s
been pushed around in circles.

It looks almost like the top joint of a finger.
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7_CANDY__

Flint’s friend’s place is uptown, and we ride the subway from
Mendhel Street. It’s raining out, and I’m almost glad to be under‐
ground, glad to be moving. The train’s fast, but it rocks from side
to side like somebody’s got hold of it, like they’re trying to pull it
back. Twice I head-butt my own reflection in the window, once
hard enough to make me cuss. I sit back, wincing, watching Flint
as she hammers out a message on her cell, watching her until she
looks up and smiles.

“Better?” she asks, sending the message then sliding the
phone into her jeans. “You got some color back.”

“Better,” I say. I haven’t told her about the dream, because
there’s nothing to say. The whole thing’s fading now like breath
on a window. Even the meat in the sink, it’s just something left‐
over from mum’s dinner prep, a lump of gristle. It’s not the worst
thing I’ve seen in there.

“Sure you don’t want some candy to take the edge off?” she
asks, patting her jacket. There’s a bag of pills in there, mainly
downers, but I shake my head like I do every time she offers
them. I’m too scared that if I swallow one I’m just opening up the
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doors of my dreams to something far worse than a hollow-faced
girl.

Flint wraps her arm around me, holding me tight. There’s a
guy across the aisle wearing a bright red God Bless 45 hat and
eyeballing us hard. He probably thinks we’re lesbians. He’s only
half wrong, I guess, and Flint’s toying with him, putting her hand
on my leg and eyeballing him right back until he looks away,
shaking his head and pretending to stare out the window. The
carriage is near empty, just us and the man and a bunch of high
school kids near the back who’re quiet enough to let the world
know they’re not used to being here without their parents. Every‐
body dances in time with the movement of the train, heads
jerking left and right like somebody’s got us all on a string.

Flint squeezes my knee then reaches into her bag, pulling out
a plastic bottle with the label torn off. She unscrews the cap and
takes a swig, the smell of sweet rum hitting me before she passes
the bottle.

“Just Bacardi,” she says when I wave it away. “Poured it
myself, nothing in here but a little bit of relaxed and happy
Tommi Bright. Go on.”

I surrender, swallowing more than I meant to and inhaling it
instead. I cough so hard I think I’m turning inside out, all the
while Flint’s laughing and pounding me on the back.

“Jesus, you absolute rookie,” she says. I watch through tears as
she slides the bottle back. The train’s slowing and Flint bounces
up, holding the seat with one hand and offering the other one to
me. “This is us. Try not to choke to death before we get there.”

“Okay,” I say.
We hop down from the doors and weave our way through a

cluster of people into the rain. It’s been a while since I’ve been
out in the night and despite a weighted vest of nerves I’m drawn
to it, the bustle of folk near Edgedown Market, the way the
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streetlights and the storefronts and the glowing cigarette tips
stare at themselves in the puddles. The clouds are low, and dark,
and smothering, but in a good way, in a hide-beneath-the-duvet
way. I feel safe as we trip from street to street. I’m almost having
fun until we find ourselves in the middle of a pack of neglected
apartment buildings and I hear the thump of music.

“Flint,” I say. “You utter douche.”
“Don’t say it,” she replies, taking my hand and leading me

toward a three-storey walk-up that’s seen better days. The
second floor is glowing, and I can see a swell of people through
the glass, an ocean of bodies.

“You said it wasn’t a party.”
“It’s not, it’s a thing, come on.”
“Seriously,” I say, and I stop because there’s a cannonball

lodged beneath my ribs. The air’s electric with my anxiety, I can
feel it radiating from me like a beacon. “No.”

“It’s a party,” Flint says. “I’m sorry, he told me it was a thing,
honest to god. But we’re here, and I want you to come, Tommi, I
need you to be there for me.”

She doesn’t need me. She never needs me, not any more, not
since she stopped being Allie and started being Flint. But the
pouting look on her face helps dislodge some of the weight on my
chest. If I convince myself I’m here for her, then it makes it
easier. She beams, squeezing my hand and pulling me through
the door into a trash-and-people-strewn corridor. A couple of
them look at me but most have their eyes on Flint, she’s good at
getting attention.

“Just have a couple of drinks,” she says. “Enjoy the music, the
company. Live a little bit of life outside your head, for once.”

“Scary outside my head,” I say as we head up the stairs.
“Scarier inside it,” she replies, and whatever else she says is

lost in the bone-shaking thump of the music when she opens the
stairwell door. Ahead’s a short corridor, four apartments leading
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off from it. Two doors are open and Flint goes for the nearest.
There’s too many people to move in here, a hundred of them,
maybe, most of them jumping up and down. I’m amazed the
building’s still standing, and suddenly I’ve got another thing to
add to my list of worries—being buried alive. I’m so convinced it’s
going to happen I don’t want to leave the safety of the stairwell,
but Flint’s pulling me along like I’m a stubborn dog and I don’t
have any choice but to follow her. There’s no way I’m ending up
on my own here.

Not that I have much of a choice in the matter.
“Marcel!” I hear her call, and her hand lets go of mine. The

crowd swallows her whole, gulps her down, the dancers as hard
as teeth as I try to push past them. Somebody else grabs my hand,
a guy with a silver-toothed grin, reeling me in. I tug free, turning
my back on him. The music is a hammer and I’m a nail,
vanishing into the bare wooden floor one beat at a time. I turn
again, looking for the stairs but utterly lost. It’s too dark, too loud,
and I’m—

“Come on,” Flint says, reaching for me through the throng.
She leads me deeper into the madness, then we go through a
door and I’m suddenly free of it. It’s a bedroom, just a handful of
people here sitting on the floor in a haze of sweet-smelling
smoke. One of them’s a guy I half recognize from something else
Flint once dragged me to. He nods at me, taking a drag on his
joint.

“So yeah,” Flint shouts over the music. “Like I was saying, I
ended up stranded there all night. Anyway, you’ve met Tommi,
right?”

“Right,” Marcel’s word is long and forged of smoke. “Got
plenty, sister, pull up a pew.”

I shake my head but Flint speaks for me.
“She won’t touch it, but I will. Here.”
She hands me the rum and I stand there with it in my hand
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like I’ve never seen a plastic bottle before. Flint takes it back,
unscrews the cap, holds it to my lips.

“50cc’s of fun, stat,” she says, and I take a small sip, keeping
the bottle. “It’s a start, but it’s something. Just stay for a while,
yeah? If you feel a panic attack coming on just say, we can go any
time, I promise.”

I’ve felt a panic attack coming on since I left my goddamned
house, but I do my best to smile at her. She slides down the wall
next to Marcel and snatches his joint, taking a hit. I don’t know
what to do with my eyes, or my arms, or anything else, so I just
take another tiny sip of rum, feeling it in my nose, behind my
eyes. I pull out my cell, a message from mom saying not to be too
late. No notifications on Facebook, or Insta, but I check them all
anyway because it uses up some time.

Like, ten seconds of time.
I have no idea what to do next because a guy across the room

is trying to talk to me and I’m doing everything I can not to make
eye contact. I angle myself away from him, staring back out the
door, into the crowd.

And that’s when I see her. That’s when I see the dead girl,
Cara Pierce.
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8_DEADGIRLSDONTPARTY__

By the time I get to the door she’s gone. Not gone, of course,
because she was never really there. Dead girls don’t party. All the
same I push up on my tiptoes and stare through the crowd,
through the heaving mass of bodies, through the smoke, through
the trembling, music-filled air.

It’s her, it has to be. She’s walking away from me, moving
around people as fluidly as water. Her hair’s styled in a perfect
pixie cut, dyed electric blue. She’s wearing a neon pink halter top
which reveals the small of her back, faded hipster jeans. For a
moment it looks like she’s turning back but before I can get a
good look at her somebody appears in the doorway, pushing past
me, shouting something so loud it makes my ears ring.

I wait for them to pass before heading out. The dead girl
—Cara, I tell myself, her name’s Cara—has gone again, and I’m in
such a rush to find her that I walk right into someone. He’s too
drunk or high to notice, they’re all too drunk or high, grinning
like idiots, all moving exactly the same way. I get the feeling I’m
inside an engine, the cogs and gears grinding in perfect harmony.
At least until somebody grabs my arm and I turn to see the man
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from the room I’ve just left, the frat boy who was trying to talk
to me.

“You’re going too fast,” he says, his grip too tight. I tug once,
twice, and on the third go he releases me.

“What?” I say.
“Too fast, I thought you wanted to dance. Here’s good.”
I shake my head, start walking again. Is that a flash of electric

blue up ahead? It’s heading for the exit and I barge and shove
and curse my way after it. By the time I get to the front door I’m
soaked with drink and with other people’s sweat, and the cool‐
ness of the corridor is welcome. There are a few people out here
but not many.

“Did a girl just leave?” I say. “Short? Blue hair?”
I’m talking to nobody in particular, and nobody in particular

answers me. There’s only three other apartments on this floor,
but the stairwell door is open and I can hear footsteps. I chase
them out, listen to them echoing above and below and all around,
like there’s an army marching in here. I stare over the banister,
seeing nothing, then look up and catch a flash of pink ghosting up
the stairs.

I’m halfway to calling out but I don’t, running instead, not
quite brave enough to take the concrete steps two at a time.
There’s the sound of a door opening, and when I turn the corner
I see it swinging slowly shut. There are no more floors after this
one so I follow the sound of the dead girl into the third floor corri‐
dor. It’s harder than it sounds, because there are no lights on up
here, the door opens onto nothing but darkness.

“Hey?” I say, a whisper. The music from downstairs is
muted, like there’s a ton of insulation in the floor. It’s quiet
enough that I can hear the pop and whine of a camera flash, right
in my ear. I wiggle a finger in it, wondering why I didn’t see the
light. Who the hell is taking photos up here? Fumbling my cell
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out I fire up the flashlight and shine it through, seeing a short
corridor, four doors, and Cara.

She’s facing away from me, standing right in the corner, so
close to the wall that it looks like she’s got her head pressed
against the peeling wallpaper. It’s so dark in here, even with my
flashlight, that it looks like she’s in black and white, like she’s just
stepped out of an old photograph. Even her hair looks washed
out, grey.

“Hello?” I say, not quite enough to make it a word. Cara
doesn’t move, but I can hear her talking, whispering. That awful,
sucking sensation of déjà vu grabs me. I think she’s going to turn
around and there’s going to be nothing where her face is but a
hole. I’m backing away before I’m even aware of it, but my ass
hits the door and it cracks against the wall and suddenly the dead
girl turns to look at me.

“Fuck!” she says. “What the hell?”
She squints against the torchlight but it’s her, it’s definitely

Cara.
“Who is that? You’re blinding me.”
“Sorry,” I say, swinging the torch down. “I…”
I have absolutely nothing. I see the shape of the girl

approaching me through the dark, as smooth as a ship in the
night, pushing a wave of heat in front of it. I stand back to let her
out the door but she hovers in it, just enough light for me to see
the blue, shoulder-length hair, the boyish face. She’s wearing a
pink halter neck and jeans, but that’s about all that could
possibly be mistaken for Cara.

“What the hell are you doing up here?” she asks, her body as
tense as a cobra’s, like she’s going to snap out and shove me down
the stairs.

“Nothing,” I say. “I got lost. I saw you, thought you were here
for the party. I’m sorry, I thought you were somebody else.”

I smile, and she relaxes. There’s a cell phone in her hand, and
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I smile, and she relaxes. There’s a cell phone in her hand, and
she holds it between us like she’s offering it.

“Came to see if I could get a signal. This piece of crap don’t
get nothing. Yours work?”

“Um, yeah,” I say, lifting it up and accidentally shining it in
her face again. She’s less like Cara than ever, I don’t know how I
could have made the mistake. “You can use it if you like? Make
up for the fact I almost gave you a heart attack?”

“Nah,” she says. “Thanks though. I’m Megan.”
“Tommi,” I say. “With an i. Thomasin, it’s a girl’s name.

Some people think I’m a guy if I don’t, you know, tell them that.
Sorry, I have no idea what I’m saying.”

I’m rambling because my heart’s beating so fast, firing out
words like bullets. Megan’s mouth curls up a fraction of an inch.

“Okay, Tommi-who’s-not-a-guy, it was nice meeting you.”
“Yeah, you too.”
I stand aside to let her pass, and she makes it to the top step

before stopping.
“Who’d you think I was?” she asks without looking back.
“Nobody,” I say. “I mean, somebody you couldn’t have been,

somebody impossible.”
“Somebody dead,” she says, and the eruption of gooseflesh is

almost crippling. I open my mouth to deny it, but what’s the
point?

“A girl,” I say. “Her name was Cara.”
She seems to deflate, suddenly old, suddenly small. I think

she’s going to fall and I reach out for her, but she straightens,
turns to me. She looks guilty.

“You knew her?” she says. “I don’t know you.”
“I knew of her,” I say. “I mean… It’s complicated. You knew

her?”
She nods, plucking at her top.
“I knew I shouldn’t have worn it. But it felt right, felt like I
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was bringing her with me. A bit of her at least.” She looks over
my shoulder, thinking for a moment before meeting my eye.
“You’re the second person tonight, it’s the hair as well I think.
We dyed it together. I’m her sister.” She laughs quietly. “By
another mister. We’re not related, we just grew up together.
People say you spend enough time with somebody you start
looking like them, guess it’s true.”

“I’m sorry,” I say. “Sorry she…”
She waves away my silence, and I realize she’s had more than

a few drinks.
“Shit happens,” she says. “Cara had more than her fair share

of it. It just doesn’t make any sense, you only get one shot, she
spent hers bitching about everything, scared of everything. You
said you knew her?”

“I… yeah, from school.”
She’s drunk enough not to question it. Her foot hovers over

the top step, and she looks past me again, right over my shoulder.
“It’s like, why would somebody as smart and funny and

pretty as her do those things? Why’d she take it out on herself?”
“The cuts?” I say, and Megan cocks her head, her dark eyes

boring into me.
“You know about them?” she asks.
“Yeah,” I say. “She used to cut herself, her and her boyfriend.

Right?”
“You know about him?” she says, genuinely shocked. “How?”
“Like, my mom,” I say. “My mom told me. Didn’t everyone

know?”
“I didn’t even know,” Megan says. “That bitch, I was

supposed to be her best friend. Do you know where he is? I hope
they lock him up for life.”

“You think he was involved?”
She shakes her head.
“He was with me the night it happened. Not like that, we
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were at a party. I had no idea they were seeing each other, no
idea they were doing that stuff together. How’d your mom even
know—”

There’s a sound like a gunshot downstairs, a crashing wave of
screams then an ebb of laughter. Megan sighs, looking at her cell
like it’s got all the answers.

“You know where Tanner is?” she asks after a moment.
“Nobody’s seen him since the cops took him in. He’s going to get
away with it, I know it.”

“Get away with it?” I ask. “With what? I thought he was with
you?”

“Stupid bitch,” Megan says, ignoring me. “Wasted her whole
goddam life on a game. Her whole goddam life.”

Another firecracker pop flicks me in the ear, then a whole
burst of them. The walls light up, somebody’s letting off fire‐
works in the stairwell. I don’t even have the urge to run, I’m not
even picturing myself stuck up here in the inferno, burning to
death. It’s been pushed aside by something else, something even
more primal, even more powerful: a need for answers.

“Game?” I say. “What game.”
“Then you don’t know everything,” Megan replies, flashing

me a smug smile. “Tanner introduced her to it. Maybe you
should ask him.”

She starts down the stairs and I call her name to stop her.
“What game?” I ask.
She looks back, but again she’s not looking at me, she’s

looking past me.
“The game,” she says. “Her game.”
And I swear I hear a quiet sigh, feel a breath on the back of

my neck. I spin around, the door right behind me, wide open and
leeching darkness. There, in the corridor beyond, right in the
corner where Megan had been standing, a pillar of shadow and
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dirt, a grinning lump of night, gone as soon as I swing my
torch up.

“Ask Tanner,” Megan shouts, already out of sight. “Tell that
asshole he’s as good as dead if I find him, then ask him. Ask him
about the witch.”
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9_NIGHTNIGHT__

I don’t even stop to find Flint, I just barrel down the stairs,
through the choking black smoke of the firecrackers, through the
lipless grins and the barking laughter and the unblinking eyes
and the endless, numbing beat of the music. I run down flight
after flight after flight of stairs, surely too many, like there’s
another three storeys beneath the building, until I see the main
door and throw myself out onto the street.

Ask him about the witch.
Her words have literally taken my breath away, there’s no air

here. The clouds seem even lower, full of night, smothering. I
have to put my hands on the top of a car and force my lungs to
inflate, but even then it’s like sucking in carbon monoxide until
after the fourth breath when I feel the oxygen hit my veins, my
brain. I rest my head on the cold metal, close my eyes, and just
breathe, breathe, breathe until the giant’s fist around my ribs
grows loose.

“You okay?” somebody asks. I grunt a reply, but I don’t have
what it takes to lift my head.

“You’re too slow,” somebody else whispers into my ear, and
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this time I look up, squinting at the girl who’s walking away
from me.

“What?” I say, and she stops.
“You okay?” she asks. “Just checking, there’s some real

assholes up there, they’re spiking drinks. Be careful is all.”
“I’m okay,” I say, realizing I’m still holding Flint’s bottle. I

put it on the top of the car, pressing my hands into my eyes until
more firecrackers erupt inside my skull. When I look again the
girl is halfway down the street, her arm looped through a guy’s.
Inside the apartment the people still rise and fall like they’ve
melted together, like they’re being churned in some vast oven. I
look at the windows of the third floor but they’re utterly blind,
they may as well have been painted black.

I can’t leave Flint, but I do. Nothing will make me walk back
inside that apartment, and besides, once Flint’s on a rail it’s
impossible to make her stop. I should never have come in the first
place. I set off, heading back for the subway, stopping when I
realize I’ve left the bottle on the car. It sounds stupid, but I go
back for it. There’s some of me in that bottle now, and I don’t
want it anywhere near the house, anywhere where the darkness
at the top of those stairs can reach it. It’s only when I get to the
subway station that I chuck it in the trash, and even that leaves
me worrying for the whole ride home.

It’s only just after nine when I close the front door behind
me, and I’m happy that mom and Donnie are still up. I holler out
a hello, heading for the kitchen and pouring myself a juice. The
sink is clean, not even a smudge of blood, but the counter is still
covered in breadcrumbs. I look for a towel so that I can clean
them up myself but before I can I hear mom thumping down the
stairs. She’s in her bathrobe, a towel wrapped around her hair,
and she’s going so fast she misses the last step, cussing as she
limps past me.

“You okay?” she says, and I can see her lip trembling.
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“You okay?” she says, and I can see her lip trembling.
“What’s wrong?”

I’m not sure why she’s so worried, it’s not like I’ve been gone
long. She stops by the island, her hands on the back of a stool,
strands of wet hair hanging down the back of her robe like
seaweed. Her skin’s puffed up like she’s been floating in the
ocean for a week.

“Were you in the bath?” I say. “All this time?”
She looks at me like it’s the stupidest question in the world,

but her brow’s creased the way it is sometimes when she’s
stressed. She looks at her hands, picks something out of her nail,
then shivers.

“Helps me relax,” she says after a moment. “Where have you
been?”

“Out, with Flint,” I say. “Some stupid thing. She wanted to
stay, I didn’t. Pretty tired after today.”

“You want food?” she asks, opening the fridge and staring
inside. “Not much in there, but there’s enough for a sandwich.”

“I’m fine,” I say. I’m chewing on a question, one I don’t really
know if I want answered. But my skull’s full of cracks and I need
to fill them in, so I just ask. “Look, mom, about earlier, about
Cara.”

“Still?” she says. “Forget about her, it doesn’t matter, it wasn’t
just you that killed her.”

“No,” I say, feeling a little like she’s gutpunched me. “No, not
that.” I shake my head, half hoping I just heard her wrong.
“About what you were telling me, this afternoon, about Cara
hurting herself.”

“What about it?” says mom.
I’m wishing I hadn’t drunk the juice, it’s mixing with the rum

in my empty stomach and I’m belching battery acid.
“How did you know all that?” I say. “About the cuts and

boyfriend and stuff.”
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She looks at me like I’m an idiot, but that crease still slices
her forehead in two. She opens her mouth, closes it, opens it
again.

“Everybody knew,” she says, and the last word rises like a
question.

Except Cara’s sister from another mister, I think. Her best
friend.

“But you didn’t even know her,” I say. “Who told you those
things?”

Her mouth’s moving like a fish again. She closes the fridge,
moves to the sink, and for an awful second I think she’s going to
start moving her finger around in there, tracing patterns in blood.
But she just rinses her hands, drying them on a towel.

“I just know she’s bad news,” she says.
“Who told you?” I ask again. Mom turns to me, and I can see

the answer bubbling beneath the worry. She doesn’t know. She
doesn’t remember. I hold up my hands. “It doesn’t matter. She’s
bad news, I know.”

I wait to see if there’s anything else, but she stares me out of
the kitchen and I head upstairs. Donnie’s coming out of the bath‐
room, toothpaste smeared over his bottom lip.

“Night, dork,” he says.
“Night, dick,” I reply, our bedtime routine. He walks into his

room and slams the door, and I head into mine. I’m worried it
won’t actually feel like mine any more, after earlier, but it’s just
my room, my stuff, my smell. I sit on the bed and wrestle my
DMs off, then shuffle up to the headboard and pick up my
laptop.

I know, I know, I should leave it well alone. But questions are
like a hole in your soul, and right now I feel like I’m leaking out
through them, that I’m losing myself. I open it up, wait for it to
notice I’ve woken it. The battery’s low, the screen on energy
saving mode, so dark I can barely see it. _pinch_ is still there. It
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feels like a million years since I read the story and I snap the
window closed before it creeps into me again. It’s the last thing I
want in my head before I go to sleep.

I open up a fresh window and load Facebook, tapping out a
rhythm on the laptop’s shell until I work up the courage to search
for Cara Pierce’s page again.

She’s right where I left her, like nobody’s noticed she’s dead
yet. But it’s not her I’m interested in. Her relationship status is
listed as It’s Complicated, so I click on her friend list instead,
searching for Tanner. There are two of them, and one is in his
forties and dressed in dad shorts. The other greets me with a too-
white smile and perfect hair. He’s young, and tanned, and if he
doesn’t play football and chug beer and dream of following his
dad into the stock market then I’ll eat this laptop whole. He’s not
the kind of guy I thought I’d see Cara with, not at all, and I
wonder if that’s the reason nobody knew about them. Or maybe
Tanner didn’t want the rest of the team to know he was dating
the weird writer chick.

I click on his photo, the curser spinning while my laptop has
another mini-stroke. Down the hall I hear a sound like somebody
in water, the squeak of flesh on plastic, like mom’s still in the
bath. But I can hear her coming up the stairs, too, and she walks
past my door a second later with a mug of tea in her hand.

“Sleep, child,” she says. “That thing will kill you.”
“Night mom,” I say. “Sleep well.”
She stops, framed in the door, says something that I can’t

hear, something that sounds like “slow”. Then she’s gone, her
door clicking shut behind her.

Tanner’s looking at me, his page has loaded. I scroll through
his photos, stopping on one with him and Megan. It’s after she
dyed her hair, so pretty recent, and they’re obviously at a party
because there’s a wall of people behind them. Cara’s there too,
but all you can see of her over Megan’s shoulder is her electric
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blue hair and one wide, angry eye. I wonder if Megan and
Tanner were seeing each other too, or if Megan was just jealous
of her friend, wanted to be like her. That would explain the hair,
the clothes. Megan’s staring at me and I feel suddenly guilty for
even thinking it, so I click through the rest of the photos—Tanner
running, Tanner smoking a blunt with his buddies, Tanner in his
football kit—then scroll down the rest of his page. His posts stop
completely on the day that Cara died, but there’s one last thing
on his page, left there by somebody else two days later.

_Facebook User_ posted a photo on your page:

But there’s no photo, no text, no likes, and only one
comment.

_Facebook User_ commented on this post:
tubby

Which sparks something in my head, but I can’t think what. I
scroll back up, stare at his profile picture.

“Tell me about the witch,” I say, and this time I know I just
imagine the pop of a camera flash in my ear, even though it was
loud enough to make my skull buzz. I’m cold all over, I wish I
hadn’t said it. I close the laptop before realizing I don’t want him
next to me all night. When I open it again, though, I don’t click
the window closed, I click the message icon instead.

I need to talk to you, I write.
Then I delete it, and write, Somebody told me to talk

to you, about Cara.
I delete that too, and type, Can we meet? and I post it.
I stare at it for a moment, and the Read notification appears

beneath my words. He’s not replying, though, there’s no ellipsis.
Please, I write.
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Read.

It’s important.
Read.

I wonder if he’s looking at my page now, at my photos, seeing
all those smiles, the real ones and the fake ones. I wonder if he’ll
see the links to creeepy.com and put two and two together.

It’s about Cara, I write, but when I type Enter the site
reloads to an error page. I click refresh, then try to navigate back
to Tanner’s page.

User not found.
I search for him again, but there’s just Dad-Tanner in his

shorts, no sign of those white teeth, those dark eyes.
Somebody’s watching me, it’s like a hammerblow to my

heart. I look up to see mom framed in my bedroom door, a mug of
steaming tea in her hand, her hair wrapped in a towel.

“Sleep, child,” she says. “That thing will kill you.”
“You said that already,” I say as she shuffles off, her door

closing behind her.
I look back to the laptop but the battery has died. There’s

just a black screen, and another me trapped inside it, hollow-
eyed and dark.
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10_TUBBY__

I just know I’m going to dream about the witch. But when I wake
it’s dawn, and all I dreamed about was water—not a dream, as
such, but how sleep itself felt, a big, dark lake, perfectly smooth,
not so much as a ripple on the surface.

I’m tired, though. I ache with it, even though it’s the best
night’s sleep I’ve had in a long time. It hurts to move my eyes in
their sockets and I think maybe mom’s right, maybe my laptop is
slowly killing me. There’s nothing of yesterday in my head until I
sit up and it slides down the inside of my skull and into my eyes.
I see the cops, I see Cara’s photo, I see the party, and a cramp
rolls over my stomach.

I reach for my laptop, the same way I do every morning,
remembering it’s out of juice. I grab my cell instead, seeing five
messages and two missed calls from Flint. I know what they’re
going to say, and I’m right.

Where u?
Tommi you twat, answer me. You ok?
Tommi?
You oka? Gonna call your mom.
Duck you, douche move.
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I write sorry as a reply, but I don’t send it. She’s right, it was a
douche move. I should have texted her when I got home. I barely
even remember getting home. Had mom been in the bath?
Hovering outside my door? The whole evening feels half real,
like my dreams have slipped loose, like they’d started and
finished before I even went to bed. When I draw back the covers
I see I’m still in my clothes, too, and with a jack-in-the-box jolt I
wonder if somebody slipped something into my bottle, or if Flint
somehow got me to swallow one of her little pills to help me
relax, because that part of the night has gone completely.

Something moves in the bathroom, an echoing squeak of
heavy flesh in the tub, the slosh of water. I need to pee but I can
wait, so I head downstairs instead. I’m the first one up, the drapes
drawn, the house yet to take a breath. I put coffee on, put bread
in the toaster, brush crumbs off the counter while I wait, staring
at that weird pattern of black mould on the kitchen wall. My
brain’s still catching up, little chunks of yesterday falling into
place. I ought to leave it well alone, but I know I won’t. That’s the
trouble with having a writer’s brain, you cannot let a sleeping
dog lie.

I must have woken mom up because she’s staggering from her
bedroom, half dead, when I walk up the stairs. She looks at me
through her limp hair, grunts something about coffee.

“In the pot,” I say as I walk into my room, closing the door
behind me. I take a breath, feeling knackered from just climbing
the stairs, feeling like there’s not enough air in here. It’s better
when the windows are open, the cold air entering the room like
the first explorers on a new continent, slowly, as if there’s danger
here.

Back under my duvet, laptop plugged in, toast eaten, coffee
cooling on the table. I’d spend my whole life here if I could, if I
thought mom wouldn’t kick me out on my ass. I run my finger
between the keys, brushing away crumbs, until the laptop finally
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has enough juice to crawl back up from its grave. It seems to take
forever before it’s ready for me, and I wonder if it’s so reluctant
because it knows where I’m about to take it.

I take a sip of coffee, swallowing even though it’s still too hot.
Then I start with Cara Pierce’s Facebook page. I’m surprised to
see that her profile picture has changed, and I can’t for the life of
me make out what it’s supposed to be. It’s just a black square
with two out of focus yellow circles, almost like eyes, and two fat
lines growing up from the middle, arms maybe. The whole thing
is blurry. I click on the photo and it should take me to the next
one, and it does, only this one’s exactly the same, so’s the next.
They’re all like this, some Facebook glitch maybe.

Tanner’s page is still missing, deleted last night after I
messaged him. I can’t quite believe I did that, it feels like an
utterly alien act, way too brave for me. I scroll through Cara’s
other friends but there’s nobody there I recognize—Megan aside
—so I click the creeepy.com tab and load up Cara’s profile. I
scan the list of stories she liked or commented on, finding the one
I was looking for.

_tubby_

I knew I’d seen the word before, that single comment on the
single photo on Tanner’s page. Cara commented on this story
three days before she died, and all she wrote was:

i don’t’ know if this is right but look at the
table, look at the table, it’s the same

My cursor hangs over the link to the story like a guillotine
blade, but after a few seconds I move it away. I don’t feel ready
for it yet. Instead I launch Google and type “Witch’s Game” into
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the bar. Nothing comes back but adverts for video games, so I
add Cara’s name, but that comes up blank too. I try adding
“Dead Girl” alongside it and halfway down the first page there’s
a link to a Fox News page.

Girl’s Death Linked to Facebook ‘Witch’

When I click through, through, it takes me straight to the Fox
homepage and there’s no sign of it there. I retreat, trying to make
sense of the thumbnail photo that goes with the article. Another
teenage girl, not Cara, a school picture maybe. It’s dated 2016. I
drum my fingers on the laptop, popping my lips, but I can’t think
of anything else to search for so I head back to creeepy. It takes
me half a mug of coffee before I can bring myself to click on the
story, and I finish the drink off completely before I start reading.

I get the feeling I’m going to need it.

_tubby_
added by _unknown_ on 27.12.2013.

tubby is sitting under the table again.
tubby isn’t saying anything but he won’t stop
smiling, I can feel him smiling even when I
can’t see it, and he keeps touching my ankle
with his cold fingers. tubby isn’t talking,
tubby never talks, but he’s grunting the way he
does when he’s hungry.
he's always hungry.
mother is serving, its chip night and shes done
sausges with them. tubby don’t always like
chips but he likes sausages, he prefers meat.
his fingers rub my ankles, rub them red raw,
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but I don’t dare kick my leg because I don’t
want to make him angry. i tell him to hang on
in my head and he grunts and rubs my ankle some
more until I think his sandpaper fingers are
going to reach bone.
father is staring at me. he's staring at the
way my cheeks curve in instead of out, at the
dark hollows where my eyes sit, where the tears
gather like dust, at the line of my collarbone
jutting over my t-shirt. mother too, she’s
serving me an extra big portion, but it doesn’t
matter because tubby won’t let me eat it. tubby
is too hungry to share.
here,she says, putting it down before me. it
smells so good, I can see the grease on the
sausages, the meaty smell of them rides up my
nose and sits in my stomach. the chips are
home cooked and crispy, but they will be
fluffy when you bite into them. there’s gravy
too, pooling between everything, deliciously
thick.
eat, she says. it's good for you.
eat, father says, an order.
and they see me pick up my fork, they see me
stab it into the flesh of a sausage, they see
me lift the sausage off my plate, but they
don’t see tubby’s bone thin arm slide up from
beneath the table, they don’t see his dirty
nails puncture the sausage, pluck it from the
fork, they don’t see his grinning moon face in
the shadows between my legs, his wet lips open‐
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ing, sucking down the meat with a choking,
gulping desperation.
he eats everything, he even picks up the plate
and pulls it beneath te table. i can hear him
licking it, long and slow. and my parents just
sit there and watch me and they don’t see it,
they see something else, something that isn’t
real, and when it’s done they smile and take
the plate that tubby has put back on the table
and tell me I did well and they give me pie and
custard for pudding but tubby eats that too.
i make my excuses and leave but when i look
back I see tubby there, so big he barely fits
beneath the table, his obese body squatting on
two fat, folded legs, like a toad, his bald,
sausage-greased head resting on a cushion of
chins. only his arms are thin, as thin as
broomsticks. tubby never wears clothes but he’s
so fat his skin hangs down like a skirt. his
eyes are just holes in the doughy flesh of his
face and he is still grinning at me. my parents
feet are touching him, his back fat folded
around their legs, but they don’t feel him. i
know that tubby could dance around in front of
them, could jump up and down on their spines,
and they would not know he was there.
only I see tubby, and he sees only me.
i can’t even remember when he was first there,
or maybe he’s always been there. but he never
used to take everything, he would only ever
help himself to a slice of ham, or some apple
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peel. but the more he took the hungrier I got,
and the hungrer I got the more he would take.
now he’s always there. he sits beneath the
tables at school, he stands in the shadows
behind the candy machines, he waits for me at
night, when i’m so hungry I can’t sleep and I
come downstairs for a snack. he was there at
the hospital when mother and father took me.
when the doctor handed me a lollipop it was
tubby’s hand that took it, and it was tubby
that sat quietly in the corner crunching it
into dust, all while the doctor and my parents
stared at me and smiled and nodded and told me
how well I was doing to eat.
tubby is here right now, he’s sitting in the
bath even though the bath isn’t big rnough for
him. his flesh hangs over the edge and touches
the floor. he's bigger than ever and he’s grin‐
ning at me and grunting and i know what I am
going to fedd him, it’s right here in my hands,
a skull on the label and the words ‘bleach’
written on the side of the bottle. i don’t even
care any more if he drinks it or if he lets me,
I’m so hungry I don’t want to live. my legs
look like his arms, they’re almost too weak to
hold me. i'm made of twigs and sticks, not even
real any more.
tubby grunts, the bath squeaking as he jiggles
impatiently. i lift the bottle to my lips and
tubby pulls it from me, puts it to his mouth,
and drinks, drinks, drinks, until the bottle is
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empty. then he tosses it to the floor, still
grinning, still grunting.
he won’t even let me have this, I think. he
won’t even let me go.
god I’m so hungry, let me eat.
let me eat
tubby climbs out of the bath, he waddles to me
on those emormous legs. they’re so toadbent
beneath his weight that he’s the same height as
me. he holds out his hand and I think he wants
something more to eat, but I don’t have
anything, and anyway he’s just wanting to hold
my hand because he does, his long fingers
cracking as they close around mine, just gently.
he's leading me out the bathroom, through the
kitchen that smells like food because mom is
always cooking now, out through the front door,
out onto the street. i'm almost too weak to
move but tubby is there, a dreadnought that
pushes down the sidewalk. people must see him
because they skitter out of his way, but they
also can’t see him because nobody looks at him,
they just stare at me, at the scarecrow thin
shape of me, bent legged and bow-backed, my arm
outstretched before me.
i don’t know where we are. a tall building that
reaches the clouds that is drenched in shadow.
tubby knows, because he pulls me through the
door, up the stairs, up and up and up and up
and up and up and up past screams and laughter
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and shouts and cries until i just can’t walk
any farther.
there's a door, it’s open, and I can smell
food. tubby goes first, and I wonder if it is
his apartment, but i know it is not because
there’s somebody else here, somebody I can’t
see even though I can feel them watching me,
but it doesn’t matter because there’s a table
in front of me and its’ covered in food, so
much that it looks like it might break, and
tubby just grins at me and the other thing I
can’t see grins at me and I know I can eat as
much as I like here, I know I can.
so I do.
i dig my hands into the red of it, that
glorious stickiness, and I eat.
thankyoutubby thankyoutubby thankyoutubby
thankyoutubby thankyoutubby thankyoutub‐
bythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutub‐
bythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubby
thankyoutubbythankyoutubbythankyoutubbythanky‐
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11_TUBBYINMYHEAD__

Consider me officially freaked out.
I’m trembling as I look up from the laptop, and that makes

me realize how close I am to peeing myself. I snap the computer
closed and fly into the bathroom, no time even to close the door.
My eyes are watering with the relief of it, and it’s only when I’ve
washed my hands and splashed water on my face that I notice
the bath is full. There’s no tubby in it, I’m happy to say. But
there’s a wad of mom’s hair in the water, about the size of a hand,
just floating there.

I reach in to pull the plug, the water still warm, my hand
coming free with a curl of hair wrapped tight around my fingers.
I wipe it off on the towel then crash onto my bed.

Tubby’s in my head, and I know that’s the whole point of
CreepyPastas, I know that’s why people write them, but this
one’s getting to me. It wasn’t even particularly good. I open up
the laptop, the story fizzing out of the dark as the screen comes to
life, like a shark appearing from deep water. Those last three
words go on forever, the author must have written them a thou‐
sand times. When I finally get to the comments they’re mostly
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positive, a couple of shout downs, one accusation of plagiarism,
and of course Cara’s comment somewhere in the middle.

i don’t’ know if this is right but look at the
table, look at the table, it’s the same

A table full of food, I think. A table full of meat.
And it’s not just that, is it? The building described here isn’t

a million miles away from the building in _pinch_.
It’s not a million miles away from the building in my story,

either. The building I used to see in my dreams.
Except that’s ridiculous, because all they say is a high rise,

and how many of them are there here, in this country? A million?
I’m jumping to conclusions, I’m seeing things where nothing is
there. It’s just a story, written by some kid who was probably
sitting in a bedroom like this when they did it, laptop on their
knee, annoying brother playing the Xbox in the room next door.

To prove it to myself, I click on the author’s name, but it’s an
unknown page, which is weird in itself. I’m looking too deep, I
know it. Like Flint told me yesterday, this is just a case of a
lonely, sad, horror-loving girl who probably found out her
douchebag boyfriend was cheating on her with her best friend
and decided she just didn’t want to be here any more. Megan
was trying to throw me off the scent with the whole game thing,
casting the blame at Tanner. Back when Dad had been alive he
always told me I thought too much, about everything. His
favorite thing to bring up was Occam’s Razor. Whichever solu‐
tion to a problem is the simplest is almost always correct, or
something like that.

Sad girl commits suicide? Or two people play a weird witch
game based on CreepyPastas that ended up with one of them dead
and one missing and which by the way might have something to
do with a dream you used to have when you were a kid.
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I actually laugh, and the room feels a little brighter for it. I
could click out of creeepy now and never come back, I know. I
could go through my whole life and never think about Cara
Pierce again.

And I almost do. I almost do.
But I don’t. You know I don’t. You wouldn’t be reading this

story if I’d left the dead girl alone.
You’d still be safe if I had left the dead girl alone.
You’d still have a chance.
I’m back on Cara’s page before I even know it, scrolling

through her photos, nothing but that weird blurred image. I
check Megan’s page next, and halfway through her feed I see it,
an image of her and Cara sitting at a bar, cocktails in their hands
even though they were way too young to order them. The expla‐
nation for this lies with who’s serving them, a young, tanned guy
with a three-million dollar smile and a barman’s uniform. There’s
no ID on him, but the caption reads Tanners always spoiling me
and the photo’s geotagged.

Outcast Bar.
I’ve not heard of it, but Google comes to the rescue again. It’s

on Peterson and 4th, a subway ride away. I close the laptop and lie
back, staring at the ceiling. There’s a string of cobweb hanging
down from my lampshade, as thick and dark as hair, and even as I
notice it I hear a splash of water from the bathroom again, a
heavy body moving, then footsteps pounding across the landing
and down the stairs. Nothing passes my room, though. It must be
from next door, I think, but the truth is my stomach is churning,
my skin’s trying to crawl off my bones.

“Just forget about it!”
It’s Donnie, shouting, and he sounds close. I clamber off my

bed and walk to my door, poking my head out to see my little
brother standing right there, staring into space.

“Forget about what?” I ask him, and his eyes crawl to meet
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mine. The rest of him seems utterly motionless, a glitch in time.
Then, just like that, he sneers at me.

“The door, you idiot,” he says, turning and galloping down
the stairs. Somebody’s knocking, and I’m chasing after him.

“I got it,” I hear myself say, but he’s making a point of it now,
stomping to the front door. There’s a pair of shadows hanging in
the marbled glass, broken into a thousand pieces. “Wait, Donnie,
hang on.”

He slides the deadbolt and opens it, but somebody grabs my
shoulder, hard, and I turn to see mom there. Her mouth is open,
like she’s yawning. Like she’s silently screaming, and there’s a
wad of darkness sitting on her tongue, stuffed down her throat
like a rag. She moans, chokes, her jaw snapping like a
nutcracker’s, once, twice, then she’s speaking.

“Where are you going? I don’t want you skipping out again,
getting drunk.”

My entire vocabulary is lodged in my throat. I look at her,
standing there in her bathrobe, a towel wrapped around her
head, strands of damp hair hanging down from it.

“What?” mom says. “Did you hear me?”
I remember the door, turn back to see that it is closed.

There’s definitely a shadow in the glass, though, getting bigger,
getting closer. The latch turns, the door opens, and Donnie’s
there.

“Forgot my phone,” he says, pushing past me into the
kitchen, then walking back again.

“That goes for you too, Donnie,” mom says. “Six at the latest.
Hear me?”

“Yeah yeah,” he says. He grins at me.
“What’s up with you, dork? You look like you’ve just seen

mom and the milkman doing the naked fandango on the dining
room table.”

“Donnie, enough!” mom says, chasing him out the door with
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the back of her hand. He’s laughing as he drops down the steps
onto the sidewalk. Mom’s laughing too as she closes the door
behind him. I’m not laughing. I’m not sure I will ever remember
how to laugh again.

“Six,” mom says, twirling a finger in her hair, pulling out a
thin strand, staring at it. “No later.”

She walks to the stairs, heads up them, and as she turns the
corner I swear I see her put her finger, put that little curl of dark
hair, in her mouth. I can hear her chewing on it right up until the
bathroom door slams behind her, and the bath starts running.
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12_OUTCAST__

I call Flint while I’m walking to the subway station, but she’s too
pissed at me to answer. I call again, and this time I leave a
message. It’s a whole thirty seconds of me trying to find the right
words, then settling for the wrong ones.

“I think something’s happening, I’m not sure. I think it’s to do
with the girl, with Cara.” I shake my head. “I’m sorry, Flint, I’m
just a little freaked out. Call me, yeah?”

It’s only just past nine but the sun has forgotten to wake up.
The skies are dark, the clouds low, a drizzle turning everything
gloss. It’s not like I want to be out here, but I don’t want to be at
home either. It feels like something has broken there, that some‐
thing has pulled loose. It’s ridiculous, of course. I’m just wired,
on edge. They are tiny little tricks of a tired mind. But every time
I think this I find myself wondering if Cara thought the same
thing, if she thought she was sliding into madness too.

Maybe she was.
Maybe she wasn’t.
I drop down into the cemetery quiet of the subway, the plat‐

forms all but deserted. The trains are too loud, too hot, too
empty, and I’m almost weeping with happiness by the time I
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climb the stairs onto Peterson North. This side of the city is
brighter, not quite spring but not quite winter either. I lose my
way twice trying to find 4th, and even when I do it takes me
another half an hour to locate the bar. It’s in a basement, and the
only indication that it’s there at all is a tiny label on the bottom
right corner of the glass door. The only other thing on the door is
an eviction notice. It’s dated last week, and already the place
looks dead, the mail piling up inside, one window fractured.

I try the door anyway, because I’ve come all this way, and the
feeling I have when it opens is mixed. I look down the street,
both ways, but there’s nobody here, nobody in the windows,
nobody driving. It’s like this part of the city has been forgotten by
everybody except me.

I have to use my shoulder to shunt the door open past an
avalanche of letters. There’s a staircase ahead, heading down,
and there has to be somebody there because there’s a light on and
I can hear the clink of glassware. It’s impossible to find the air to
call out with, so I head down, hearing the door click shut behind
me, feeling my ears pop like this place is an airlock, like it’s much
deeper here that it lets on.

It gets brighter, though, and when I reach the bottom of the
stairs I see a big bar, tables and chairs neatly arranged, the smell
of polish hanging in the air. Everything’s in shades of red and
black and brass, a patterned carpet leading across the room to a
huge, mirror-backed bar. There’s a woman there, a girl really,
maybe the same age as Tanner. She’s polishing shot glasses,
lining them up on the bar, six of them in a neat little row.

“Hey,” I say, clearing my throat and saying it louder. She
doesn’t hear me, just takes another glass from beneath the bar,
polishes it with her cloth, then puts in next to the others. I head
across the room, my footsteps swallowed whole by the carpet.
Ornate lights hang from the ceiling and I notice that they’re all
swaying, just slightly, like a subway train has passed nearby, or a
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bomb has dropped overhead. The thought of it makes my throat
close up but I push the image of collapsing buildings out of my
head, walk to the bar. I hang back a short distance, though, six
feet, hovering there like I’m afraid to land. I’m right there in the
mirror and it’s tilted, it makes me look like I’m growing out of the
barwoman’s head. I’m not sure if it’s the glass, or the light, or
maybe both, but I look grey.

“Hey,” I say again. “Hello.”
She pauses halfway to putting the next shot glass on the bar,

finally sees me. She manages a smile but it doesn’t come
anywhere near her eyes. I wonder if she’s lost in thoughts of
repossession.

“Hey,” she says, putting the glass down. “Sorry, miles away.”
She looks around, as if remembering. “We’re closed. Can’t serve
you.”

“It’s okay,” I say. It feels wrong to be standing so far away but
something’s holding me here, something magnetic, repulsive. “I
was actually just looking for somebody. Tanner.”

“Tanner?” she says, shaking her head. “You won’t find him
here, we lost him days ago.”

“I know,” I say, chewing my lip while the barmaid places
another glass on the bar, nudging it into line with the others. Six
of them. “I’ve been trying to reach him.”

“You his girlfriend?” she asks, an edge to her voice.
“No,” I start, but she speaks over me.
“One of his girlfriends, I should say. If you were, I feel sorry

for you. Stringing us along like kites. Wherever he is, I hope it’s
cold and dark and underground. But not a bar, you get me?”

“I’m not,” I say. “I’m his… his sister. But from another mister.
We’re cousins.”

“You’re Julia?” she asks. “You know, I never really heard
Tanner say anything good about anyone, but he thought you
were a damned queen. You over from Pasadena, right?”
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I nod, hoping the lighting covers up the blush.
“We’re worried,” I say. “Nobody’s heard from him. I was

wondering if you knew where he was?”
The barmaid polishes another glass, places it in the line,

takes another from the shelf.
“You know, it’s his fault this place closed. Don’t ask me how,

but it was. It’s…” she shudders so hard the glass in her hand drops
to the bar. She picks it up, polishes it again, puts it down, takes
another. “I don’t know what he was doing. I don’t know what he
did. But it… it’s… Whatever he did it stuck.”

“What?” I say. “I don’t understand.”
“It stuck,” she said again.
I’m getting that sick feeling again, like I’ve downed a pint of

cooking oil. I look back to where I know the stairs are but they
seem further away. The whole room seems bigger and it’s almost
like there are people hovering on the edge of it, but when I look
at them they’re not there, they’re just shadows caused by the
swinging lights.

“Please,” I say to the girl. “Tell me where he lives. I need to
speak to him.”

“It won’t do you any good,” she says. “He’s not there.”
“Then where is he?” I ask.
She sighs, the glass squeaking as she runs her rag over it.
“He’s here,” she said. “But you won’t find him. He’s too deep,

he’s too slow.”
She places the glass down next to the others. Six of them.

Still just six of them, in a neat little row.
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13_ASCENTDESCENT__

I’m backing away before I know it, and the girl’s smile follows
me. I feel like I want to reach out and grab her, to pull her up
with me so she doesn’t have to stay down here by herself, but I’m
worried that she’ll never let me go so I turn and walk away, walk
back toward the stairway door. Only the room’s too big, it’s grow‐
ing, and even when I break into a run the door doesn’t get any
closer, a factory line of tables and chairs appearing from
nowhere, passing me, while that back wall stretches further and
further and further.

I turn, the bar still right behind me, the girl still smiling. She’s
put down the cloth and her hand is stretching over the top of the
bar, her arm too long, broomstick thin. I trip, fall, use a chair to
climb back up again and I run and run and run until I just can’t
bear it any more and I open my mouth and scream.

The room wobbles and I slam into the door so hard I think
I’ve cracked a bone in my wrist. I push it open, stumble onto the
stairs, looking back just once to see the barmaid. There’s some‐
body sitting right in front of her, I’m sure of it. A guy with his
face turned away from me, his finger tracing around the rim of a
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shot glass. He starts to turn his head but I’m not waiting to see, I
don’t want to be here any more. I don’t trust my legs so I take the
stairs on all fours, staying on them until I push through the door
onto the sidewalk. Even then I don’t stand, I roll onto my back,
the building leaning over me like it’s going to scoop me back
inside itself.

I swear, kicking myself away, over the lip of the sidewalk.
Something honks, the squeal of brakes, a cab swerving to avoid
me. It doesn’t stop, its horn blaring until it reaches the end of the
street.

“You crazy?” says an old guy, gesturing at me with his
walking cane. “Almost got your head popped like a melon. Fool
girl.”

He doesn’t stop to help me up, and even though a younger
guy offers me his hand I shake my head, finding my own feet and
backing away. The bar watches me go, that glass door dark. I
wonder what will happen if I try to open it again, whether this
time it will be locked. Whether it was always locked. But nothing
on earth will make me try.

Not on my own, anyway.
I dig out my cell, nothing from Flint. I call her again but it

goes straight to voicemail.
“Please, Flint,” I say.
I need you.
I hang up, standing to one side to let people pass. Nobody

reaches for me with bone-thin arms, nobody even looks at me.
I’m sliding my cell back into my bag when it rings, and I’m
sobbing as I answer Flint’s call.

“Thank god,” I say. “Thank god.”
“Don’t think I’ve forgiven you, asswipe,” she says. “Why the

fuck didn’t you text me? I looked around that party for an hour
trying to find you, searched the whole building. Thought
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someone had roofied you, was getting ready to call the police
before your mom rang me back and said you’d been home half
the night.”

“I know,” I say. “I know, I… I can’t explain it. I think some‐
body did spike me.” I hate myself for the lie, but right now she
needs to hear it. “I don’t even remember going home. Woke up in
my clothes.”

Flint swears. I hear her say something to somebody else, the
phone rustling. Then she’s back.

“You okay?”
“Yeah, yeah, nothing bad happened. Just, like, no memories.”
“Assholes,” she says. “Not Marcel, but the others. Listen

where are you?”
“Downtown,” I say. “I’m…”
I stop, because something is suddenly sliding around inside

me, a nest of snakes coiling in my gut. My skin’s gone tight and
cold, my scalp peeling itself off my skin. I’m just down the street
from the bar, I can see the door, and something’s coming up the
stairs. I don’t know how I know it but I know it, it’s as real to me
as if I had x-ray vision. Something is dragging itself up those
stairs, something with boiling red eyes. I can feel it like a rabbit
feels a hawk, I can feel it in every single part of me, something
kicking against my skin and screaming, screaming for me to go
before whatever is grinning up those steps reaches the door. But I
can’t move, I’m just standing there groaning into the phone and I
can’t move a single muscle.

“Tommi?” Flint says. “Tommi? What’s going on? Where are
you?”

It’s nearly at the top, it’s reaching for the door. And I hear
Flint gasp.

“Go,” says Flint. “Run. Fucking run, Tommi, run!”
I rip myself free, sprinting for the end of the street, and in my

mind’s eye I see an old hand press against the glass of the door, I
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see a yellow moon face in the darkness of the stairwell. I run, her
grin as big as a building behind me, as bright as the sun. I run,
reaching the end of the street, looking over my shoulder even
though I know I mustn’t.

I see the door open.
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14_SYNCHRONICITY__

I don’t stop running until I’m three streets away. I duck onto my
haunches, sobbing into the phone, Flint screaming at me so loud
her voice is broken into pieces.

I’m okay, I’m okay, “I’m okay,” I manage finally, then I take a
breath and I almost believe it. “I’m okay, Flint. I’m okay.”

“What was that?” she said. “Christ, Tommi, we must spend
too much time together because that was intense. I felt like.” I
hear her slap her chest. “Christ, what happened?”

“Nothing,” I say. “I can’t explain it.”
A group of kids are watching me from across the street,

laughing, and I stand up, turn to the wall. My wrist is throbbing
from where it hit the door and I pull it in, pull everything in as
close to my body as it will go, folding myself like paper.

“Please,” I say. “Something really bad is happening and I
don’t.” A choking sob rocks my whole body. “Please. I need to see
you.”

Flint sighs, and I can picture her checking her watch.
“Sure, T, now? I got to head to work in a bit.”
“Just a bit, then,” I say. “Starbucks?”

“I’m already across town,” she says. “It’ll have to be92



“I’m already across town,” she says. “It’ll have to be
Breakers.”

I nod. It’ll take an age to get there from here but I’m not
lying, I need to see her. If I’m on my own for much longer I feel
like I’m going to shudder right out of this reality.

I feel like I’m going to slip into hers.
“I’ll be there,” I say. “Thank you.”
“What friends are for,” she says. And I think she’s hung up

when she speaks again. “By the way, there was a girl at the party
last night, said she spoke to you. Megan.”

“Yeah?” I say. “Yeah, Megan. Cara’s friend.”
“Weird as all hell. She gave me something for you, said she

wanted you to have it.”
“For me?” I ask.
“‘For the crazy girl who was asking about Cara,’ is how she

phrased it,” Flint says. “I’ll bring it. She said it was important. I
think she went home to get it.”

“What is it?” I ask.
“Nothing,” she says. “Just, like, papers and stuff. A story, I

think, not that it made much sense.”
A story.
“Flint, did you read it?”
A burst of static, then something that might have been the

pop and whine of a camera flash. Flint’s laughing.
“Yeah, of course I did. It was shit. Look, gotta run, see you at

Breakers.”
The line goes dead.
And even though I don’t know quite why, I’m running again.
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15_ISEEMYSELFTOO__

Flint’s waiting for me outside, shivering in a short-sleeved shirt
and apron, cigarette in her hand. She nods at me, taking another
drag then grinding the butt beneath her boot heel. Her arms
open, and I mold myself into her, into the ashtray scent of her,
but when her arms close over me they don’t hold fast, loosening
after a heartbeat. She’s still angry.

“Come on, inside,” she says, looking at her watch. “Shift
starts in fifteen but I’ll get you a coffee. You look like you need
one. You look like shit.”

“Sorry,” I say, and she manages a smile, shaking her head.
“Only you,” she says, holding the door open for me. The restau‐

rant’s practically empty, the breakfast crowd gone, the lunch crowd
not here yet. There’s a couple of wait staff at the bar and I feel my
skin ripple as I think about Outcast. I have to gulp down a couple of
airless breaths, have to screw my eyes shut to stop the panic.

I’m not underground, the day is right there outside the
window, there are people here.

And Flint. She slides her arm through mine and pulls me to
the back. I only open my eyes when I hear her drag out a chair.

“Sit down before you fall down,” she says, then shouts back,94



“Sit down before you fall down,” she says, then shouts back,
“Hey, Rohan, two coffees okay?”

The guy at the bar shouts something back, lost beneath the
scrape of Flint’s chair as she pulls it next to mine. She spins it
around and straddles it, keeping the back between us like a
shield.

“What’s going on?” she says. “Last night…” She shakes her
head again, then lifts a hand. “Look, forget it. You really think
you were spiked? You should see a doctor, Tommi, some of the
stuff around these days can stay in your system for, like, weeks.
Makes you lose your mind.”

“You think that’s it?” I say, running my hand across the table,
feeling crumbs collect between my fingers. “Maybe that’s it.
Everything’s been so… so wrong.”

And I’m so desperate for an explanation that I’m almost
praying that somebody slipped me a roofie. I don’t even care
what happened to me, to my body, because I need to save my
mind before it runs through my fingers like sand, scatters in the
wind. But now it’s me shaking my head, because the truth is all
this started before last night, it started yesterday morning.

“Maybe it’s just that mixed with what happened to that
girl?” Flint says, reading my mind. “You were pretty rattled
anyway, anxious about it the way you get, then somebody gives
you some chem or other and wham, your brain explodes. What’s
been happening anyway? Why are you so freaked?”

“It’s hard to explain,” I say. “Like, ever since the cops showed
up yesterday, ever since they asked me about Cara, things have
been weird.”

“Weird how?” she says.
“Mom keeps having…” I chew the end of my thumb nail,

realizing how ridiculous this is going to sound. “Like, she keeps
having baths, and she’s losing her hair, and I’m getting mixed up,
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hearing people and seeing things when there’s nothing there.
Dreaming and stuff.”

“Right,” says Flint. “You’re tired, stressed, and you’re you,
Tommi, let’s not forget that. Dreaming and stuff is who you are,
awake or asleep. More importantly, what happened to you today?
I felt a…” She slaps her hand to her chest. “I’ve never felt
anything like it, like there was danger. I felt like I downloaded it
down the phone.”

The guy from the bar is here, putting down two steaming
mugs of coffee. He smiles at me.

“Enjoy,” he says. “You want something to eat?”
I shake my head and Flint waves him away.
“What happened?” she says, cupping her hands around the

mug, shivering. “Where were you?”
“At a bar,” I say.
“You?” she laughs. “At a bar? By yourself? That’s why it felt

so weird.”
“No, not drinking. I was trying to find Cara’s boyfriend,

Tanner. He works at a place called Outcast. Worked. It’s going
under. It was in the basement and… so I spoke to the woman
behind the bar and she said he wasn’t there. No, that he was
there, but that nobody could find him.”

Was that what she’d told me? The whole thing feels like a
half-forgotten childhood dream.

“She tried to grab me,” I say, seeing that wooden arm sliding
over the bar, the puppet shake of it. “I think.”

“Seriously?” says Flint, depositing half the sugar shaker into
her coffee and sprinkling some in mine too. She hugs the mug
again like she’s sitting outside in the snow. “She attacked you?
That why you were running?”

“She followed me up the stairs,” I say. “I think she did. But it
wasn’t her, it was something else.”

“Something?”
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The witch.
“I don’t know, Flint,” I say, and I’m holding my cup to my

chest too, the steam warm against my cold face. She stares at her
coffee, then at her watch, then at me.

“Okay, so you went to a bar that was closed, the barmaid told
you she didn’t know where her boss was, she tried to get you to
leave, maybe, then came up the stairs after to make sure you were
gone, to lock the door. That’s what I’d do, if some weirdo came in
asking stupid questions before we opened. Your mom’s just tired,
you know she’s never been the same since your dad went. So
she’s losing some of her hair, my mom’s went grey when she was
in her twenties, it happens. And the other stuff, the confusion,
the whatever, it’s that brain of yours, that anxiety, taking a dead
girl and inventing a world around her, a fantasy, a mystery or
something. You’re seeing things that aren’t there because
you’re…” She waves her hand at me. “You’re writing a story in
your head. You wanna stop all this, then forget about Cara or
whatever her name was, focus on something good.”

She’s so confident I almost believe her. The anxiety is there,
a seething ball of terror and panic right in the middle of me,
controlling me like a ventriloquist’s hand. It’s bad, worse than it’s
been for ages. But it’s not the worst it’s ever been, and back in
those worst days I’d seen things too, hadn’t I? I’d seen people
talking about me when my back was turned, heard them whis‐
pering, I’d seen the overweight imposter in the mirror even
though I was stick thin and starving, I’d seen the tumours in
every part of me, the death that was eating me up from the
inside. And none of it had been real. None of it.

Flint had been there for me every single day back then, she’d
even slept on the floor of my bedroom when I’d refused to leave
the house, when I’d refused to even go to the bathroom. But
when I got better, when I found myself again, she’d told me she
wasn’t going to do that again, not ever. That’s why she’s staring at
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her coffee, that’s why the back of her chair divides us, that’s why
she didn’t hold onto me the way she normally does. Flint’s a girl
of her word. She knows that if I go down that road again then she
can’t be here to call me back.

Tears are boiling out of me, rolling down my cheeks. I
smudge the heel of my hands again my eyes until there are strobe
lights. When I take them away the world is dark, Flint is dark,
just a silhouette, until my eyes adjust. She’s looking at me now,
and she takes my hands in hers.

“You’re going to be okay. Take a breath, a deep one, tell your‐
self you’re going to be okay.”

“I’m going to be okay,” I say, my voice hitching. “I’m going to
be okay.”

Flint stands up, letting go of my hands. I keep hold of hers,
though, until she pulls them free. She pushes her chair beneath
the table then opens up her arms again, welcoming me. This time
she doesn’t let go for a full thirty seconds, squeezing me hard,
squeezing me the way she always used to, until it feels like the
panic has been wrung out of me. It’s still there when she lets go.
It’s always there. But at least I feel like I can breathe again.

“I gotta run,” she says, leaning in and kissing me on the fore‐
head. “Sorry. Go home, take a bath, watch some crap TV. Or stay
here, eat something. I’ll talk to you when I can. Yeah?”

“Yeah,” I say. She walks off, then turns back.
“I’m gonna bin that story, from Megan. That okay? I don’t

think you should read it.”
I nod. It will just be more fuel for the fire. Something pops in

my ear, like I’m suddenly underwater, and I stick a finger into it,
wiggling until I’m right again.

“Thanks,” I say. “Thank you, Flint. I love you.”
“Yeah yeah, love you too, kiddo.”
“I’m technically older than you,” I say to her back, laughing.

“You’re the kiddo.”
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She fires a middle finger at me as she heads for the bar. My
eyes are burning, my sinuses cramped. I’m a mess, so I leave the
coffee and head for the restroom. The mirror at Outcast hadn’t
been lying, I really do look grey. My hair’s hanging in clumps,
like I haven’t washed it for days, my eyes red rimmed and blood‐
shot. I’m still wearing last night’s clothes, even though I’m sure I
changed when I got up.

“Come on, Tommi,” I tell myself. “Hold it together.”
My reflection is nodding, smiling. I run the water and douse

my face, drag wet fingers through my hair, squeeze the snot from
my nose. When I’m done I swat myself with handtowels, happy
to see a little color back in my cheeks.

“You’re going to be okay,” I say.
Something replies, and it’s only now that I look over my

shoulder to see that one of the cubical doors is shut, the end one.
The hammer of embarrassment hits me hard and I’m skittering
out the restroom when I realize that whoever’s in there is crying.
It’s ever so quiet, but now that I’ve noticed it there’s no mistaking
those choked, breathless sobs, muffled like whoever’s in there is
holding a hand over her mouth.

“Hello?” I say. “Are you okay?”
The noise continues, oblivious.
“I know how you feel,” I say. “I’m having a day like that

myself. If you need somebody to talk to?”
More sobs, quieter now. I put my head closer, hold my

breath, hear a whisper.
“Goawaygoawaygoawaygoawaygoawaygoaway.”
I want to help, but she’s made it pretty clear she doesn’t want

to speak to me. I’m not planning to leave Breakers just yet, I’ll
keep an eye on the restroom door and make sure she’s alright
when she comes out.

“It gets better,” I say with a shrug. “Whatever it is. It gets
better.”
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It still feels like there’s a piece of me stuck in there with her,
holding me back, a piece of me I have to fight against to get out of
the restroom and back into the restaurant. Annoyingly, some‐
body’s lifted my coffee, but Flint’s hovering by the bar so I head
her way. She’s talking to somebody, and the moment I notice that
I notice that the light fittings above me are swaying from side to
side—almost imperceptibly. The air has thickened, I can feel it
on my tongue. It tastes like meat.

I stop, staring at the floor to stop myself being carried away
by a wave of vertigo.

This isn’t happening. This isn’t happening.
It’s just anxiety, it’s just a panic attack. I should be used to

them by now. It’s got that same core of terror, you feel your
whole body shrivel around it like a spider in a flame. Deep
breaths, deep breaths, but there’s that scent again, not horrible,
just raw, but rawness on the edge of turning bad. I breathe in
through my nose, out through my mouth, hearing Flint’s voice in
my head.

“You’re going to be okay. Take a breath, a deep one, tell your‐
self you’re going to be okay.”

I’m going to be okay.
Until the nausea passes, and I can lift my head.
I see Flint.
I see myself, too.
I know it’s me because I’m wearing my clothes, the same ones

I’ve got on now. I’ve got the same hair, unbrushed, greasy. I’m
facing away from myself, one elbow propped on the bar, the
other hanging limp by my side. I can’t see my face, but I know it’s
me by the way Flint smiles, by the way she places a hand on my
shoulder, squeezes. I can feel it, even though I’m standing half a
room away. I can feel the way her fingers massage my skin.

No, I say, breathless. There’s a high-pitched whine right in
the center of my head, my body doesn’t feel like it’s mine any
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more, like it might collapse into a jumble of pieces if I so much as
take a step. But I do, because I can’t just stand here, I can’t just
stand here. I stumble forward, my hip hitting a table. I’m closing
in on them now, watching as Flint lifts something from the bar, as
she hands it to the other me.

A wad of paper sheets, covered in type.
“You sure?” she says. The other me nods.
“No!” I say, louder, clutching at the paper that’s in my hand

now. I stop again, hold it up, see the story there, a note from
Megan. It’s poisonous, I know, and I toss it away, a hurricane of
paper, running for Flint, slamming into another chair and
knocking it over.

Flint turns to me, still smiling. But there’s something wrong
with her face. As soon as she sees me it starts to drop on one side,
her mouth limp. I can see her eyeball rotate down beneath its
drooping lid, the other one struggling to find me.

“Flint!” I’m screaming now, but the other me is turning, she’s
turning to look at me and there’s something wrong with her face
too because it’s just not there. There’s a hole where it should be,
an empty eggshell, lined with meat. A light that isn’t quite light,
that’s more dark than light, pulses out of it.

Something pushes me back, that same magnetic repulsion. I
don’t fight it, I turn and run for the doors, the day visible just
beyond them. I don’t look back, not even once, I just push
through those doors and run—
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16_AGAIN__

back into the restaurant. Annoyingly, somebody’s lifted my
coffee, but Flint’s hovering by the bar so I head her way. She’s
talking to somebody, and the moment I notice that I notice that
the light fittings above me are swaying from side to side—almost
imperceptibly. The air has thickened, I can taste it on my tongue.
It tastes like meat.

I stop, looking at the floor to stop myself being carried away
by a wave of vertigo.

I’ve just done this, I think, but there’s a piece of me missing, a
great black hole where a chunk of my mind has been carved
away. The sweat’s pouring off me, and I breathe, breathe, breathe
until the nausea passes and I can lift my head.

I see Flint.
I see myself, too.
I know it’s me because I’m wearing my clothes, the same ones

I’ve got on now. I’ve got the same hair, unbrushed, greasy. I know
it’s me because I’ve just been here, as impossible as it sounds I’ve
just been here.

“No,” I say as Flint lifts something from the bar, as she hands
it to the other me.
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A wad of paper sheets, covered in type.
“No!” I say, stopping dead, lifting the paper that’s in my

hand now, seeing the story there, a note from Megan. Flint’s
looking at me, her face melting off the bone. The other me is
looking at me too, even though she can’t possibly see anything
through the empty nest of her head.

I’m screaming, it doesn’t even sound like me, it sounds alien,
it’s not a noise that a person could ever make. But I’m making it,
screaming as I run for the door (again), as I push it open (again),
as I run—
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17_THREEDEADTHINGS__

out onto the street, slipping on the damp sidewalk and landing
on my ass.

I’m up again as fast as I can, backing away from Breakers.
Out here my scream is a whimper, like I left my voice behind
with Flint, with her. I can still see them, through the glass. Flint’s
face is normal again, she’s giving the other me a hug, the other me
is hugging her back. They’re talking the way any friends would
talk, my hands gesticulating, Flint’s head tilting back as she
laughs. They hug again, then they’re both walking toward the
door, heading right for me.

I can’t bear to see Flint’s face fall again, I don’t want that
thing to turn the scooped out shell of its head in my direction. I
clutch the papers to my chest and put my head down and walk,
no idea where I’m going just so long as they’re far behind me. I’m
not even sure how long I walk for, but when I next look up it’s
like half the day has been swallowed, the evening moving in. I’m
soaked through, a steady rain falling.

My hand is aching and I realize it’s because it’s still
clenched around the sheaf of papers, pressed against the ridge
of my breastbone. I’ve been holding them there so long it’s like
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trying to move a dead girl’s arm, the rigor mortis holding it in
place. My fingers crack as I peel them open, but I don’t throw
the papers away. I know that if I toss them to the floor they will
just end up back in my hand anyway. Somewhere that isn’t
here, somebody will give these pieces of paper to a girl that isn’t
me, a girl without a face, and they will be back in my hand
again.

This story wants to be read.
I’m in a park, one I don’t know. Everything’s half dead, more

brown than green, but there are families here, dog walkers too.
They’re all giving me a wide berth because I’m out here without
a jacket, and judging by the way my face aches too I’ve been grin‐
ning like a corpse all the way here.

There’s a bench across the green and I walk to it, hating the
way my clothes cling to me, the way they feel like a burial
shroud. I’m shivering so hard I can barely uncrease the paper,
and when I do I see that the ink has run, although not so much
that I can’t read it. I don’t read it, though. The thought of it
makes me feel sick, makes the acid claw up my throat. I spit,
scaring another dog walker away from the bench.

The note’s getting wetter by the second, so I glance over it.
It’s written in small, blue handwriting on a sheet of yellow paper,
printed pink hearts clustered in the top right corner.

Tommi who’s not a boy,
I have no idea why I’m giving this to you. I feel

like I should burn it, after what happened to
Cara. I feel like I should burn all of it, but the
cops took most of it so there’s not much I can
do about that. But Cara gave me this and told
me to keep it safe, told me not to let anyone
read it. She told me not to read it too, and I
haven’t, because I saw what it did to her. I
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think she gave stories to other people too,
Tanner for sure.

Rambling, sorry. I don’t know what Cara was into
before she died, but this is part of it and I
don’t want it any more. Read it, shred it,
fucking roll a joint with it and smoke it. I
don’t care. She called it a game, but it’s not a
game. Cara’s gone, Tanner’s gone, I don’t
want any part of it, and I don’t want to see
you again, do you understand? Sorry.

Megan.

I read it again, then scrunch it up and put it in my pocket. I
count five pages of story, printed from a website. I know which
one because the format and the font are the same as always.

_threedeadthings_
added by _unknown_ on 01.01.2001.

It’s the story that was missing when I was looking through
Cara’s creeepy.com page, the one she’d commented on. I can’t
even remember what the comment was, or if I even read it. My
eyes take in the first line without my permission.

It was my brother Frank who took me to see the
three dead things.

And I look away because I just don’t want to know what
happens next. The air still carries that same sweet stench of over‐
ripe meat, like it’s followed me here. I look at the sky, at the
sunlight trying to break through the clouds. It’s too bright but I
keep looking until it feels like there are fingers against my
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eyeballs. I don’t want to stop, because I feel like if I read this
story I’ll never see daylight again.

But this story wants to be read.
It wants me to read it.
So I give it what it wants.

It was my brother Frank who took me to see the
three dead things.
“I found them last night,” he told me as we
walked through the woods behind our farm.
“Daniel told me they was there and he was
right.”
Daniel, Frank’s friend from school. The same
guy who told Frank that aliens built the Pyra‐
mids and that dogs can read your thoughts.
Nothing Daniel said was ever true, but Frank
believed all of it, every word of it. He’s
twelve, too, two years older than me, old
enough to know better.
“Daniel says you can’t go looking for them.
Daniel says you only find them when you’re
lost. But I remember.”
He taps his head, his grin as bright as the sun
through the tops of the trees.
“I made a map, in my head.”
But as usual, Frank’s head didn’t work right.
We walked for an hour before he admitted he
didn’t know where we were, and that the three
dead things weren’t where he thought they’d
been the day before. And almost as soon as he
admitted it I saw one of them staring at me. I
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got a mighty jolt of my heart, for sure,
because I could have sworn I saw it move, like
it was rolling into position behind a yew tree,
peeking at me through the leaves. But when we
got closer, Frank grinning even harder now, I
saw that it couldn’t have moved because it was
made of wood, rooted in place by decades of
undergrowth.
It was a statue, twice as tall as me and shaped
like a bird. Frank told me that Daniel told him
it was a skylark, but I wouldn’t know. It was
standing upright, its eyes staring into the
forest, its beak covered up by its wings, which
were folded over the bottom of its face. It
must have been standing there for close to
forever because its wooden body was warped and
green with lichen, but when Frank pointed to
the bottom of the statue I could still see the
door there in the weeds, two-foot square with a
little wooden latch.
“They’ve all come,” Frank said, nodding at
something over my shoulder. I think I’ve stood
on an ant’s nest because my skin itches all
over. When I turn I see two other statues
crowding around us, facing inward, as old as
the first and rooted to the ground like trees.
They’re so close I don’t know how I didn’t see
them to start with, and I’m not lying when I
say there’s something kicking in my gut, some‐
thing telling me that this part of the forest
is too old, too dead, for me to be here.
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The second statue is a rabbit, maybe a hare
because the ears are longer, its paws stuffed
into them. Its eyes seem somehow full of grief,
whoever made this thing has hacked lines into
them, into its brow. Its mouth is open but they
look more like horse’s teeth than rabbit ones.
It too has a little door at the base of it,
shut tight.
I’m not sure what the final statue is supposed
to be. It has the body of a sheep, maybe,
sitting upright on its haunches. But its hands
are human, and enormous, big enough to curl
over the whole top half of its head like it’s
trying to pull off its own scalp. I can’t see
its eyes, and its mouth is just a line half-
visible beneath its thin wrists. Two short,
stubby horns jut out over its ears. This, too,
had a door, and this door was open—just a
crack, mind.
I wanted to leave. There are some places that
you know right away are wrong. They’re places
where bad things have happened, places that
want bad things to happen again. I felt those
statues watching us and it wasn’t an illusion.
They knew we were there. They were so old, so
still, and they knew we were there.
I asked Frank if we could leave but he shook
his head. He had that look on his face, the one
where he was going to hurt me. Not physically,
he would never have done that, but he wanted to
play a trick. That’s what big brothers do, I
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know, and Frank’s tricks were almost always
harmless. But it wasn’t like I’d be able to
find my way back by myself and the night was
stirring, the sun falling fast.
“Daniel says there are two dead girls beneath
the ground here,” Frank said, relishing it.
“They’ve been here a long, long time, and they
are so lonely.”
I begged him to stop, I was even crying now,
but tears are like a red rag to brothers.
“They were murdered by their mother,” he went
on. “She harvested them, and left the rest here
for the crows. Their father, driven mad by
grief, built three statues to remember them.
The first for his oldest daughter, who he
called his little Leveret.” He pointed to the
hare. “She died last, Daniel says, and she had
to watch her sister pass first. The younger
daughter was as thin and carefree as a bird, so
he gave her this statue.”
I thought I heard the wood crack, like a
swaying tree, and I pleaded with Frank, trying
to pull him back to the path. But he was so
much bigger than me, so much stronger.
“Daniel says the father hunted down his wife
and killed her, to avenge his daughters. He
brought her here and buried her beneath the
third statue, so that she would forever have to
live with the horror of what she did.”
Another crack of wood, and I thought that maybe
one of the fingers of the third statue had
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moved, because wasn’t that the corner of an eye
I saw now between them? I backed away, ready to
escape by myself, but Daniel grabbed my arm and
held me.
“Don’t you want to know about the doors?” he
said, his eyes full of glee. I nod, even though
I don’t want to know about the doors. I don’t
even want to look at the doors. “Daniel says
the father left the doors there because he knew
that he would always have a way to speak with
his children. And he left a door in his wife’s
so that she would never be able to rest.”
I noticed how quiet the woods were, no birds
singing, no wind in the branches, just another
of those bone-shaking cracks. I swore I could
see more of the third statue’s eye now through
its fingers, dark and wet. Something about the
story doesn’t make sense, because if the door
doesn’t let the wife rest then surely those
little girls can’t rest either?
“Daniel says that if you’re brave enough to go
inside, you’ll see the dead,” Frank said, and
as soon as he said this the reality of what was
about to happen exploded in my skull, so bright
I couldn’t see. “And they’ll tell you a
secret.”
“No,” was all I could say, but Frank was
hauling me to the first statue, the bird.
“Inside the skylark you will meet the first
daughter,” he said. “And she will ask you a
question, but you must not reply.”
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I was hysterical now, I was hitting him with my
fists.
“Inside the hare, you will hear the second
daughter whisper to you, but you must not
listen.”
We were so close, and the statues seemed closer
still, like they were herding us in.
“And inside that one, the bad one, the mother
will lie down beside you but you must not look
at her. If you do all these things then you
will learn something incredible.”
I lashed out again and my fist connected with
his lip. He let go, swearing and I fell, scut‐
tling backwards. I was scared, because I’d
never hurt Frank before, I didn’t know what he
would do to punish me. He was mad, spitting
blood from the wound I had opened up on his
mouth, but he did not move to hit me back.
“Fine,” he said. “Coward. You stay right there
and watch, and when they tell me their secret I
won’t let you know, I won’t. Daniel says he did
it and the secret blew his mind. I’m going to
know it too and you won’t.”
I called his name, I asked him to come home
with me, to leave the statues alone, but he
had a look in his eye I’d never really seen
before. His head had always been a little bit
broken but this was something new. He didn’t
even look like my brother any more as he
gently lifted the latch and the first door
opened. I don’t think I’ve ever seen darkness
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like that. It was an impossible kind of dark‐
ness, it seemed to bleed out of that door and
embrace him.
He was almost too big to get inside, but
somehow he managed it. I hate myself, because I
just watched it happen. I just let him shuffle
his body through the dirt until all that was
left was the soles of his trainers. Then they
too vanished into the shadows.
I don’t know how long I waited. It might have
been minutes, maybe even an hour. By the time I
gathered the strength to move it was almost
dark, and Frank was still inside the statue. He
did not respond to my calls, and when I plunged
my arm inside the door I could not feel him at
all, even though there was barely enough room
for him to lie down inside it.
I can’t describe the fear I felt right then.
Part of me knew that Frank was joking, that he
was waiting in there for me to start screaming
then he would burst out and howl at me the way
he always did.
But part of me knew, too, that I was never
going to see my brother again. Part of me knew
that the girl inside had asked him a question
and the idiot had answered her, that he’d sunk
down into the leaves, into the moss, into a
little nest of twigs and bones.
I still did it. I still got down on my knees
next to that little door and began to crawl
inside. He was my brother, you see, and I loved
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him, I loved him enough to crawl into this dead
thing and call his name.
It was like a coffin, no space to do anything
other than push my face and chest to the dirt
and wiggle forward. I could smell forest mulch,
dirt, rotting wood, and the damp crept into my
clothes, into my bones. It was hard to breathe,
but I still worked up enough courage to call
Frank’s name, reaching out for him. None of the
day came in with me, and I could not even turn
my head to see if the door was still open. I
just inched my way forward, surely too far,
surely far enough to have emerged from the back
of the statue. Except it kept going, and going,
the space growing smaller and smaller and
smaller.
I had to stop or lose my mind, and it was only
when I lay there, gasping, no air for me to
breathe, that I heard a voice. It came from
right beside, me, and I became aware of a shape
in the dark, soft and cold. It pressed into me
and I would have screamed if I could remember
how. A pair of lips brushed against my ear and
I heard the same whisper once again.
Do you want to know where he went?
My mouth was open to answer but I remembered
Frank’s words. I clamped my lips shut while
that corpse-cold body folded itself around me,
while stiff fingers felt my face, while it
breathed its grave-stench into me.
Do you want to know where he went?
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It asked the same question a dozen times but
each time I stayed still, stayed quiet, until I
felt the shape of her roll away. I escaped that
statue with such violence that I was bleeding
in three or four places. I slammed the door
shut and clicked the latch and ran from the
clearing.
I only looked back once to see all three
statues facing me, all of them watching me go—
two through wide, sad eyes, the third through
the open fingers of its hands.
I know you will hate me for what I did. I hate
myself, god only knows it. I wish I had had the
courage to search for him in the other two
statues, because maybe that’s the secret I
would have learned. My mother and father hate
me too, because even though I’ve never spoken a
word of what happened to anybody, they sense
it. They see the giant holes in between my
words, they feel the abyss of unspeakable truth
there, in the space between the lies. They know
that Frank did not run away, that he did not
fall into an old mine, that he wasn’t bundled
into a white panel van. They know something far
worse happened to him, and they know I will
never tell them what it was. They know that
they will die not knowing what happened to
their son.
Maybe you will forgive me a little if I told
you I did go back. I searched for those statues
for weeks, armed with a torch, and with Frank’s
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instructions. But I never found them. I never
found him.
And I will pay for my crime for the rest of my
life. Because even though I never found Frank,
he found me. He finds me every night, when I
close my eyes. I wake inside the mouldering
coffin of my bedsheets, his cold body pressed
against mine, his lips breathing the same
hoarse words right into my ear, over and over
and over until dawn breaks.
Do you know where I am?
Do you know where I am?
Do you know where I am?
I never answer. I never answer him.

The sickness is worse than ever, like something’s moving
down there. I crumple the story into a ball, drop it on the bench
next to me. Even though I’m outside, even though I can feel the
wind on my face, there’s no air here. I’m trapped inside a wooden
coffin and I push up, pacing, gulping.

It’s too much and I double over, my stomach contracting like
a fist. A jet of bile streams out of me, splashing against the bench,
on the floor. I heave again, emptying myself, but even when
there’s nothing left to get out I’m still gagging. There’s something
caught in my throat, something rubbing against my tonsils. I
hawk it up, coughing, managing to pinch it with my fingers.

Then I’m pulling out a lank string of dark hair, so long I have
to use both hands, working them over and over each other until
the end of it comes free. It’s wrapped around something small
and meaty, a nubbin of flesh whose nail is still attached. My
groan is almost subsonic, it comes from the deepest part of me. I
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toss the hair onto the bench, onto the sodden story, and it curls
and writhes like a worm, finally falling still.

The sobs hit me by surprise, as powerful as the sickness.
They pour out of me, tears burning my eyes. I put my hand to my
mouth to try to hold them in but it’s like trying to stop the tide. I
have to wait for them to pass, for them to drain out of me, and
when they do I’m paper thin. I feel like my head has been
scooped out, my body too. A single gust of wind will carry me
into the evening.

What is happening? What is happening to me?
The hair does not answer. The story does not answer. I don’t

even understand why Megan gave it to me, why she wanted to be
rid of it so bad she went home for it in the middle of a party.

It wants to be read.
I start walking, stuffing the story and the note into my pocket

so I don’t have to watch them sprout legs and scuttle after me, so
they don’t tread on my shadow all the way home.
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18_ROT__

I take the bus, in the end. I can’t face going underground after
reading the story Megan gave me. The machinery of my mind
has jammed, I can’t think right. And my stomach is churning. All
I can picture is a nest of hair there, a boiling eyeball nestled in
the middle of it like an egg. I feel like she’s inside me and it’s all I
can do to stop myself clawing my own skin away and hurling it
into the night.

When I reach my house I don’t go in. I stand outside it for
ten minutes, looking at every inch of it, at every brick and
windowpane and tile. It looks the same as it always has, but it
looks different too. I can’t even explain how. I know that it is not
my house, not really. I know that this is not my world any more.
Something has shifted, I am on the outside of it.

It’s quiet when I walk through the front door, but it’s past ten
so Donnie will be asleep and mom will be in bed, probably
furious that I’ve been gone all day without so much as a text. I
wait in the hallway for a moment, I wait for the squeak of flesh in
the bath, but there’s nothing.

I head upstairs, creeping into the twilight dark of the landing.
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My door’s closed, although I don’t remember doing it. Donnie’s is
too and for once he’s turned off his Xbox. Mom’s door’s open and
when I peek inside I see her shape beneath the covers, the steady
rise and fall of her chest. I want to crawl beneath the quilt with
her the way I did when I was younger, the way I did when I had
the witch dreams. And I might still, only I reek of sweat and
vomit and I’m still shivering hard.

The bathroom’s been cleaned. I don’t know why, because
mom hardly ever does it. She’s missed a strand of hair dangling
from the faucet, though, and the sight of it hanging there is
almost enough to make me vomit again. I pee, then strip, washing
my face in warm water, brushing my teeth for what has to be ten
full minutes. Even then I’ve still got the taste of meat on my
tongue.

I seem to have shrunk. It’s a stupid thing to say but that’s the
first thing I think when I look at myself in the mirror, when I
really look at myself. I seem smaller, like somebody has folded in
the corners. I’m not even sure—

There’s a rasping squeak of skin behind me, a giant splash. I
jump so hard I think I’ve pulled my flesh off my bones and I turn
to see nothing there, absolutely nothing, except that little
dangling thread of black hair is sliding back up the faucet, getting
smaller, smaller, until the last of it disappears. The bath is just a
bath is just a bath is just a bath and I’m repeating it to myself as I
back out of the bathroom and close the door behind me.

I don’t want to know what I will see if I open my bedroom
door. I literally cannot force myself to do it. I grab mom’s bath
robe from the back of her door and walk back downstairs, and it’s
only when I reach for the kitchen door that I hear a voice inside.
It’s light in there—had they been on when I came home?—it’s
pooling on the floor in front of the door, but it’s not open enough
for me to see all the way in. I’m torn between the urge to throw
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myself through to see who’s there, and the need to get the hell
out of this house as fast as possible so I never have to know. I
wonder how long I can keep walking before I just can’t walk any
more.

“… he’s here for you…”
The voice is louder now, and I recognize it.
It’s mom.
“… so slow, she won’t be…”
I push the door, watch it swing open, see the kitchen unfold

before me like a book. It is mom, she’s standing by the island and
she’s completely naked, apart from a towel wrapped around her
head. Strands of hair hang down from it, water dripping down
the fleshy skin of her back. She’s cupping her hand over the
counter, collecting breadcrumbs, and I can’t see who she’s talking
to because the far side of the room is drenched in darkness.

“… that’s her now…” mom whispers.
“Mom?” I say, and she turns to me, her head turns to me, but

her face takes a moment to slide into place, like a lazy eye.
“What’s wrong?” she says. “Are you okay?”
“No,” I say. My fists are aching again because they’re

bunched at my sides. I can feel my nails in my palms. “No I’m
not fucking okay, mom, what’s going on?”

She looks to the far side of the kitchen again and I try to do
the same, but the space is wrong there, it makes my head pound
if I stare too long. I can see that the light is on, I can see the
halogen bulb blazing, but it’s not working, it’s as if there’s a
power cut in that tiny part of the house, it’s as if somebody has
taken a pair of scissors and snipped a chunk of the world away.

There’s a shape there, though. I force myself to see it, and
when I do I see that it’s a young man, it’s Tanner.

“What’s going on?” I say again. “What’s he doing here?”
Mom walks toward me, working her hands over her stomach
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like she’s tightening something, and I realize she’s tightening her
robe, only she can’t because I’m wearing it. It sits on me like a
dead woman’s skin.

“Your problem, you sort it,” she says as she passes me.
“Nothing loud, Tommi, your brother’s asleep.”

I watch her go, I watch the obscene, ludicrous, maddening
shape of her jiggle up the stairs. I hear her go into her bedroom
and close the door behind her, I hear the squeak of her bed as she
climbs in, as she climbs in beside whatever else is in there, its
breath rising and falling beneath the covers.

Then I turn back to Tanner. He’s sitting on the other side of
the island. I can only see his outline, and his smile, and the glint
of his eyes as he moves his head. But then he leans forward and
more of him is drawn from the dark. He’s wearing the same black
shirt as the girl in Outcast, buttoned up to the neck. His hair is as
perfect as it is in his photographs.

“What are you doing here?” I ask. “What did you do to my
mom?”

“.bɒǝb ƨi ɒɿɒƆ. ”

I clamp my hands to my ears because there’s something
terrible about his voice, something utterly, awfully wrong. I can’t
bear it, I can’t bear to listen to him but he’s speaking again and
the words are driving themselves into my skull like ice picks, like
nothing I’ve ever heard in my life.

“bɒǝb nɒʜɈ ǝƨɿow ɿo ˎooɈ mɒ I”

I’m wheezing like I’ve been gut punched, his words twisting
my mind into impossible knots. It’s too hard for me to look at
him, at the growing darkness behind him.
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“What do you want?” I ask, I scream. “What’s going on?”

”.ǝmɒϱ ɿǝH .ǝmɒϱ A“

There’s a sharp popping sound from behind him, a hiss of air.
The room tilts, like we’re on a ship, and even though nothing’s
really moving I’m staggering forward, falling into the island.
Tanner throws his head back, his mouth open too wide, only
silence pouring out of it. There’s movement in the shadows
behind him, I’m sure of it. He grabs the counter top and pulls
himself forward, jutting his head toward me like he’s a drowning
man looking for the surface of the lake. He must find it, because
when he speaks again his voice is his own.

“Her game,” he says again. “She forces you to play it, but you
can’t win.”

“I won’t play,” I say. “I won’t.”
“It’s too late,” he says, his face elastic, stretching into a

mourning mask. “You already are. You only have to read one
word and it’s too late, you only have to have her name breathed
into your ear and it’s too late, you only have to think of her and
it’s too late. She knows you, Tommi, she sees you.”

I’m a sculpture of ice, I cannot move. Tanner’s struggling
even more, the darkness is moving over him like dark water, it’s
swallowing him up.

“She sees you. You’re already playing her game. You know
you are. She’s poison. She’s poison. When she sees you it’s like
everything you are, everything you know, it starts to rot. It rots. It
will never stop, and then…”

The darkness wraps itself around his chest, around his stom‐
ach, less like water now and more like arms, like a giant’s
embrace, and it’s then that I see it, hovering in the night above
the boy, a grinning face, too big to be real, hunched beneath the
ceiling right beneath the light but still caked in shadows and filth.
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He utters a bovine cry, the lowing groan of a cow on the path to
slaughter.

What do I do? I ask, but I can’t speak, the words are locked in
my throat. What do I do what do I do what do I do?

But he hears me, thank god, he hears me.
“Find her. Use the stories. It’s what Cara was trying to do.

Find her, find her. Close her eyes.”
The shadows move over his mouth, swallow his face, but he

screams through them.

“!HƆTIW !HƆTIW !HƆTIW !HƆTIW
!HƆTIW!HƆTIW !HƆTIW !HƆTIW !HƆTIW
!HƆTIW!HƆTIW !HƆTIW !HƆTIW !HƆTIW
!HƆTIW!HƆTIW !HƆTIW !HƆTIW !HƆTIW

!HƆTIW!HƆTIW !HƆTIW !HƆTIW !HƆTIW”

And the not-quite-face behind him grins its moon grin and
pulls him closer, closer. The house vibrates, a silent explosion as
Tanner is sucked away from me, as that awful face is sucked
away, all of it wrenched into the darkness at the end of the room.
I can feel the current of air trying to chase him, my ears popping
from the change in pressure.

There’s a sound like scattered marbles, then the kitchen
lights burn sun-bright and I have to shutter my eyes against the
glow, wrapping my arms around my head, only looking when I
think I can feel the witch’s breath on my face, only looking when
I can feel her grinning at me, only looking then, and seeing
nothing but the kitchen.

There’s nothing there but the kitchen.
I’m on sea legs as I walk around the island, clinging onto it to

stop myself from falling. There’s just the wall there, our notice‐
board, and that weird stain I thought was dry rot. It makes sense
now, the shape of it. It’s Tanner’s shape, I can even see his hair in
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it. It’s the shape he made when the witch pulled him through the
wall.

I take another step, wincing as something cuts into my foot.
It’s dug itself into the flesh of my heel and when I pull it out I see
that it’s a tooth, a fat, yellow molar with a horn-like root. There
are more, there are dozens of them, dozens of Tanner’s teeth,
scattered on the floor like dice.
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19_CUPOFTEETH__

I’m in shock. I have to be, because I’m utterly numb. Something’s
been switched off inside my head, a circuit board being tripped
to prevent massive damage. I’m not even aware that I’m me, that
I’m in my home, that I’m on my knees collecting teeth in a teacup
until I’m suddenly back, my knees sore, my fingertips greasy
from the plaque. I don’t stop. I crawl across the entire kitchen,
front to back, side to side, until every last one of those yellow
teeth has plinked into the cup. When I’m done I stare at them,
and I’m possessed by a thought, the thought of putting that cup
to my lips and drinking them down. Maybe they’ll mix with the
hair inside me, maybe sooner or later there will be a whole
person inside my stomach, clawing its way out.

My thoughts are rotting. My life is rotting. And it’s her fault,
the witch. It’s utterly insane, but somehow she’s found her way
inside this little pocket of reality, she’s plucking at the stitches. I
think of Cara, poor Cara Pierce, sitting in her bedroom poring
through story after story after story trying to find a clue, trying to
find something that could help her. Her world would have been
unravelling too, coming apart at the seams. I think of the photo‐
graph I saw of her sitting at her desk, her bed behind her, some‐
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thing pushing up beneath the covers. I know now that if I looked
at the photo again I’d still see it, I’d see those crooked fingers,
maybe an eye boiling out of the darkness.

I’d see it because it is real.
It is real.
And I know you don’t believe me. But it doesn’t matter,

because you will. When she sits down behind you, you’ll
believe me.

Look now. She might already be there.
There’s something almost comforting in belief, any belief,

even this one. I know she’s real, and I know what I have to do. I
try to stand, but my legs are too weak. I use a stool to help me up,
then perch on the edge of it, placing the cup of teeth on the
surface of the island. The conversation with Tanner is draining
out of my head like dark water, and I can’t remember the awful
sound of his voice. But I try to make a mental note of what he’d
said.

Find her.
Use the stories.
Maybe there’s something in those stories that will tell me

what to do when I find her, too.
I dump the teeth in the trash, even though it feels wrong to

do it. They sit there in the liquid waste of mom’s dinner and I
bunch up some kitchen roll to throw on top. The house is still
appallingly quiet, I can’t even hear the sound of my own foot‐
steps as I climb the stairs. As I get to the top, though, I can hear
music coming from Donnie’s room, the soundtrack of one of his
games. He’s shouting at it.

My door is open. There’s a sound coming out of there, too,
the clack clack clack of somebody typing on a laptop. I wait
there, on the penultimate step. I wait for it to stop. And when it
doesn’t I creep to the door and peer through the crack. There’s a
bath robe hanging on the back of it, but I can see a fraction of my
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bed through the crack. It looks almost like there’s something on it,
something big, something that slowly starts to turn toward me.
The sound of typing stops but I can hear the tinny beat of Metal‐
lica coming through headphones and I know that if I walk
through that door I will see myself, I’ll see the version of me that
doesn’t have a face.

So I turn and walk downstairs again, walk into the living
room and turn on all the lights. I crash onto the sofa, curl my legs
beneath myself, fix my eyes on the living room door, the front
door beyond that. I will wait for morning, for the day. I won’t
sleep, in case I wake up to somebody sitting on my chest, or wake
in the dark to the feeling of cold flesh pressed against mine, a
whisper in my ear.

Do you know where I am?
It’s already past eleven, time is running on greased wheels.

Morning isn’t too far away, and I can stay awake, and that
thought is still in my head when I stir to the sound of voices from
upstairs.

The hallway outside the living room is pitch black, even
though I know I left the light on. I can hear somebody shouting
above me and I know what’s going to happen before it does.
Donnie’s running down the stairs and he’s yelling something.

“I got it. Wait Donnie, hang on.”
He’s shouting my words from his mouth, and he’s there, at

the front door, hand to the latch. He stops moving completely, a
photograph. Even though it’s dark through there his shadow is
splayed across the living room carpet, as if thrown there by
sunlight.

It’s not real, I tell myself.
“It is real,” I say. I can hear a sound like Velcro, something

tearing. Donnie is gagging but I don’t go to him, I don’t dare.
There’s a brittle crack and then a soft cheap as something pulls
itself from Donnie’s mouth. It flaps its wings, fluttering to the top
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of my brother’s head and sitting there for a moment. The bird’s
head tilts, its dark eyes studying me. I wonder if it’s a skylark.
Then it’s flying into the living room, panicked, its little brown
body hitting the window hard. It drops to the floor, twitching
still.

When I look again, Donnie has gone. But his shadow is still
there, still reaching for the door.
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20_LICK__

It’s there until the first fingers of sunlight push through the
window and scrub it away. The day rouses me, even though I
don’t think I’ve really been asleep. My body aches from sitting
upright, my eyes ache from never closing. My mind is straight-
jacket tight, padded and vague. The cannonball of terror still sits
on my diaphragm, but it’s lighter now for the sound of the birds.
They’re in full flow outside, but the one lying on the floor in
front of the window hasn’t moved once. It’s never going to sing
again.

I haul myself off the sofa, everything cracking as I bend down
and pick the bird up by its feet. How can something weigh so
little? Its eyes are still open, its neck bent at right angles.

“I’m sorry,” I say, carrying it through to the kitchen. I lift the
paper towel, toss it on top of the teeth, covering the whole still-
life-in-madness up with more towel. Tanner’s stain stares at me
from the wall. My cell is dead but there’s a charger in here and I
plug it in. Then I clean the coffee filter and make a fresh pot,
doing my best to ignore the lump of fingertip that has returned to
the sink. Seeing it makes my own hand ache, my right middle
finger throbbing in sympathy.
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Upstairs, Donnie still shouts at his Xbox from behind a
closed door. I open it but he has his back to me, and when I call
his name he doesn’t respond. I’m too afraid to see what he looks
like when he turns around so I leave him, walking past mom’s
room to the bathroom. I’m pretty sure I’ve never taken a leak so
quickly, but there are no squeaks and splashes, no nests of hair
sitting on the bottom of the bath.

There’s nobody in my room, but my laptop sits open on the
bed and there’s still music coming out of the headphones. I
wrench the curtains open, switch on the lights, place my chair in
front of the door to stop it from clicking closed. Wrapping mom’s
robe around me I climb under my covers, then climb out of them
again because I’m thinking about Cara’s photo. I sit cross-legged
on the bed and pull my computer onto my lap and jab the space
bar until it comes back to life.

I’m surprised to see my Facebook page open. There’s a whole
bunch of notifications and I click them—all likes and comments
for a photo.

What’s wrong, Tommi?
Shit dude you look STONED. Been hanging out with Flint

again?
Tommi?
This last one from Flint. She’s sent a message too, but I

ignore it and click on the photo that I have no memory of
posting.

Of course I have no memory of it.
It’s a photo of me, sitting on the sofa in the living room

dressed in mom’s bath robe. I’m awake, and staring almost but
not quite right at the camera. And there’s a look on my face of… I
can’t describe it, it’s like terror, but something more, something
more profound than terror.

My shadow is drawn on the wall behind me, merged with my
hair. There’s no gap between the wall and the sofa but right
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there, inside the darkness of my shadow, I can see her. I can see
that red-flecked eye, that yellow grin.

“You bitch,” I say, clicking the window closed. “You fucking
bitch.”

I load up another tab, finding creeepy.com. Cara’s profile
is still there, nothing has changed. Those highlighted stories stare
back at me and the comments make a hell of a lot more sense
now. I click on the only one that I haven’t read yet:
_thetubegame_. It’s still a dead link.

If Tanner was right, and let’s face it, that’s a big if, then I
need to get hold of it, and of any other story that might be able to
help. I Google the title but there’s just cached links to the site,
none of which work. I check on Cara’s Facebook page too, in case
she linked to anything from there. No luck. The image that’s on
all of her photos is a little clearer now, I think, a little more in
focus, but I still can’t tell what it is.

I push my fingers into my eyes until my thoughts ignite into
fireworks. All I can hear is Donnie next door, mom running
down the stairs, a flap of wings and the thump of a little body on
glass—and this last sound makes me open my eyes again. The
skylark is back, freshly dead, twitching on my bedroom carpet.

I refuse to let myself see it, the same way I refuse to let
myself see the lump of shadow that appears in the corridor
outside, staring at me through the crack in my door, breathing
hard. I look at the screen instead, my skin electric with fear, with
paranoia.

Rot, I think. Reality is rotting around me, that’s all this is.
I find my way back to creeepy.com. There must be over a

thousand stories on the site, including mine. But how do I know
which ones to read? How do I know which ones are important?
The stories that Cara liked are completely different from each
other, just a handful of similarities that I wouldn’t have even
noticed if I wasn’t looking out for them. Cara had dozens of them
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printed out, so maybe she found the missing ones, or printed
them before they disappeared. If only there was a way of finding
out.

And there is, I suddenly realize, digging my hand into the
pocket of mom’s robe, feeling the business card there. When I
pull it out it’s wet, and yellow, the ink running in half a dozen
places. There’s also a ribbon of dark hair wrapped around it, tight
enough to have cut through the paper. It looks like it’s been
floating in a lake somewhere for weeks, and maybe it has. Time
doesn’t seem to mean anything any more.

I have to go downstairs to fetch my phone. I don’t look at the
figure who’s outside my door, even though I have to angle my
body to the side to squeeze past it, even though I can feel the cold
weight of it against me, pushing into me. My head is down as I
walk into the kitchen, as I unplug the charger. There’s somebody
in here with me, standing at the sink, the squeak of a finger as it
traces the plughole. But I don’t look. I just dial the number on the
card with shaking fingers, listen to it ring.

And ring.
And ring.
“He won’t answer,” says mom, and I hear her suck the end of

her finger.
And ring.
And ring.
Please.
“He read the stories too, those awful awful things. He read

about the witch and now he’s playing her game whether he
wants to or not.”

And ring.
It clicks to an answerphone, Cyrus’s voice from another

world. I end the call, and stand there, stand there doing nothing
because I can’t think of a single thing to do. I stand there for a
lifetime, until the cell kicks in my hand and I scream. I think it’s
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bitten me, I almost drop it, but it’s a call and I answer it without
even looking at the number.

“Hello?” I say.
There’s nobody there, nothing but a breath, haggard and

wheezing.
“Hello? Detective Cyrus?”
Mom’s walking toward me, I can see her out of the corner of

my eye—slow, deliberate steps. The breath on the end of the line
continues, I just want to hang up but I can’t face the thought of
being alone with the not-mom who’s standing by my side, who’s
leaning in. She’s breathing hard too, and I understand it’s her
breaths I’m hearing on the phone, playing in stereo.

“He won’t speak,” says mom, next to me and down the
phone. “He doesn’t dare.”

“Please,” I say, to her, to the person on the phone, I don’t
even know any more.

“He’s too slow.”
“Please!”
Crackling, then a faint voice.
“Hello?” I say. “Detective Cyrus?”
Mom’s lips are almost on my face, she stinks of meat.
“He’s too slow.”
But this time I hear it, a man’s voice.
“Hello?”
“Oh god, thank god, is that you? Are you real?”
“Who is this?” Detective Cyrus says. He sounds rattled.

“What do you want?”
Mom licks my cheek and I grunt, pulling away, hunkering

down onto my haunches, hands cradling my head. I can still see
her bare feet there, spattered with blood. I can see a tooth, too,
under the oven, one that I missed last night.

“I need help,” I say. “I need to talk to you, about Cara
Pierce.”
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The phone pops, whining like a flash bulb. I pull it away, my
ear ringing, only to push it back when I hear his voice again.

“Who is this?”
“Tommi Bright,” I say. “Thomasin, we spoke the other day,

you came to my house.”
I can’t see mom’s feet any more, and I risk looking. She’s

gone, the kitchen is empty. I stand up, although it takes me a
couple of attempts.

“If you’re in on this, you’re going to be in serious trouble,” he
says.

In on what, I nearly ask, but instead I say, “Your life is rotting
too,” and I think he might be crying.

“I need the stories,” I say. “The ones from Cara’s house. It’s
the only way to beat this, to beat her.”

I expect him to laugh, to hang up, but he struggles through a
couple of breaths then says, “I’ll come to you.”

“Don’t,” I blurt out. “Don’t come here. It’s not safe. Meet me
in the Mall, the Circuit.”

The phone pops again, louder this time. I throw it to the
floor, pressing a hand to my ear, feeling something wet on my
cheek—the cheek that my not-mom licked—pulling it away to see
blood smeared over my palm.

“The food court,” I say to my phone.
I only hope he heard me.
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21_TROUPE__

He did, because he’s waiting for me there, sitting right in the
corner with his back to the wall. He was the younger of the two
cops who came to see me yesterday, but he’s aged a century or
more since then. His face is a leather mask and there’s less of his
hair attached to his puckered scalp. He’s jacked up, on edge, his
head jerking left and right studying anyone who comes close, so
it doesn’t take him long to see me. He does a double take and I
realize that he probably thinks I’ve aged too, that I’m a half-dead
girl.

“Did you bring them?” I ask as soon as I’m close enough.
There’s a table of four next to us, parents and two young kids,
and they’re all quiet, looking up at me like I’m an addict
collecting her next fix. The fact that Cyrus grabs my hand, yanks
me down into the seat opposite him, even though I was about to
sit there anyway, doesn’t exactly help.

“Hey,” says the dad on the table next door. “You okay?”
Cyrus does his best to smile, flashes his badge and the butt of

his pistol. The man lifts his hand in apology.
“Sure, no problem,” he says, but he’s still looking at me like
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I’m in a bad place. Cyrus rubs his face with both hands,
scratching his stubble. Then he flinches, snapping his hands
away as if remembering what happens when he closes his eyes.

“You all alone, Tammy?”
“Tommi,” I say, but I’m not sure if he hears me. I’m not sure

if he sees me either because his head is still swinging left and
right, left and right. “Yes,” I say. “I’m alone. I need your help, did
you—”

“What’s going on?” he says, suddenly looking right at me.
His hand is on my arm again and he won’t let me pull loose. “You
better tell me, because I swear to god I’m this close to losing my
freaking mind.”

“You’re seeing them too,” I say, watching the family walk
away, taking their food with them. When I look back at Cyrus his
swollen eyes are ready to pop clean out of their sockets.

“My wife gave birth last night,” he says, and I can hear the
lunacy riding his voice. “She wasn’t pregnant, but she gave birth,
right there in our house, and it’s sitting there, a fucking… a
fucking…”

He’s struggling to form the word, his mouth isn’t obeying
him.

“I took her to the hospital but there’s nothing wrong with her
and now there’s a baby in our house and it won’t stop screaming
and they said there’s nothing wrong with it either even though…
Christ, the feathers, she…” He’s hurting my arm.

“Cyrus,” I say. I can’t remember his first name but I bunch a
fist and slam it down on the table, hard enough to jolt the condi‐
ments. “Please, you need to…” I don’t even know what to say to
him. “I see them too, everything is wrong, everything is rotten.
It’s her, she’s doing this.”

He remembers himself, letting go of me. I rub at the welts
he’s left, I rub them away. He’s staring at the table.

“It’s a baby, or a bird, I can’t look at it long enough to see.” He
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“It’s a baby, or a bird, I can’t look at it long enough to see.” He
lets his mouth hang open and I see that he’s broken, that he’s
already outside himself. Nothing I can say will bring him back.
He sits there like a child, picking dried blood out of his long nails.

“I don’t know what it is, exactly,” I say as calmly as I’m able.
A couple has sat down on the table next to us, younger than

me, laughing their heads off. It’s this that doesn’t feel real, I think.
The girls with no faces, the birds climbing out of throats, the
babies with feathers, that’s my new reality, maybe it was always
my reality. The world I used to be a part of, it doesn’t feel like it
ever really existed.

“All I think I know is that as soon as you read one of the
stories, it triggers something, a game, maybe, or a race. I don’t
know. It happened to Cara, she was using the stories to try to
work out how to win the game, how to beat the…” I can’t say it, I
can’t say the word. “But she gave up, or she died, I don’t know.
But I think I understand what we have to do, if we’re going to
survive this.”

Cyrus is still staring at the table. The guy on the table next to
us is flicking drink at his girlfriend with his straw. The food court
is busy, people lining up at the KFC beside us. Their chatter is
like waves, is like an ocean. I close my eyes and lose myself to it
for a moment, sleep suddenly there, a leviathan trying to
swallow me.

“What?” Cyrus says, bringing me back.
“It sounds crazy,” I say. “But the stories Cara had, the ones

she printed out and wrote on. They were clues, at least she
thought they were.”

“Clues?” he asks, wiping the spit from his lips. He looks like
he’s going to say something else but it dies in his throat.

“Clues to find her, clues to beat her maybe, I don’t know.”
I think he’s going to ask who I’m talking about but he must
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already know because he nods his weary head and inhales a
shuddering, lung-busting breath.

“I got our tech guys to run checks on those stories,” he said.
“The ones that Cara had. IP addresses, shit like that.”

“And?” I say when he doesn’t continue. He frowns at the
table, brushing his fingers over it. It’s covered in crumbs, I see,
and I run my hand over them, feeling them lodge in my palm the
way spilled teeth lodge in feet.

“Tech say they come from all over the world, most from
regular homes, like yours. Most are written by kids, like you. But
there were some that he couldn’t trace. Or rather, some that had
what he called an impossible address.”

“Six of them,” I say, thinking of the stories that Cara had
commented on, but he shakes his head.

“More. They all had the same address, the same place of
origin, but it was like nothing else he’d ever seen. He was in the
middle of telling me about it when I got the call from Valentina.
I… I didn’t go back to work.”

“So these stories had, what? A different kind of IP address,” I
ask. “They all came from the same location? Do you remember
which stories? Pinch, right? And, uh, Three Dead Things,
Tubby, those ones? Right? They were all written by an
Unknown. Right?”

He studies me with his bloodshot eyes, then nods. Despite
everything I smile, because some of the pieces are clicking into
place.

“Pinch, Tubby, they were on creeepy.com,” I say. “But the
others were deleted. One of Cara’s friends gave me Three Dead
Things but there must be others. You have them, right? You must
do, if you checked where they came from.”

The couple next to us are nodding their heads together, like
they’re listening to music, still laughing. Cyrus is staring at them,
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his teeth clenched so tight I’m worried they might shatter, I’m
worried I might have to collect them in a teacup too.

“Cyrus,” I say, and his head grinds back to me. “You have
them?”

“They were deleted,” he says. “Cara had printouts. But the tech
guy worked some magic and found a trace of them online. That’s
what he couldn’t understand, because they all come from the same
place, those stories. He counted dozens of them, maybe more. But
the place they were created, posted, whatever, it doesn’t exist.”

There’s more laughter in the food court now, it’s rising up
behind me like this is a comedy show and that’s the laughter
track. There’s something hideously artificial about it but I refuse
to turn around. I don’t want to know what’s happening back
there. Cyrus looks over my shoulder and I see the flesh of his face
sag, like it’s about to slide off the bone.

“Cyrus,” I say. “Please, the stories.”
“She’s found me,” he whispers.
“Please,” I say, resisting every urge to turn. I dig my nails into

the table top. “Please, or it’s never going to end.”
“It will end,” he says. “Everything ends.”
He gets to his feet, sways there for a moment. Then he

reaches down to the seat and lifts a black backpack, dumping it
in front of me.

“These are all I have,” he says, not looking at me. “The rest
are at the station, and there’s one that’s still in Cara’s apartment.
According to the notes Cara left behind there’s something special
about it, it’s the one that started this. It let me read it, damn it to
hell, but it wouldn’t let me take it away. I couldn’t…”

He opens his hand, closes it, staring at it like it belongs to a
stranger. I open my mouth to thank him but he’s already walking
past me, the smell of him old, wild, like a forest floor. I watch him
go, but anything I might have said is swallowed up by what I see.

Everyone in the food court is looking at us—no, looking at
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Everyone in the food court is looking at us—no, looking at
Cyrus, I see, as he staggers between the tables. They’re all
laughing and pointing, the wave of sound is almost liquid, it’s
almost enough to drown me. They don’t even seem to be stop‐
ping for breath and I can see the panic in their eyes, the roar of
their airless blood.

As one they move their arms to point to another figure, one
that’s standing in the very center of the room. It’s a woman,
maybe in her mid-thirties, pretty and petite but masked by
misery, her eyes huge and dark and wet. She’s dressed in paja‐
mas, and in her arms she’s holding a bundle of something that
squawks a feeble cry, something that lifts a brown speckled wing
beneath its swaddle. The woman opens her mouth to her
husband as he approaches but there’s no words there, no sound at
all, there’s just that endless, soulless laughter getting louder, and
louder, and louder.

Now everybody’s moving, a troupe of insane dancers
thumping off the tables and the chairs as they spin like dervishes
—all still laughing, still laughing.

All except for Cyrus’s wife, all except for Cyrus, who’s
reaching into his jacket and pulling out his gun, who’s firing it
into the crowd. I have to fight to pull myself away, grabbing the
bag and running, my feet slipping on the smooth floor, gunshots
exploding behind me into a wall of screaming mirth.

I run until I can’t hear them any more, until the mall is far
behind me and I’m back on the street, sirens wailing. I look back,
expecting to see the people on the street beside me pointing,
laughing, dancing. But they are as shocked as I am, scattering
with their kids, their pets, their shopping bags. This was his
madness, I understand, not mine. The witch has rotted his life,
his wife, and I see it because it is real.

I open the bag to see a manila folder inside, and inside that I
find three familiar stories and one new one.
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_the tube game_
added by _unknown_ on 30.11.2011.

Then I start walking again, looking for somewhere quiet to sit
and read.

• • •
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22_THETUBEGAME__

The café’s empty, thankfully, and I take the seat furthest from
the window. The waitress is a little annoyed I only order a water,
but she must be able to sense the waves of fear pouring off me
because she doesn’t say anything, doesn’t even look me in the eye.
She can sense the danger the way an animal senses an earth‐
quake, or a tsunami. She can feel the witch through my skin, she
can hear her through my breath, she can see her watching in the
darkness where my shadow hits the wall.

She places the glass beside me and vanishes behind the
counter, through a door into the kitchen. I know I won’t see her
again the same way I know nobody else will walk in through the
door while I’m here.

I’m only half right, as it turns out.
I lay the folder before me like it’s a holy book, opening it.

These are Cara’s printouts, so her notes are there as well,
scrawled on every page. I’ll come to them later, but the first thing
I do is find the story I haven’t read yet, placing it on top of the
others. I’m surprised at how short it is, just a page and a half,
printed in the same font as the other stories on creeepy.com. I
see straight away it’s one of those instructional CreepyPastas, the
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ones that make you play a game, or follow a set of rules. The
Elevator Game is the one that springs to mind, but there are
dozens of them.

“Come on then, you bastard,” I say to it.

_thetubegame_

added by _unknown_ on 30.11.2003.

Instructions:

- start at the northernmost station. For me

it’s Chesham, but it don’t even matter because

every city is the same, jeeves it if you don’t

know.

- you can get on by yourself, or with

another person. I don’t think it matters. But

know this, if you get on with another person

you know, then what happens next is worse.

- take the train to the first interchange.

You have to get off here, and take the line

that goes east or south. Stay on this train for

three stops, get out on the fourth.

- get on the same train, but going back the

way you’ve just come. Go past the original

interchange and travel three more stops, get

out on the fourth.

- get on the same train again, going back.

You will notice that this time, the carriage

will be empty. There might be people on the

other carriages, but the one you are in will be
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empty. If it’s not, you’ve done something

wrong. If you get on this train, it’s TOO LATE

to turn back.

- When the doors close, sit down somewhere

in the middle, next to a window. Look forward.

When the train starts moving you will hear a

woman sit down behind you. DO NOT turn and look

at her. Do not acknowledge her in any way. She

is looking for you.

- The train will stop. Nobody will get on.

The woman is still sitting behind you. She

won’t be doing anything, but she is there. You

may hear her talking, but do not reply. She is

blind, but she is looking for you.

- The train will stop two more times, it

will stay empty apart from you and the woman in

the seat behind you. After the third stop you

will feel her stand up and walk away. Do not

follow her. Do not look.

- when you arrive back at the interchange,

everything will seem normal. But it is not. You

have found a way beneath the skin of her world,

you are in. You MUST get off the train here. If

you do not, you will be forever lost.

- Always leave a seat behind you. If you do

not, she will sit beside you instead. You

cannot survive this.

- this will work anywhere there is an under‐
ground railway.

- This is not a joke. This is not a game.
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- DO NOT LOOK AT HER. If you see her, she

sees you too.
Once upon a time it would have given me a pleasant shiver,

and I would have moved on to the next one and never thought
twice about it. But this story obviously meant something to Cara,
so it means something to me too. She’s written notes in the
margins and I scan over them.

Gateway, she’s hiding. This is her drawbridge.
Holler 241? To Grand, east or south.
Why does she want us to find her? Did she even

leave this? Maybe somebody else did and she’s
trying to destroy it?

It’s been deleted. She deleted it.
Don’t know about this one though, do you.
Bitch.

I realize I haven’t really taken her words in, I’m just thinking
about Cyrus, about the expression on his wife’s face, about those
dancing people, the sound of their bodies thumping into each
other as they whirled and whirled and whirled. How can
anything have the power to make people do that? What does it
take to crack open somebody’s skull and take control of their
strings? The same kind of power that lets you create a perfect
copy of somebody, scoop out the contents of their head, their
face, and have them walk around in your clothes. The same kind
of power that lets you take a girl who’s running out of a door and
transport her back in time, back in space, to a restaurant
restroom.

Magic, I think, but the word doesn’t make any sense. It’s just
David Blaine and card tricks and rabbits in hats. This is some‐
thing so much more, so much older. Even thinking about it makes
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my skull crack, makes my thoughts feel like they’re about to
slop out.

An ambulance barrels past the window, fast enough to make
the glass shake. It’s heading for the mall. I turn back to the
papers, going through the stories I’ve already read but this time
checking Cara’s notes. They sound insane, or at least they would
if I didn’t know what she’d been going through when she wrote
them, if I couldn’t smell her life rotting even from here, even
from now.

The building doesn’t exist.
You can’t find it, not without a map.
It is her domain, hers alone. Not a building but a

mind, not horrors but dreams.
Why Pinch, why Tubby? What is she trying to tell us?
WHO are they?
It’s like a virus, it spreads from you to your family,

your friends, it seeps into the fabric of your
world.

How to stop it???
Can she be killed?
Can I kill her?
Can I kill myself, or will that make her win?
The trains, it’s the only way, then a test, the statues,

then what?
You’re going to die, Cara.
You’re going to die, Cara.
You’re going to die, Cara.
George Ackerman died?? Right?? The Cross girl??

Oh fuck.
Fuck.

“Fuck,” I say, putting the papers down, straightening the
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edges. When I look to the window I see that the sun is nestling in
the chimneys of the buildings across the road, which doesn’t
make any sense because where has the day gone? It hasn’t even
had a chance to begin yet.

I’m taking a swig of water when I feel the air thicken and
heat. It’s subtle, but I’m ready for it, whatever it is. At least, I
think I’m ready, but when the bell rings above the café door and I
turn to look I still feel the tears boiling behind my eyes, I still feel
like I’m going to black out, fall into an abyss, fall for ever and ever
and ever and ever.

It’s Flint.
At least, it would be if it had a face. Instead, beneath the

shaven crown of its head, stretching from ear to ear all the way
from its forehead to its chin, there’s an empty space, a hollow
nest. It doesn’t stop her from shutting the door behind her, from
tiptoeing her way around the tables. Her legs look broken,
disjointed, but something else is carrying her weight, lugging her
like a sack of meat, throwing her down on the chair opposite
mine.

The not-Flint rests her elbows on the table and the bowl of
her marionette’s head on her interlaced fingers. The inside of her
is lined with scraps of meat, freshly cut and glistening. The smell
coming out of it is the very worst thing I have ever breathed in,
it’s a corpse smell, a trashcan left to rot smell, so consuming that I
almost can’t think past it, I almost can’t think that this is my best
friend, that the witch scooped her out and filled her with some‐
thing else, something new.

My cell buzzes in my pocket but I don’t look at it. I don’t dare
take my eyes off the not-Flint opposite me. It nods, taking one
hand and pointing a long, ring-heavy finger at my pants.

“Why?” I ask. “Why would I look?”
It doesn’t reply, just sits there, its finger trembling, until I pull

the phone from my pocket. I already know what I’m about to see.
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New Message
Flint
Why? Why would you look?

The phone buzzes again.

New Message
Flint
You don’t understand.

“I don’t understand,” I say.

New Message
Flint
Please. :(

“Please,” I say, even though I don’t want to say it.
Flint cocks her head, studying me. And even though she has

no eyes I know that’s what she’s doing. I can feel it, and I’m
suddenly aware that it’s not Flint at all, it’s her. It’s as if the fear
has run dry, there’s no more left. I can’t remember how to be
afraid. The only thing inside me is anger.

“What do you want?” I ask.
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The phone buzzes.

New Message
Flint
I see you.

“Where is she?” I say. “Where’s Flint?”

New Message
Flint
In me.

“For ever?” I ask, and this time Flint’s eggshell head nods up and
down, up and down.

There’s a pain in my free hand and I realize I’ve clenched it
into a fist. I wonder what will happen if I throw it, if I punch a
hole clean through the back of not-Flint’s head, if she’ll just keep
on nodding at me.

“That’s where Cara is?”
Up and down, up and down.
“Is that where I will go?” I ask. “When all this is done.”
The head stops moving, tilts to the side again. There’s a smile

there, even if I can’t see it.

New Message
Flint
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Cara was too slow.

“I’m too slow too?” I ask.
I don’t even know what I’m saying any more, I just know that

if I sit here for too long without saying anything then I’m going to
start screaming and never stop. The head doesn’t respond, it just
stares at me. There’s something almost mechanical about its still‐
ness, something robotic, something infuriating.

“You don’t scare me any more, you know that? I’m not scared
of you.”

New Message
Flint
No?

“No,” I say. “You don’t—”
I’m falling, the ground has given way beneath me, sucked me

down so fast I can’t even find the air to scream with, and I’m
accelerating, down, down, into darkness, then wrenched up
again with such force I think my neck has broken, up, up out of
the ground, over the streets, over cars and buses and people,
down into the darkest parts of the city to the building where she
lives, and I see it, I see her window, as crooked as a mouth,
getting closer and closer and closer and there is nothing I can do
but be pulled through it into a room, the floor bare wood, the
walls plaster, nothing in here except dirt, and it’s dark, but
there’s another door right in front of me and through it I can see
an old kitchen, the stove on, a saucepan bubbling, all of it cut
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into harsh lines by a single, bright bulb hanging above the table,
and there’s meat on that table, a butcher shop’s worth, and I
know she’s there too, because I can hear her, I can hear her
moving toward the door, she’s coming, her bare feet scuffing the
floor, the lump of her hand knocking against the wall, she’s grin‐
ning, I can’t see her but I know she’s grinning, I can feel it
through the wall, as bright as the bulb, she’s grinning because she
knows I’m not going anywhere and she’s right, I might as well be
wrapped in duct tape, I cannot move, I cannot breathe, I just
stare at that door, seeing her shadow flood the floor like dirty
water, see the eclipse of her head push itself around the sill,
twisted and bent, her face buried in clumps of matted hair but
one eye sliding up in its socket, one blistered, boiling eye and
beneath it one arm, too long and broomstick thin, sliding out to
touch me, crackbone fingers crackbone fingers crackbone fingers
and I fight it, I fight it like there is somebody on top of me,
pinning me down, I fight it like there is a hand over my mouth
and nose and I am out of air, I kick against the broken shell of my
body, I punch, I open my mouth and scream and scream and
scream until suddenly my body responds and I’m kicking, I’m
hitting, and that same force sweeps me up like a pair of arms
around my middle and pulls me back out the window and back
through the city and I can still see that shadowed body grunt and
slide through the doorway, I can still see her eye watching me go,
I can hear her laughing as I hurtle through the ceiling of the café
and land in my chair hard enough to shunt it back, to knock it
over as I escape onto my feet.

I’m making a noise that doesn’t even sound human, a deep,
awful, groaning cry that rattles up from the very middle of me.
My blood is pounding through my skull, roaring, but Flint is just
sitting there, watching me with that fractured eggshell of a head.
I can hear sobbing from the back of the café, from behind the
closed door—the waitress, blind to what’s happening here, but
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not stupid. It’s a sound that the not-Flint seems to lap up, to purr
over, but I won’t cry, I won’t give her the satisfaction.

“I’m going to find you,” I say. “I’m not going to let you have
me, not like Cara, not like… like Flint. I’m going to find you. I’m
going to kill you.”

Nothing. My phone buzzes but I ignore it.
“If you could hurt me, you would have done it by now.

You’ve had years to hurt me, all those dreams when I was a kid,
you had every chance to kill me but you didn’t. You can’t. You
can’t hurt me.”

The not-Flint sits mannequin still. My phone buzzes, and
again.

“I don’t know what you are, I don’t care. But listen to me.
Listen to me, witch.” I have to stop for breath, because my voice
is shaking so much. “Listen to me. This is the last time, I’m the
last person. I will find you.”

Buzz. Buzz.
“So go fuck yourself.”
I grab the folder with Cara’s stories but the not-Flint moves

fast, slamming her hand down on top of it hard enough to crack
the table, to actually split the wood. The head doesn’t move,
locked in place. I tug at the folder but it doesn’t budge.

“You can’t hurt me,” I say, pulling again, and I have no idea if
I’m right or wrong when I say, “I don’t think you can hurt
anyone.”

The not-Flint lifts its hand and the folder comes free. I grab
the bag too and march for the door, hearing the creature’s chair
scrape back, hearing the tiptoe of its feet as it follows, but I don’t
look back, I won’t look back, not even when I’m opening the
door, not even when I step onto the street.

It’s only when the door closes behind me that I stare through
the glass, into the dark heart of the café. The not-Flint has
walked to the back, it’s opening the door into the kitchen.
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My cell buzzes again and this time I look. Six messages, all
from Flint, of course.

New Messages
Flint
I can hurt.
I can hurt.
I can hurt.
I can hurt.
I can hurt.
I can hurt.

Even here, even past the closed door of the café, past the traffic
and the rumble of a helicopter, I hear the waitress scream.

But I don’t wait to see what walks out of that back room,
what it carries in its bloody fists.
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22_DELETE__

Are you still there?
Are you still reading?
I know some of you won’t be. Some of you will have put this

book down, or given it away, or burned it, or deleted it, thinking
that it’s not true, or thinking that if you don’t read to the end then
she won’t find you.

But not you, right? You know the truth, or you suspect it
enough not to risk it. Maybe you’ve felt her, in the quiet of the
night, sitting at the foot of your bed. Or maybe she’s behind you
right now, reaching.

Listen for a moment, listen past the noise of whatever is
around you, listen past the murmur of the day or the deadsound
of the night, listen into the quiet that lies just beyond everything
else. It’s always there, and she’s in it right now, she’s watching
you through it. Look back, turn your head quick enough and you
might catch a glimpse, but only if she wants you to. She’ll reveal
herself soon enough.

It doesn’t matter if you read the whole of this book, or the
first page. It doesn’t even matter if somebody mentioned the title
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to you, or if you walked past it in the street. You only have to hear
it, you only have to know it exists, for her to see you.

And then it’s just a matter of time.
But I’m glad you’re still here, I’m glad you’re still with me. At

least if you read to the end you’ll have some idea of what to do.
Don’t get me wrong, this book will still kill you, it has already
killed you, but there’s always a chance you’ll see something I
didn’t.

Maybe you already have.
Or maybe you’re making the same mistakes I did.
Because what I did next was a big mistake.
What I did next changed everything.
Cara’s address was right there in the folder that Cyrus gave

me, stapled to the back of one of the stories along with a
summary of her case. I read as much as I could bear about the
way her short, sad life ended, then I started to walk. It took me
close to four hours, in the end, even with Apple Maps to guide
me. I think I would have found my way without it. Three times I
decided to leave, to wait until the morning, three times I tried to
walk away, to find the nearest subway and ride home, three times
I ended up back on the same route, locked in and weeping.

Cara’s apartment is in a block of twelve, a happy part of the
city, trees on the sidewalks diffusing the streetlights. There’s still
a line of police tape hanging from one lamppost, flapping in a
wind that I can’t feel, beckoning me like a finger. I’m not sure
how I’m going to get in, but I needn’t have worried. The lobby
door is wide open, the glass shattered, chunks of it covering the
floor like spilled teeth.

The block doesn’t look old from the outside but inside it might
have been underwater for a century. The paper is peeling, the plas‐
terwork wet and mushy underneath. The floor is filthy, stained with
things it’s too dark to identify. The elevator is out of order so I take the
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stairs, heading for the fourth floor. Teeth crunch beneath my sneak‐
ers, nails too, whole nails. Hair has been woven around the handrail
like bunting. I have to keep pulling it from between my fingers.

The door to Cara’s place is open as well, the lights are on
inside. I don’t think anyone is home but I knock anyway, whisper
a “Hello?” Only silence meets me, the kind of silence that’s
utterly empty, utterly dead. I hover in the door, but the witch has
shown me her hand, she’s shown me what she’s capable of, I
don’t think there will be anything new in here. So in I walk,
clutching the bag to my chest, moving down a short hallway into
an open plan kitchen and living room. It stinks, because there are
dirty plates piled in the sink, the fridge wide open. There should
be flies but the air is clear. Even insects know that some places
are pure poison.

The bedrooms are off to the right and it doesn’t take me to
long to find Cara’s. I recognize it from the photo online. The
duvet is still piled on the bed, and opposite that is a wardrobe
and a desk. Her laptop is sitting there, newer and smarter than
mine. It’s sitting there, and it’s on. I try not to notice the stains on
the wall, more rust than blood.

It was like somebody had taken a bat to her.
I’m walking through the door when I hear the sound of

bedsprings from the room across the hall. My heart implodes,
squeezing blood into my ears. I swear, ducking into Cara’s room
as the door opposite crashes open and a woman walks out. She’s
pale, emaciated, and I can see Cara in her, even though she’s
rubbing her eyes with the balls of her fists.

“I told you to turn it off,” she says, groggy with sleep. “That’s
enough!”

She walks right up to me, fast, furious, then stops when she
sees me. She covers the shock with a hand.

“Who are you?” she asks. I shake my head but nothing falls
out my mouth. Cara’s mom leans past me, into Cara’s empty
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room. “It’s too late to have people over,” she says. “Turn it off,
now. It’s a school night.”

It’s so convincing I half expect so see the laptop lid snap
closed. It doesn’t, and when I look back to the woman she’s not
there any more. Her door slams shut and I hear the squeak of the
springs, a long, loud sigh. I’m close to throwing up my heart, to
vomiting it all over Cara’s pale, blue carpet. This is her squeaking
bathtub, I understand, her footsteps thundering down the stairs
toward a knocked door. It’s where everything in her life started to
rot, a loop that began when the witch first saw her. Wherever
Cara is now, her mom’s still here, in this house. She’s going to be
here forever.

My mom too, climbing out of that bath. Donnie too,
screaming at his Xbox. Flint, too, with the meat of her head
scooped away.

“No,” I say, as if that might make a difference.
Everything’s been taken down from Cara’s walls, scraps of

Blu Tac ghosting the paint, but there’s a sheet of paper next to
her computer, folded over so that I can’t see what it is. I don’t
think I want to, not yet anyway, because there is writing scrawled
along the top that says read and be damned. I sit down on the
chair instead, tapping the trackpad, looking at the webcam. I
glance back at the bed, at that mound of linen. I don’t like it
being there so I’m up again, pulling it off the bed onto the floor,
stamping on it to chase away its demons.

I sit down, run the cursor over the scattered files on Cara’s
desktop. Most are stories. I click a few to open them but when
they do they seem corrupted, no letters there just symbols and
spaces. I open up a browser instead, clicking on the link for
creeepy.com. She’s still logged in, which feels weird. It feels
like I’m suddenly sitting here in her skin. I click the Messages
tab, but there’s nothing there, and nothing else on her account
that can tell me anything.
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I know I shouldn’t, but I click Settings and hover the curser
over the Delete Account option. Cara’s nightmare started
when she found a story here. I don’t know how, I don’t know
why, but I’m sure that’s it. She read the story and the witch
opened her eyes and saw her. Maybe, I think, just maybe, if I
disconnect the link between her and the witch, if I free Cara
from the site, then whatever is left of her will find freedom.

It still takes me another minute to find the strength to push
down with my finger. There’s a pop in my ear, as painful as
swimming too deep. I click YES and the account vanishes. Across
the hall, bedsprings squeak, the door opens. I hear footsteps
thundering toward me but nothing appears in the doorway.

I’m starting to get used to it. I’m starting to get used to the
way she does things. And I’m right, I know I am. She can’t hurt
me, she can only wait for me to hurt myself.

I’m not going to do that.
I’m back on the creeepy.com homepage and I’ve logged in

with my information before I’m even aware of what I’m doing.
It’s almost like being back in my room, I almost feel safe. But that
doesn’t stop me from clicking the delete button on my account
too.

Do you wish to delete your account? All
published material will be lost.

[yes] [no]

Let them be lost. I never want to read them again, and if I
delete them then maybe the witch won’t be able to see me any
more either.

[yes]
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They’re gone, and I feel like it’s the first time I’ve taken a
breath since I walked through Cara’s bedroom door. I sit back,
click the browser window closed, seeing a face beneath it. It
belongs to a boy, maybe a couple of years older than me. He looks
younger, though, because he’s terrified. I wonder if it’s another
webcam shot but it turns out to be a news article.

Local Man Missing, Presumed Dead

I scan the copy. George Ackerman. Eighteen. Waldorf
Heights. Last seen leaving his home at four in the morning. Keen
writer.

This bit makes me shudder, hard. I copy his name, paste it
into Google. Most of what comes back are news articles from
2013, loud at first but fading into quiet sobs, then falling silent.
There’s a link to his Twitter, and when I scroll through it I see
another link to creeepy.com. It’s not exactly a surprise, but it
feels like one. It feels like a punch to the solar plexus, followed by
another one when I click through and see the story he last read.

“Tubby,” I say. I click the History tab and scroll through until
I see another familiar name: Lydia Cross. It’s a newer article,
dated 2016, but the subject matter is similar—a girl, missing from
her father’s apartment, last seen with suspicious bruises. There’s
a photo of her, and it’s one I’ve seen before.

Girl’s Death Linked to Facebook ‘Witch’

I’m too exhausted to put the pieces together, and I click the
window closed. There’s yet another one underneath, and I flinch
when I see myself in it, captured by the webcam—I hadn’t even
realized it was on. I look even thinner than this morning, you can
almost see through me, and I’m so preoccupied by my own
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waning that it takes me a moment to notice the duvet is back on
the bed.

The computer clicks, the fake shutter sound of a photo being
taken. I’m already turning, though, looking at that pile of linen, at
the way it bulges like there’s something beneath it. I’m up on my
feet, backing away, glancing at the screen again to see myself still
there, trapped in a box, my lips pulled back in a grin, but it’s a
corpse’s smile, it’s too big, my teeth clamped tight. It’s a witch’s
grin. And my eyes, they’re huge. They look like they’re about to
roll right out of their sockets. They’re huge and wet and they are
drenched in something unspeakable.

“That’s enough!”
A scream, right into my ear. Cara’s mom’s running through

the door and she looks furious.
“Go to bed!”
She shoves her hands into my chest and pushes me back, so

hard I hit the bed and fall into it. The duvet whumps over my
head, pulls as tight as a noose, mummifies me. There’s something
else in here with me, something broomstick thin, something
whose crackboned body knuckles around my own.

“I can hurt,” it whispers, and I scream as pain crunches down
from the tip of my right middle finger, filling my whole hand, my
whole arm. I try to pull it away but there are teeth locked around
it, biting, grinding, sawing until my fingertip gives up and I claw
and shriek my way free. I fight my way out of the duvet like I’m
drowning, clutching my hand to my chest. I can feel the blood, as
hot as boiling water, but my arm is ice cold. I won’t look at it, I
just stumble away, never turning my back on her.

The duvet is rising as something beneath it stands up. I can
see darkness in the creases, too-thin limbs, an eye that blisters
with fury, and its hoarse, wheezing laughter follows me out the
door—that and those words again, hurled after me like rocks.

“I can hurt.”
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23_READANDBEDAMNED__

I’m halfway out the apartment door before I stop, before I turn.
My head’s a chaos of white noise, it feels like my thoughts are
screaming at me. I’m still too scared to look at my hand but I can
feel the piece of me that’s missing, that she chewed away. My
shirt is drenched with the blood she’s let and the fear is big, but
my anger is bigger. My rage is big enough to fill the world.

I move to the kitchen, to the big block of big knives. I slide
one loose with my left hand but it’s so slick that I drop it. I scrub
my palm down my pants and take another, holding it Psycho-
style as I walk back toward the bedrooms.

“I can hurt you too,” I’m saying. “I can hurt you too. I can
hurt you too. I can hurt you too.”

And I have no idea what I’m doing but I know I’m right, I
have to be. I’m going to hurt her.

The duvet’s still standing there, standing there like some‐
body’s dressed up in it for Halloween. The fury boils in me so
hard I can barely even see what I’m doing but I’m slamming the
blade into the linen, tugging it free, again and again and again. I
grab the duvet and throw it to the floor, but she’s gone, of course
she’s gone.
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The worst thing is she’s taken my fingertip with her. There’s
a piece of me choking down her throat, settling in the rotting
mess of her stomach, and I can’t bear it, I just can’t bear it.

Bedsprings squeaking, and I’m running into Cara’s mom’s
room but the bed is empty. I grunt in frustration, almost passing
out as I head back to the kitchen. I run the faucet, gritting my
teeth before holding my finger under it. It’s the worst pain I’ve
ever felt, it makes the whole right side of my body burn. But it’s a
good pain, because it blasts some of the panic away, it sharpens
me.

The witch has taken the top joint of my middle finger.
Blood’s still pouring out of it and past that I can see the bone, as
yellow as tooth. I can see the indentations where she bit me, the
strips of flesh torn loose and just hanging there. I have to take my
finger out after a minute or so or I’m going to lose myself, but
even when the water stops running there’s blood in the sink and
suddenly I see mom, my mom, running her finger around the
plug hole, I remember that lump of flesh there, the dirty nail.

There’s a dishtowel hanging by the sink. It’s greasy to the
touch but it’s cleaner than anything else here. I use the knife to
tear off a strip, winding it tight around my finger, seeing it turn
red almost immediately. I cut off another one and knot it on top.
Then I lift up my hand, what’s left of my middle finger upright
and shaking.

“Still works, you bitch.”
It still works. I still work.
It takes me almost five minutes to find where Cara’s mom hid

her whisky and I swig deeply from the bottle, spraying half of it
back out. The rest scalds its way down my throat, setting fire to
my belly. I pour some in a glass and hold my finger in it until the
world starts to fizz like sherbet. Then I grab my knife, stagger to
the apartment door.

And I stop again. I stop because I don’t want to prove to her
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that I’m weak. If she’s watching me now, and I have no doubt
that she is, then I don’t want her to see me scuttling away like a
roach. She’s right, she can hurt me. She has hurt me. But she can
do that anywhere, right? She’s as likely to attack me in the stair‐
well, or the street, or back at my house. And I don’t think she
wants to kill me. Wouldn’t she have done it already? Maybe she
wants me to kill myself, like Cara, but I’m not going to do that.
No, I’m staying right here. I’m not even sure I have a choice, I’m
so drained I won’t make it out the building without passing out.

I take a deep breath, then I turn around and walk back to the
bedroom. The duvet is upright again, defying gravity like it’s
hanging from the ceiling. I ignore it, take the folder and the
papers Cara left, aiming for the sofa back in the living room. I fall
into it so hard that for a few seconds part of me thinks I’m still
falling, the room tumbling like an acrobat. My arms actually lash
out to the side to steady myself, papers flying from the folder I’m
struggling to hold. From here I can see the opening to the
bedrooms, I can hear Cara’s mom turning over in bed. The witch
could stagger out of that door any moment, could come and chew
off another piece of me, but I’ll see her coming. The important
thing is there’s a solid wall behind my head, and a knife in my
hand.

And a story on my lap.
It’s another story that wants to be read, I know. Cyrus told

me he couldn’t take it out of the apartment, that it wouldn’t let
him. I think maybe it wanted me to find it, and I did.

Read and be damned.
The story that started it all, Cyrus said.
My finger is throbbing and I prod the paper with it, leaving a

bloody smudge. I do it again, and again, marking my territory. I’m
not sure if it’s the madness or the fatigue or the blood loss or that
single shot of whisky but I can’t stop giggling, especially when I
fumble the paper open and see what’s there, see what’s written
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on that first page. I’m howling with laughter now, so much that
my chest hurts, that I’m coughing with it, so hard I can barely
breathe, screaming with it—laughing, screaming, I can’t even tell
the difference anymore, laughing, screaming at the all too
familiar first line that stares back at me.

You were six years old when you first saw the
witch.
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25_WITCH__

_witch_

added by _unknown_ on 09.04.2013

You were six years old when you first saw the

witch.

You remember that moment between dreaming and

waking, that moment when you’re swimming up

from golden dreams, crossing that liminal,

magical no-man’s land where two worlds collide.

You remember knowing that dreams were safe,

that waking was safe, but that space in the

middle, where you’re neither one thing nor the

other, that’s a bad place, a dangerous place.

There’s nothing to protect you there, there’s

nowhere to hide.

And that’s where I always found you.

I always found you.

I would wait for you, right on the edge of the
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dream, pulling a cloak of cold darkness behind

me. Not me, I’m never there myself, just a

force that would wrench you up, up, over the

streets, over cars and buses and people, down

into the darkest parts of the city to the

building where I live. And you’d see me, you’d

see my window, as crooked as a mouth, getting

closer and closer and closer and there was

nothing you could do but be pulled through it.

I bring you to a room, the floor bare wood, the

walls plaster. There’s nothing in here except

dirt, and it’s dark, but there’s another door

right in front of you and through it you can

see an old kitchen, the stove on, a saucepan

bubbling, all of it cut into harsh lines by a

single, bright bulb hanging above my table.

There’s meat on my table, a butcher shop’s

worth.

And you know I’m there too, because you can

hear me. I want you to hear me and you can hear

me moving toward the door. I can move quickly,

because I am younger than you think, but I

choose to move slowly the way a slaughterman

chooses to scare the flavor into his prey. And

I’m coming, my bare feet scuffing the floor,

the lump of my hand knocking against the wall.

Knock knock, Tommi. Knock knock, Tommi. I’m

grinning. You can’t see me but you know I’m

grinning. You can feel it through the wall, as

bright as the bulb. I’m grinning because I know

you’re not going anywhere.
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I’m grinning right now.

I’m right, aren’t I? You might as well be

wrapped in duct tape. You cannot move, you

cannot breathe. You just stare at that door,

seeing my shadow flood the floor like dirty

water, seeing the eclipse of my head push

itself around the sill, twisted and bent, my

face buried in clumps of matted hair but one

eye sliding up in its socket, one blistered,

boiling eye and beneath it one arm, too long

and broomstick thin, sliding out to touch you.

And you know, you know, that if my crackboned
fingers touch you you’ll never be able to leave

this place.

So you fight it, you fight it like there was

somebody on top of you, pinning you down. You

fight it like there was a hand over your mouth

and nose and you are out of air. You kick

against the broken shell of your body, you

punch, you open your mouth and scream and

scream and scream until suddenly your body

responds and you’re screaming right now, you’re

kicking, you’re hitting, and that same force

suddenly sweeps you up like a pair of arms

around your middle and pulls you back out the

window and back through the city and you can

still see my shadowed body grunt and slide

through the doorway, you can still see my eye

watching me go, you can hear me laughing.

Oh how I laugh at you, Tommi.

How I grin.
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Because I know you’ll be back.

I know that one day you won’t get out in time.

Look, Tommi, look and see me grin.

Look.

“Look.”
I won’t do it. I can’t do it, because I can’t move, I can’t

breathe. I just stare at that piece of paper like my eyes have been
glued to it, even when I hear the voice again, coming from my
side, coming from the kitchen area, even when I hear the scuffle
of bare feet there, even when I hear the stump of her arm
thumping against the cabinets, even when I hear her lick her
long, dry tongue over the blood in the sink, I can’t look, I just
can’t.

“Look,” she says.
I stare at the story, at that familiar not familiar printout, at

the words that have been scrawled beneath again and again and
again and again in Cara’s handwriting, so hard that the pen has
been pushed through the paper.

there are no rules she always wins
there are no rules she always wins
there are no rules she always wins
there are no rules she always wins
there are no rules she always wins

“Look.”
The witch is grinning, I can feel it like a heat lamp, hot

enough to make the flesh of my face sizzle. So I fight it, I fight it
like there was somebody on top of me, pinning me down. I fight it
like there was a hand over my mouth and nose and I was out of
air. I kick against the broken shell of my body, I punch, I open my
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mouth and scream and scream and scream until suddenly my
body responds and I’m screaming and throwing myself up, turn‐
ing, the room cartwheeling around me.

The witch is there, but she’s also not there. There’s a bubble
of not-quite-right in the middle of the kitchen area, a patch of
darkness where somebody has cut the world away. I can still see
the kitchen but I can’t, because there’s something standing right
there, drenched in shadows, drenched in nothing, grinning, grin‐
ning, its teeth big and yellow and blunt, horse’s teeth hammered
into its gums.

I haven’t got the strength to not move this time, I haven’t got
the strength to not run, because I know those teeth are strong
enough to crack my bones and I can’t be here, I can’t not move as
fast as my legs will carry me, not when she’s laughing at me, not
when she’s grinning at me, not when she’s reaching for me with
broomstick arms and hazel twig fingers. I run from the room, bag
in hand, no noise leaving me because there’s no space for it to
escape from, my teeth clamped, my lips clamped as I run past the
kitchen area, finding the door, opening it, seeing the corridor
ahead of me and knowing she won’t let me leave, knowing she’s
going to hook a finger in me and reel me back inside, throwing
myself out—
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24_TUBBYBACK__

—into the hallway and looking back to see nothing, nothing
except not-me sitting on the sofa, a hole where my face should be
as I pick up the story I left there.

And it’s in my hand again, clenched tight as I stumble away
from Cara’s apartment. I toss it to the floor, clattering down the
stairs, slipping on loose teeth, reaching for the handle of the
lobby door only to see my hands are full of paper again. I throw it
away but I know that the not-me is picking it up again in my not-
hands and sure enough it’s back, slick with my blood, refusing to
be let go.

“Fuck you,” I breathe. “Fuck you fuck you fuck you.”
I’m so exhausted I can’t even keep a straight line as I walk

down the street. The day is broken because there are people
everywhere, people just going about their lives like the night isn’t
hanging over them. I see kids getting into cars, yelling at their
parents. I see business people in suits, speaking on their cell‐
phones, I see a mailman running up the steps of another apart‐
ment block. I check my phone to see that it’s past eight in the
morning, which is impossible of course because I can still see the
stars.
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I duck into a corner store, grabbing a bottle of water and a
Babe Ruth because I’m so dizzy and faint I’m going to keel over
and fall right out of this world. The man behind the counter’s
grinning at me like a loon, his moon-eyes the brightest thing in
the store. I fish my purse out of my bag, my finger throbbing so
much I almost drop it.

“Nice morning,” he says, and I nod, fishing out a couple of
bucks. He pushes them back to me and I notice that he’s missing
the tip of his middle finger, the one on his right hand, an old
wound. “On the house. He’s hungry.”

I don’t question it, I just grab the goods and back away, back
through the door, out onto the dark day street.

“Watch it,” a woman says as she pushes past with a pram. I
don’t get where she’s going, where any of them are going, because
the sun isn’t there, it just hasn’t risen, the streetlights are still
blazing and the birds are quiet because the sun isn’t there.

I open the water, put it to my lips, drink deep. I finish the
whole thing, tossing the bottle in the trash and opening the Babe
Ruth. I’m putting it to my mouth when a hand pushes through
the gap between my arm and my chest, something standing right
behind me. It grabs the candy before I can move, before I can
stop it, and I stagger, spin.

There’s a man there, a man so obese he squats on his giant
haunches, like a toad. His head is a pimple on a cushion of flesh,
his piggy eyes gleaming as he stuffs the Babe Ruth into the
cavern of his mouth. He turns to me, duck-walks a little closer,
his whole body trembling. Only his arms are thin, only his fingers
as he pokes me in the gut, grunting.

“Tubby,” I say, but it’s not Tubby. I can see that. Even though
his face is disfigured I can see who this is. I was looking at his
photograph a few minutes ago, on Cara’s computer. “Daniel,” I
say, but if he remembers himself he shows no sign of it, pushing
me, prodding me, trying to get me to feed him.
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I’m numb as I turn away from him, numb as I stare up at the
stars. The world has started turning on a new axis and there’s
nothing I can do.

Nothing I can do.
Except there is, isn’t there. There is something I can do. I’m

playing her game, I accept that now. There are no rules. Sooner
or later I’m going to end up like Cara, like Daniel, like the Cross
girl, like Tanner, like Flint, like however many other kids who
clicked on one of her stories and started to read. There’s no
escaping it, the world is already rotting around me, it’s decaying,
festering, dissolving. Soon there’s going to be nothing left of it to
hold me, and that’s what truly scares me, because where do I go
when I fall through the crack?

Cara was onto something, I’m sure of it. The stories she
printed out, the ones she wrote on, they were clues. She never
had a chance to use them, but she knew what they were, she
knew what they were telling her. And I think I know what they
mean, I think I know how to use them.

I’m back at the subway station. There’s a busker playing a
saxophone by the steps, a woman throwing money at him, kids
shouting abuse as they emerge from underground. I wonder if
they see what I see—the immense, black firmament overhead. I
wonder if they know what I know—that if I don’t do this, the sun
might never rise again.

I open my bag, see the folder of stories inside. Maybe they’re
not so much clues as a map, I think, sliding out the one I need.

_thetubegame_
Yes, a map.
I check to make sure the knife is still there, then zip the bag

closed, looping it back on my shoulder.
A map to where she lives.
The witch is here, in this world, but at the same time she

isn’t, not really. I don’t think she can be here, not for longer than
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it takes to push herself inside your mind for a moment, not for
longer than it takes to chew off a finger. No, she’s somewhere
else, somewhere with bare floorboards, somewhere with a table
full of meat. She can’t be hurt here, I don’t think, but there?

There is a different story.
If Cara was right these stories are a way inside her building, a

way inside her world. Don’t ask me how she knew, or how these
stories got out into the world. But they did get out, and they
found me, and I’m going to use them.

I drop onto the first step, reading through the instructions of
the game.

Instructions:
- start at the northernmost station.

I’m going to use them.
I’m going to find the witch.
I’m going to kill her.
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25_THETUBEGAME__

You know I don’t have a choice, right? You know it’s not really up
to me?

Because going home isn’t an option. My house is contami‐
nated, mom and Donnie are infected. Going back there means
dropping into madness, it’s a fast and violent death and at the
end of it the witch wins. I don’t know what she wins, I don’t even
know what she wants from me, not really. But she wins.

There might be a fast and violent death this way too, but I’m
going to take her with me if I can.

I reach into my bag again, feeling for the knife again, reas‐
suring myself again. It’s sticky with my blood, it’s going to be
sticky with her blood too. Down in the subway the world feels a
little more normal because I can’t see the sky, and under the
yellow lights everyone looks half dead whether they’re half dead
or not. A river of people flows past me, all heading up to the
street. Most have faces, but there are some that don’t, hollow-
headed men and women and even children, the meaty smell of
them filling the corridors. I ignore them but they don’t ignore me,
they stare at me through the empty bowls of their heads as I trot
to the subway map, as I run my finger up it until I find the station
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at the top. Cara had already done the work for me, it’s written
right there on the story: Holler Street and 241st.

I head down, riding the escalator until I hit the Red Line.
There are fewer people down here but enough to make me feel
safe—tourists heading north to see the old World Fair site, office
workers on their way to Fairfax and Celeste. I watch a couple of
them throw coins into the hat of a beggar without a face, then the
train’s here and we’re bustling onto it together. I don’t sit, I worry
that if I do I’ll black out. I stand by the door, staring at myself in
the window, wondering why I can see a silhouette of night right
over my shoulder, a silhouette with a moon-yellow grin. Nobody
talks to me, even though I’m covered in blood, even though my
finger is dripping again, even though I’m tear-stained and
tattooed with dirt. Nobody asks me if I’m okay. Maybe they can
see the shadow over my shoulder too.

It takes longer than I thought, nearly twenty minutes before
the train squeals and hisses to a halt at Holler Street Station and
the recorded voice states that it’s the end of the line. I’ve read the
story seven times by now and I know the rules, but I’m not sure if
I need to reset before beginning, so I hop off with a handful of
people and stand on the platform staring at posters of vacations
and health insurance and corporate investments. People mill
around me checking their cell phones. They’re talking to each
other but it’s like they’ve discovered a new language, a new
language I can’t hope to understand. Even the quality of their
voices sounds wrong, as if I’m listening to them from underwater.
I look at the story instead, I don’t want to get it wrong.

- you can get on by yourself, or with another person.
I don’t think it matters. But know this, if  you get on
with another person you know, then what happens
next is worse.
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The doors beep, slide open, and I climb inside, finding a seat
in the middle of the carriage. There’s maybe a dozen people in
here with me and they all keep their distance. They all have their
faces, too, which is a huge relief. I check my cell as we pull away.
There’s no signal down here and I wonder if I should have texted
mom, told her goodbye, told her to give Donnie a hug from me.

And suddenly I don’t know what I’m doing here, suddenly
none of it feels possible. How was it that just days ago I woke up
an ordinary girl, in an ordinary life?

Stop the train, I’m close to screaming, and I grip the back of
the seat in front so hard my missing finger pulses supernova
bright.

It’s the conductor’s voice that settles me. There’s a junction
stop coming up.

- take the train to the first interchange. You
have to get off here, and take the line that
goes east or south.

Half the carriage gets off with me and I follow them down an
escalator to the eastbound line that runs from here. I hear the
train rumbling around the bend, brakes squealing. There’s a
sudden flash of lights in the tunnel, a wave of hot air. A thought
hits me with the force a train would—the idea that I could end it
all here. Five steps, a jump. I wouldn’t know a thing about it.
And isn’t that a hand on my shoulder? Bony fingers in my skin,
pushing me, pushing me. I take a step, another, then dig my heels
in because I don’t want to do it, I don’t want to let her win. I look
back, nobody there, but I can feel the echo of her touch on my
shoulder bone, like her fingertips have detached and are
worrying themselves beneath my skin.

This train’s nearly full and I have to stand, rocking and
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swaying as it pummels its way through the earth. The lights blink
off and on as I try to read the instructions.

Stay on this train for three stops, get out on
the fourth.

I count three stations, watching strangers climb on and off
the train. The fourth is Madison and I get off the train. It’s
roasting here, the air hot enough to taste. I’m shivering, though,
barely able to hold the papers as I cross to the other platform and
wait. Wait. Wait.

- get on the same train, but going back the way
you’ve just come.

Then here it comes, a primal roar, a metal monster punching
out of the tunnel. I get on, ride it back past the first stop and then
three stops to the west.

- get on the same train again, going back. You
will notice that this time, the carriage will
be empty. There might be people on the other
carriages, but the one you are in will be
empty. If it’s not, you’ve done something
wrong.

It seems an age of waiting before the next train stops in front
of me, the door right there. I hardly dare look, but when I do I
see that there is nobody else in the entire carriage. To the left
and right of me people climb onto the train, climb off it, they talk
and they shout and they laugh, but it’s all muted, it’s all too far
away for me to really hear. There’s too much between us now,
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I’m like a splinter that’s deep inside the skin, I think, muffled in
flesh.

I don’t move, and the train just sits there patiently. I think I
can hear it breathing and there’s an image in my head of a horse,
a huge black warhorse, its chest heaving, its nostrils steaming as it
rests before the next charge. There’s a beeping, a warning to
stand back from the doors, and I run, darting through them as
they slide shut.

Then they’re closed, and my ears ache like I’ve sunk to the
bottom of an ocean. I can’t hear anything at all in here, not the
rumble of the engine, not the hiss of the brakes or the rattle of the
wheels as the train rocks into motion. I stick a finger in my ear,
wiggling it, swallowing, but there’s nothing.

If you get on this train, it’s TOO LATE to turn
back.

Nothing but that maddening quiet, and I’m so focussed on it
that I almost forget what I’m supposed to be doing.

- When the doors close, sit down somewhere in
the middle, sit down quick, next to a window.
Look forward.

I crash into a seat, eyes forward, my stomach contracting as
the train picks up speed. Ahead of me I can see through the little
window in the door, I can see the carriage in front of me. That’s
empty too, even though I know I saw people pouring into it. And
I’m turning my head to look back when I hear footsteps, when I
hear a soft, mourning cry.

When the train starts moving you will hear a
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woman sit down behind you. DO NOT turn and look
at her. Do not acknowledge her in any way. She
is looking for you.

Oh god.
She’s right there, right behind me. The hairs on my arm rise

like soldiers, my scalp crinkling. There’s another cry, then the
sound of somebody sitting. I can hear it because there is still no
other sound, the train is perfectly quiet. There’s only that soft cry
again, like somebody struggling to take in air, their breath ragged,
wet, wheezing.

“Where are you?”
The voice is a million years old, cracked and broken into

pieces, whispered right into my ear. It’s so unexpected that the
groan pours out of me like liquid and I snap a hand up to hold
it in.

“Are you there?”
Nononononono, and even the thought feels too loud. I can

feel something brush the back of my neck, something soft, a
finger or a tongue.

“Is that you?”
No.
“Is that you?”

- The train will stop. Nobody will get on. The
woman is still sitting behind you. She won’t be
doing anything, but she is there. You may hear
her talking, but do not reply. She is blind,
but she is looking for you.

We’re slowing, I can feel the force of it pull me forward. I
hold onto the chair in front, focussing on the pain in my finger,
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losing myself in it because anything is better than the cold, whis‐
pering thing in the seat behind me.

Nobody gets on, although I can see people on the platform.
They seem to be moving in slow motion, their smiles too slow,
their laughter too slow. Some glance at the open door, others look
at me through the window and I can see the moment their brain
tells them to turn away, to not see me. I’m danger, I’m wrong, I’m
not really there.

- The train will stop two more times, it will
stay empty apart from you and the woman in the
seat behind you. After the third stop you will
feel her stand up and walk away. Do not follow
her. Do not look.

The acceleration pushes me back, pushes me into a cloud of
her breath. I hear her gasp, feel her lean right into me.

“You are there.”
No.
“Turn around, let me see you.”
No.
“Don’t you want to know?”
No, but I think this is a lie.
“You do, don’t you. You want to know who I am, that sits

behind you. Who I am that sits on this train. Because you know
me already, don’t you? You know.”

We’re stopping again, and again nobody gets on. The people
out there are slower than ever and there’s something wrong with
their eyes. They are cracked eggs leaking from their shells. Their
smiles are wide and false, as if their lips are stapled in place.
None of them sees me. I don’t think any of them see anything
at all.
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“Turn around, Tommi,” the woman says in mom’s voice. “I’ve
waited so long to see you. Turn around to your mother.”

I almost do, my head starts moving without permission, but I
lock it in place, I stare at the seat in front, at the graffiti scratched
there.

“You won’t look at your own mom? After everything I did for
you?”

It’s not her, it’s not her.
Laughter, so familiar. It’s Flint’s laughter.
“Joke, Tommi. It’s me. Come on, come and give me a hug.”
And it really could be her, I can hear the click of the rings on

her finger as she brushes a hand through my hair, as she leans in.
“I miss you.”
It’s her smell, it’s her.
No. Flint’s gone, Flint’s gone.
A gasping sob, then a muttering that I can’t make sense of.

And we’re slowing again, thank god we’re slowing again. I feel
my chair lurch as the woman pulls herself up, I hear the soft thud
of her footsteps, and I want to look, I have to look, because what
if it is Flint?

I don’t, though. I don’t look. I scrunch my eyes shut until I
feel the train shudder to a halt, until I hear the beep of the doors.

- when you arrive back at the interchange,
everything will seem normal. But it is not. You
have found a way beneath the skin of her world,
you are in. You MUST get off the train here. If
you do not, you will be forever lost.

And I can’t move, I’m just so tired, I’m just so broken. I sit
there, I sit there, I sit there until I picture myself trapped on this
train forever, trapped on this train with a woman who isn’t Flint.
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I fly out of my seat, running for the doors, seeing them close,
throwing myself between them and feeling them clamp around
my chest.

I grunt, pulling free, skittering onto the platform. The train’s
moving out and through the window I see people, dozens of
them, the empty carriage somehow now full of them. None of
them have faces, just those empty nests perched on their shoul‐
ders. They all turn as one and I watch them watching me until
they vanish into the darkness of the tunnel.

There are more of them here, on the platform. Ten of them,
maybe, dressed like regular people in suits and skirts and school
uniforms, the inside of their skulls scooped out and thrown away
like pumpkin guts. Some are sitting, slouched against the dirty
walls like discarded toys. Those on their feet puppet-jerk along
the platform, their feet scuffing the dirt, something other than
bones and muscle and skin holding them upright.

One, dressed like a teenage girl, lifts her hand and points to
an archway. The rest imitate her, ten trembling hands showing
me the way. I walk, slowly, because it feels like there’s a million
tons of rock sitting on my shoulders, walk through the arch into a
lobby. It’s the same station I was in just minutes ago but it’s also
not, and there are people here too but also none. I can feel them,
I can almost hear them—regular people, in the regular world. But
I can’t feel them too, I can’t hear them either. I’m too deep, I
think. Too slow. They’re just a bluebottle buzz in my sinuses, a
cold vein in the bedrock of my spine.

There’s an escalator, heading up. It’s not running so I walk
up it, holding my bag like it’s a life raft, hoping it will stop me
from drowning in the madness that lies at the top of the stairs.
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26_SEENOEVIL__

There’s no station up here, no building at all. There’s a forest,
trees towering over me like the arches of a church. It infects the
metal escalator, moss growing on the steps, shoots pushing up
from the cracked tiles. I stumble off at the top, spinning in
delirious circles. It’s like somebody has ripped a section of the
subway and planted it here decades ago. I can still see the
concourse below me, people milling back and forth. Their shouts
drift up on currents of warm air, calling me back, but I ignore it.

She’s up here.
Because it’s working, isn’t it? Cara was right, the stories are a

map, a way of finding her. She thinks she’s safe here, she thinks
we can’t reach her, but we can.

I slide _thetubegame_ back into the bag and rummage
until I find the next one, _threedeadthings_. This story isn’t
instructional, like the last one, but there’s a secret coded into it.

I have to find the statues first, of course. But when I turn
around to face the forest I see that they have found me. There are
three wooden statues there, where there were none before. They
are all facing me, their crudely carved features drenched in
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shadows that make them look utterly real. On the left is a bird, its
wings angled across its beak.

“Inside the skylark you will meet the first daughter,”
he said. “And she will ask you a question, but you
must not reply.”

In the middle is a hare, its face a mask of grief, its paws
clamped to its ears.

“Inside the hare, you will hear the second daughter
whisper to you, but you must not listen.”

Next to them, slightly taller and leaning in, as if ready to
strike then both down, is a creature I cannot identify. Its body is a
sheep’s, I think, sitting upright, its face covered by a huge pair of
human hands, horns poking through the fingers.

“And inside that one, the bad one, the mother will lie
down beside you but you must not look at her. If  you
do all these things then she will show you something
incredible.”

It’s so awful that I have to close my eyes. I have to force
myself to claw in a breath. There’s a crack of wood, a rustling,
and when I look again they’re closer, they’re almost on top of me.
It’s impossible, of course, because they are held tight by vines and
brambles, the forest growing up and over them—so much so that
the three little doors in their stomachs are half buried. Two of the
doors are closed, only the mother’s is open.

I read the story again, then I walk in a circle around the three
statues. They’re the length of a fully-grown man, no more, and in
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the gaps between the warped wood I can see the interior, as
green and mouldering as the outside. They’re empty, all three of
them.

Except they’re not, are they?
I don’t want to do this, but I have to. I don’t even know what

would happen now if I followed the escalator back down and
tried to get back on the train. Maybe I’ll end up as one of those
faceless people, riding the quiet from station to station to station
until time grows old and tired.

Anything is better than that.
It takes me a while to pry open the first door, I have to dig a

path for it in the heavy soil with the knife. I’m not sure if I have
to go in all three, but something tells me it won’t work other‐
wise. It’s weird, because when I finally wrench it open enough
for me to squeeze through I can’t see anything, it’s choked with
darkness. I walk to the side and stare through the slats, seeing
the interior just fine, but through the door is nothing, just
nothing.

Clambering down onto my hands and knees, I push my head
through the door. It stinks of old wood here, of decaying things,
but it’s not a bad smell, just a forest smell. The door’s too low for
me to crawl in so I slide the knife into my pocket—the stories too,
because I won’t get the bag through the door—and drop to my
belly, feeling twigs push into my stomach.

I worm my way inside, the darkness consuming me. It’s abso‐
lute, it’s like I’ve gone blind. I have to pull myself deeper, the
agony in my finger unbearable as I claw at the dirt, at the wet
wood, moss gathering beneath my nails.

There’s no end, it goes on, and on, and when I try to angle
my head around I can’t see the door behind me either.

Fuck.
The panic detonates inside my chest, my stomach. I’m

retreating, pushing backward, but I think my T-shirt is caught on
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something because it’s bunching around my neck, as tight as a
noose.

Fuck.
Only it’s not my T-shirt because whatever is there is moving,

coiling around my throat, cold fingers working their way over my
chin and pushing into my mouth, tasting of dirt, of age, of death.
I scream through them, scream because I can feel her beneath
me, her birdlike body moving under mine, her face right there,
dry lips nuzzling my forehead.

Ohgodohgodohgodohgod.
“Is it safe to come out?” she asks, a voice of rustling leaves.
Ohgodohgodohgodohgod.

“Inside the skylark you will meet the first daughter,”
he said. “And she will ask you a question, but you
must not reply.”

Youmustnotreplyyoumustnotrreplyyouustnotreply.
“Is it safe?”
I can’t move my hand over my mouth, there’s no space. But I

bite my lips between my teeth, bite hard, bite until I can taste
blood. Her face nudges against my face like a cat. I can feel the
ridge of her nose. I can feel the wet bulge of her eyeballs, her
lashes tickling me as she blinks. Her hands still work their way
around my mouth, my ears, my eyes.

She suddenly lurches, her body shaking so hard it throws me
up against the roof of the coffin. There’s still movement there but
when my head drops down it’s worms I can feel, a knotted mess
of them. I dig down, pushing back, feeling them mush between
my fingers but I don’t care, I just drive myself back, cracking my
elbows and my knees and my skull against the wood until the day
is right there, until it catches me.
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I make it to my knees but no further. I cup my head in the
filth of my hands and the sobs just pour out of me, torrential. I
can’t breathe past them. I can’t do anything except ride through
them, wait until there’s nothing left inside. I stay that way even
when I’ve calmed, spitting the taste of the dead thing from my
mouth.

Then I turn my head and look at the second statue. I under‐
stand its expression now, because I’m wearing it too. Lines of
grief have been hacked into my skin and my eyes, my face is
swimming with horror.

But I go in. Of course I do. I grunt and swear and scream my
way into the darkness of the hare, crawling for five full minutes
before the dead thing bubbles up from the soil and wraps me in
its arms. I’m almost not quick enough, I almost can’t get my arms
up in time, but I ram my fingers into my ears just as it begins to
talk to me.

“No!” I say, as loud as I can. “Nonononono.” But I can still
hear her, I can still hear the soft whisper of her voice as she
speaks to me. “Nonononononono.” I can hear her cries, I can
hear her desperate, pleading calls for help. “Nonononononono.”
I’m screaming the words now, screaming them into her face with
everything I have until she too erupts into a soup of worms and
maggots.

I almost don’t have what it takes to make it out. I’m too weak,
and the tunnel is too long. I don’t know how much later it is that I
feel the softness of the forest floor beneath my boots, the warmth
of the sun on my ankles. Those last few feet are the hardest but I
do it, birthed like a mewling, breech-born baby, rolling onto my
side with the statues behind me. The escalator’s still there.

The third statue’s still there, too. I can feel it watching me. It
is watching me, because when I flop onto my back its long
wooden fingers have opened and its black eyes blink at me from
underneath.
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“I’m coming for you,” I think I say.
I know that if I lie here for a minute more I’ll never get up

again, the weeds will grow over me and I’ll live here forever, in
the shadow of the statues, three dead things for company. So I
crawl to the little door in the third statue and push my way into
the darkness there. It’s the same story, I’m almost used to it now.
This one feels worse, though, it feels smaller, the ceiling so low
that I can’t even take in a full lungful of stale air. I imagine the
statue folding itself over me, compacting me inside it, digesting
me, and I’m groaning with the horror of it as I push deeper, and
deeper, and deeper.

Until the ground grows soft, crumbling beneath my touch. I
dig at it, feeling it drop away from me, and there’s light there, like
I’ve burrowed my way into an underground room. The earth’s
falling from beneath me now and I panic, wedging myself
between the walls of the tunnel, frightened of falling.

There’s nothing beneath me now but light, and I’m not fall‐
ing, I’m not falling because there’s something holding me in place
here, face-down and staring at the sky.

The sky.
I can see the clouds moving across it and I can hear people

too, speaking a language I don’t understand. I’m about to call out
to them when I remember, screwing my eyes shut. I feel a cold
shape lean over me, clamber in beside me, its body cold.

“See me, and all this can end,” says a woman’s voice. “See
me, and I will spare you.”

I shake my head, and as soon as I do a handful of soil lands
back inside the tunnel, hitting me in the face as hard as a slap. I
spit it out, coughing hard, feeling another one land on my chest,
another on my neck. They’re landing fast and hard and I grab at
it, trying to throw it back out, but gravity has reversed, it keeps
bouncing back up, choking me, blinding me, and all I can hear is
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laughter as the tunnel fills with soil and stones. It’s over my head
now, I can’t breathe, I can’t breathe, I can’t—

The world twists, spinning like a tumble dryer, the soil
peeling away, the tunnel peeling away, the whole world peeling
away, and I’m lying on my back on hard, cold, asphalt, the sky
still overhead. I sit up, bile burning from my stomach, hanging
from my lip.

I’m not in the forest any more, I’m back in the city, back in
my city. I know it’s my city because I can see the entrance to the
Mall just up the street, I can see the window of the Starbucks
where Flint and I meet. It’s my city, but it’s empty, there’s not a
single person in sight.

Except that’s not true, because somebody is watching me. I
can feel it on the nape of my neck as if I’ve carried a dozen
spiders with me from the forest. I don’t want to turn around, but
I do. I don’t want to turn around because I know what I’ll see
there, but I do, and I’m right.

“And inside that one, the bad one, the mother will lie
down beside you but you must not look at her. If  you
do all these things then she will show you something
incredible.”

She will show you a building, I think. She will show you her
home.

And it’s right there, the tower from my dreams, the place
where the witch lives.
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27_GRINBURN__

It’s tall and thin, made of concrete and glass, and it looks just like
any other building in the city except this one’s as hard to look at
as the sun, it carves shapes into my retinas, and in those shapes I
see a vast, black, desiccated tree, windows like rot-holes, all of
them blinking. I have to look away for a moment but it’s still
there like a deadlight, superimposed on everything else.

I close my eyes, remembering the dream. Oh god, the dream.
I can still feel her pull now, the strength of her as she lifted me
up and carried me through the streets, over houses, down alley‐
ways, to the window. To these windows, I can see them right now
when I open my eyes again, and once more it’s just a tower, just a
building.

I don’t understand how this thing can be here. It’s wedged
between two other buildings that were once joined together. It’s
as if the world has added space for it, torn a hole in itself to make
room for the witch and her tower. And again I wonder at the
power needed to break the universe this way, at how easily she
will break me when I knock on her door.

So I won’t knock.
I get to my feet like an old woman. My back won’t straighten
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out, there’s something wrong with my spine, as if one of the
deadthings left their bony hand wrapped around it. I clutch the
knife. The blood has half-dried now and its stickiness is welcome,
it makes me feel less like I’m going to drop it.

Taking as deep a breath as I can, I limp toward the only door
I can see, a big, red door right in the middle of the building. It’s as
gaping as a dead man’s mouth, and as I get closer I see that it is
lined with big yellow teeth, horse’s teeth—they’ve been
hammered into the wooden frame like nails. Clumps of dark hair
hang from the lintel, dirty beads woven into them.

The tower dwarfs me, it’s so tall it seems to lean out, ready to
stamp down and finish me. It’s too much, and I hesitate outside
the door, digging into my pocket. It takes me a while to find the
folded mess that is _pinch_, and even longer to read through it
again. There’s not much here, except right at the end.

I ran, wrenching open the door and heading out
into the apartment building. I didn’t know
where I was going, I just had to get away.
Every door was closed, but I could hear voices
from behind all of them, maybe the same voice,
chanting, laughing, crying. I ran, stumbling up
the stairwell, third floor, fourth floor, those
voices chasing me, forcing me higher, higher,
until I burst out into a corridor on the
seventh floor and saw the door.

The seventh floor.
It’s all I need to know.
The lobby’s deserted, populated by rats and roaches and the

head of a goat that sits there, surrounded by candles. Its horns
curl up like arms. There’s a door to the right, marked as a
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restroom, a second leading to the stairwell, and a third to my left
that opens onto a corridor as derelict as this one. I’d have
assumed the building was empty if it wasn’t for the noises
coming from my left. I can hear somebody crying, I can hear
somebody singing too, a keening song that wants to break my
heart. There’s another sound, louder and closer than the rest. It’s
a soft, wet gulping that makes me think of a dog eating a hunk of
meat. It’s coming from the first apartment door, and it suddenly
stops. There’s a sniffing sound, a pad of feet, a jingling of bells.

It’s coming.
I turn my back on it, my body boiling with quiet terror as I

fumble at the stairwell door. It’s stuck, and I throw myself at it,
the sound of bells louder now, a wet spill of words flowing from
the door behind me.

“Pleasepleaseplease,” it says.
Pleasepleaseplease, I scream.
I give up on it, running for the next door, the restroom. It’s

open and I push through, closing it behind me, staring through
the gap as a head pushes its way out of the door across the lobby,
a shock of short, greasy hair, a face with feathers in its eyes.

It sees me. I know it does because it’s suddenly galloping this
way on all fours, its cry the whistling call of a bird. I stumble over
the wreckage of the restroom, finding the only cubical that still
has a door, right at the end. I shut myself in just as I hear the
thing enter behind me, its birdsong filling the room.

I slide the bolt across, stumbling back until I fall onto the
toilet seat. The creature pads its way down the room, bells clink‐
ing, those awful musicbox calls creeping under the door, pushing
into my head on needled feet. I’m crying again. I don’t know how
to stop.

“Goawaygoawaygoawaygoawaygoawaygoaway,” I say.
And after a moment, it does.
I wait until I can’t hear the sound of it any more, then I creep
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from the cubical, out into the lobby. The stairwell door is open
and I stumble up the steps, using the bannister like a rope, to see
that all the doors are open. Noise floods out of them, a torrent of
cries and whoops and jeers and whispers and songs and barks
and great, belly-busting laughter dropping towards me, circling
me like flies. I look, because I can’t not look. On the second floor
a child in a white dress hangs upside down in the middle of the
corridor, a veil covering her face and no ropes to hold her. On the
next floor a naked man with a pig’s head sits against a closed door
playing with a doll, skylarks flapping around him as lazily as
butterflies. On the next a bone thin girl is pinned to the floor by a
fat lump of darkness, howling with delirious laughter as its
wooden spoon fingers dig into her ribs.

Pinch.
Pinch.
Pinch.
The girl and the monster have the same face, a face I know

from a photograph on the internet, the face of a missing woman
called Lydia Cross.

I’m heading up to the fourth floor when I hear the crunch of
a door opening above me, the clatter of feet on stairs. I feel some‐
thing barrel past me and even though nothing’s there I can smell
mom’s bath oils, I can hear her ragged breaths as she runs down‐
stairs, as she runs into the kitchen. I push my face into my hand
and scream into it, tripping on the steps, the knife clattering
away. I pick it up again but I keep my face behind my hand for
the next flight of stairs, and the next, and the next, until I look up
and see a faded 7 on the wall.

This door is closed, and I wonder if it will be locked, I pray
that it will be locked, but when I turn the handle it creaks open
to reveal another corridor, identical to the last six. Electric lights
flicker, reflected in the damp floor, in the peeling walls.

She knows I’m here.
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I don’t know how I know it, but I do. I can feel it. I lean
against the doorframe, digging into my pocket and pulling out the
only story that’s left. _tubby_. My hands are shaking so much I
can barely read it, but I do, and then I read it again, but there’s
nothing there, nothing I can use.

And it hits me, what Cyrus said, that there were more stories
that came from here, from this impossible address. There might
be hundreds of them, and they all might have told me something,
each one might have been a weapon I could use against her. Why
didn’t I find them first? What am I even doing?

There’s a chirruping call on the stairs, right above me. The
sound of bells tinkling and soft, padded feet. I’m moving before I
even tell myself to, staggering down the corridor, past the first
open door. There’s an apartment inside and from the darkness I
hear the squeak of flesh, the splash of water. I push my hand to
my ear to keep the sound out, walking past the next door, which
is Donnie’s door, it’s got his name written on it in Sharpie,
written on it by me in great big bubble letters when I was thir‐
teen. I can hear him in there, shouting at his Xbox, but when I
turn the handle and push open the door and call his name there’s
just another windowless room, this one swarming with flies. A
bed sits in the middle of it, a pink bed covered in stickers, and a
young girl lies inside it kicking out against a nightmare.

I keep walking, the whole building seeming to move, to sway
from side to side and back and forth like a boat in a storm. I’m
rolled from wall to wall, skittering forward then stumbling back,
and all the time the corridor’s stretching, a plaything that gets
longer and longer and narrower and narrower and the next door
won’t come to me, it’s too small, too far away, the air like glue,
holding me back but I push, push, holding the knife out in front
of me as though it will cut a path and it does because there’s a
sudden release, like something’s been torn, and the door is right
there, it’s normal.
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There’s a popping sound in my ear, a mosquito whine. I
shake it away, staring at the door, feeling her on the other side of
it, her grin so bright that it’s burning through the brick, through
the plaster, shaping itself in ash and smoke right there in front of
me. I dig the point of the knife into it, chunks of burned wall
peeling loose, embers fluttering out of the grinburn and floating
in the air. I dig the knife in and find teeth in the hole, big and
yellow. They clatter to the floor and I kick them away, watching
them bounce back toward the stairwell, toward the feathered
thing that whispers and cheeps down the corridor after me.

I twist the handle, I open the door.
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_H Ɔ T I W_82_

I was six years old when I first saw the witch.
I’m a child again now, pushing open the door to where she

lives. I’m the same child who was taken from that liminal space
between dream and waking, who was dragged here against her
will night after night after night by a raggedy woman with a
moon-yellow grin.

The room looks different, and it takes me a moment to work
out why. I’m entering it through the door, not through the
window, so the opening into the kitchen is to my right. I can see
the window to my left and through the dirty glass I can see my
bedroom, I can see a girl sitting on my bed with headphones on
and her computer on her lap and her face hollowed out and lined
with meat. She must sense me because she twists her empty skull
and stares back for a moment before returning to her work.

I swallow, my mind empty too, everything good scooped out
of it and slopped to the floor. I’m nothing, I’m nobody, I’m scat‐
tered and lost and I’m not even sure what I’m doing as I tread the
bare boards, as I walk into the middle of that big, empty room,
the knife held out in front of me and my head turned to the side
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to see the kitchen, filthy, empty, seared into sharp lines by a
single bare, swinging bulb.

There’s a table there, sliding into view with every step.
There’s a table there and it’s covered in meat, a butcher shop’s
worth. There’s a stove, saucepan bubbling.

Thump.
She’s there. She’s there. She’s there.
I can’t see her past the wall but I can hear her I can hear I can

hear I can hear her moving toward the door. She can’t move
quickly, she’s far too old for that. But she’s coming, her bare feet
scuffing the floor, the lump of her hand knocking against the
wall.

Thump.
She’s grinning. I can’t see her but I know she’s grinning. I can

feel it through the wall, as bright as the bulb. She’s grinning
because she knows I’m not going anywhere.

She’s right, I might as well be wrapped in duct tape. I cannot
move, I cannot breathe. I just stare at that door, seeing her
shadow flood the floor like dirty water, see the eclipse of her head
push itself around the sill, twisted and bent, her face buried in
clumps of matted hair but one eye sliding up in its socket, one
blistered, boiling eye and beneath it one arm, too long and
broomstick thin, sliding out to touch me.

And I know, I know, that if those crackboned fingers touch
me I’ll never be able to leave this place.

So I fight it, I fight it like there was somebody on top of me,
pinning me down. I fight it like there was a hand over my mouth
and nose and I was out of air. I kick against the broken shell of
my body, I punch, I open my mouth and scream and scream and
scream silently until suddenly my body responds and I’m
screaming for real, I’m kicking, I’m hitting, I’m thrusting with the
knife but there’s no force grabbing me and pulling me out the
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window, there’s no waking, I’m here and she’s still coming, still
coming.

I stagger back into the window. She’s halfway across the
room, broken-backed and bent almost in two, moving like a
puppet moves, jerking her way toward me. Her feet barely
touch the ground, her downward pointing toes scuffing the
bare floor, clacking together like they’re made of wood. Her
arms are six feet long and sliding from the rags of her shawl,
her hands too big, they’re like the hands of the statue in the
forest and they’re getting bigger, they look like they could pick
me up and fold around me and cup me like a songbird and
that’s exactly what they do because she touches me, she’s
picking me up and I’m skylark small, caught in the sweaty filth
of her hands as her giant face looms in toward me, her eye a
blister of rage, her mouth a nest of horse’s teeth opening to
reveal a slab of tongue and a throat red raw and hungry, so
hungry.

“No!”
I thrust the knife into the meat of her hand and she screams,

the noise loud enough to shake the room to dust, to scatter my
bones. I feel myself fall and I hit the floor hard, watching as she
staggers, her hand clamped to her breast. She’s normal, she’s just
a woman. I find my feet, running at her, and I don’t hesitate,
thrusting the knife into the dusty sack of her stomach and
pulling, wrenching, sawing up through her ribcage, her sternum.
I’m screaming at her but even I don’t understand what I’m
saying, I can’t make sense of it. Only when the knife has reached
her throat do I pull it free, dropping it to the floor and stumbling
away.

She doesn’t fall. She doesn’t even sway. The witch looks
down at herself, her hair falling over her face as she pulls the
remains of her shawl apart. Beneath is a body that’s more dead
than alive, a birdnest with a gaping wound from her stomach to
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her neck. There’s no blood, there’s just a fine powder that might
be sawdust or sand, spilling loose and puddling at her feet.

I retreat until I hit the window again, but I can’t take my eyes
off her. I can only watch as she reaches inside herself and pulls
something free, something white and square and folded tight.
She throws it to the floor and pulls out another, and another,
casting them into the room until she pulls out one that she keeps,
that she holds out to me with a bone-thin arm.

It’s paper, I understand.
It’s a story.
She drops this one too, then shuffles back to the kitchen, to

that table full of meat. I watch as she picks a handful up, as she
shovels it inside the wound I made, then another, then another,
filling herself up again.

I don’t think I can walk, so I drop to my hands and knees,
crawling across the room, seeing story after story discarded there,
all computer printouts, all in neat, black type on pristine white
paper. The one she dropped last lies face down and I pick it up
with shaking hands, I turn it over, and because I don’t know what
else to do, I start to read.

hey took my tong e
They took my tong e
tongue
Because I dared to speak.
They took my eyes,
eca se I dared to look.
because
They to k my hand,
because I dared to write.
and
They called me witch.
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So witch I became.
itch I became I became I ca e.
They to k my story
hey told my story, they told it, they told

it wrong
and they told it wrong and they told me

wro g and they
broke me
roke me
They broke everyth ng.
I have my tongue
I took it back
I have my hand I
took it back I
have my e es I have my tongue I have

my hand I have my story back I
wrote it all again and nobody els can
take it.

They took my story and now my story
kills them kills them kills th m ki ls
t mmmmmmm. I am a disease. I
am your disease.

You only have to think of  me and I
see you.

You only have to think of  me an I see yo
.

You o y ave to t n f  you see you see you.
I
See
You
Ther is no game.
There are no rules.
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There is only a story.
An this sto y has killed you.

I don’t understand, I think, and I say, “I don’t understand.” I
say it again, and again, and again, and I look over my shoulder to
see my faceless self sitting on the bed and I look into the kitchen
to see the witch sewing up her ragdoll belly with thick twine and
I look at the knife and know that there’s only one person left I
can use it on to end this, to end it once and for all.

It’s three feet away, but it feels like a million miles. Just being
here has drained me of everything. Madness has emptied me, I’m
a ragdoll and there’s nothing holding me up any more. I push
myself across the floor, the weight of the air above me too much
to bear. I can’t reach it. I just can’t.

A shadow hanging over me, the witch’s face. She rolls me
over and she’s pushing something inside my mouth, a lozenge of
folded paper. Then she’s pouring something after it, a liquid that
boils against my tongue, that sears its way down my throat. I gag,
spitting, but there’s a hand over my mouth driving my lips into
my teeth and I have no choice but to swallow. The paper jams
and I have to work it down because I can’t breathe past it, it’s too
big. I can hear the witch, her voice is a thousand voices all
chanting as one, drowned out by the agony in my mouth, in my
throat. I kick, I punch, I fight, and then she pulls her hand away
and I’m catapulted up toward the ceiling, through it, my hands in
front of my face as I accelerate into darkness, into someplace that
isn’t here.

I see her, the witch. I see her as a young woman, her trial, her
torment, her torture, and finally the horror of her burning—one
boiling, blistering eye raging through the flames, a broomstick-
thin arm reaching out, curling into itself, fat crackling—her ashes
buried deep beneath an old, black, desiccated oak tree.
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.sǝɥɔʇᴉʍ ǝɹǝʍ ǝʍ sn pๅoʇ ʎǝɥꓕ”
“.ʇɥɓᴉɹ ǝɹǝʍ ʎǝɥʇ puⱯ

Her voice is inside me now, riding on the pain, it’s the sound
of a hundred screaming voices, unbearably wrong.

Even here I have to clamp my hands to my ears to hold the
shattered pieces of my skull in place.

“·sɹǝʇsuoɯ sn ǝpɐɯ ʎǝɥʇ ๅᴉʇun sɹǝʇsuoɯ ʇou ǝɹǝʍ ǝʍ ʇnꓭ”

I’m crying out for her to stop, but she does not. I see her ashes
sprout like seeds, I see the ground grow her back from the dead
things and the decay and the defecated dirt, weaving the shape of
her until she is whole enough to walk away. I see the way she
isn’t part of this world any more, the way she knots herself into
the in between, into the liminal.

·ʞɐǝds ʇou pๅnoɔ ǝʍ os sǝɔᴉoʌ ɹno ʞooʇ ʎǝɥꓕ”
“·ɓuᴉɯɐǝɹp ɯoɹɟ sn doʇs ʇouuɐɔ ʎǝɥʇ ʇnꓭ

I see her vomiting stories, sending them into the world like
birds. I see the way they spread, like a virus. If you read one, if
you so much as hear a whispered mention of them, you are hers.

“We turned our voices into weapons,” she says, and this time
her voice is her own. I realise I’ve closed my eyes, and I peel
them open to see her shuffling away, back to the kitchen. I
manage to turn, gagging, retching, trying to bring up what she
made me drink. But it is lodged inside me, I can feel it there, a
sheet of paper unfolding inside me. The witch is at her table,
sawing meat, slinging it into a bowl. The saucepan bubbles, spit‐
ting fat.

“I don’t understand,” I say again, and there’s something
wrong with my voice, my face feels numb.

“You do not need to understand,” she says. “You only have to
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“You do not need to understand,” she says. “You only have to
speak.”

“Speak?” I say in my not-voice, taking a step toward the
kitchen.

“You only have to tell your story, the way I tell mine.”
And I spit out a laugh, because I know now why I’m here. I

came to kill a witch before she rotted my life, but the truth is she
was never my enemy. I see it now, my dream. I see her grin, I see
her shadow flood the floor like dirty water, see the eclipse of her
head push itself around the sill, twisted and bent, her face buried
in clumps of matted hair but one eye sliding up in its socket, one
blistered, boiling eye and beneath it one arm, too long and
broomstick thin, sliding out to touch me.

Not to touch me.
To beckon me.
Her fingers twitch and I stumble into her, feel her broomstick

arms crack and curl around me. I press my face into the nest of
her hair. She led me to her, the stories were her map. She wants
me here. She wants me. She’s wanted me since I sat down and
shared her story with the world.

“Why?” I croak into her, the word burning up the ruin of my
throat, echoing from something that used to be my mouth.

“Why not?” she replies in a voice made of dust, a voice that
has lived through centuries. “You have many stories to tell, child,
but only one that will make a difference, only one that will be
heard in every home, whispered in quiet corners, spread from
person to person to person. Are you not a writer? A storyteller?”

A writer, I think. Wasn’t this what I always wanted, wasn’t
this why I wrote her story in the first place?

“They all have a story to tell,” she says, her fingers in my hair,
plucking the knots from it, smoothing it.

Tubby, I think. Pinch. How many more? Were they all like
me? Did she call them too? Did she open their lips and push a
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sliver of magic down their throats, wash it down with boiled fat?
They are deadthings too, they are her deadthings and they will
spread her disease, her curse, until there is nobody left to infect.

“You made them monsters?” I say.
“Men made us monsters,” she replies. “I made us powerful. I

can make you powerful too. I can make it so your stories sting, I
can make it so they rot. Your voice is your weapon. Do you
accept my gift?”

I don’t think I have a choice, it sits inside my hollow chest
and sings to me. I don’t think I have a choice because what the
witch wants the witch gets, and she has wanted me for so long. I
don’t think I have a choice because I have no life to return to. I
am here, I belong here. I think I always have.

I nod, and I hear a purr deep inside her throat, a cooing-
pigeon call.

“Then eat,” she says. I look at the table, at that table full of
meat, at that table littered with breadcrumbs. There are bowls
there, empty heads. I know that one is Flint’s, its hair shorn to the
bone. The other belonged to Tanner, I’m sure of it.

There are no rules, she always wins.
The witch uses her hawthorn fingers, scoops up what lies

there. And she feeds it to me, she presses the meat to the inside of
my head and I know that I don’t have a face any more, I don’t
have a mouth to eat with, I don’t have eyes to see. There’s a
hollow where my brain once sat and yet I can still think, I can
still see, I can still breathe, I can still speak.

“Thank you,” I say.
There are no rules, she always wins.
“You can go anywhere, child,” she says, tamping the flesh

down inside me. “You are me. Tell your story, and know that
every time you do you draw blood, you spread my disease, you
push the rot a little bit deeper until there is nobody left but us.
You are me, and you are the world, my world.”
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She lets go of me, busies herself at her stove, at her saucepan
of bubbling fat.

“Tell your story, and spread our curse a little further,” she
says.

And I smile with the mouth I no longer have. I reach up and
feel inside the empty shell of my head and I laugh, because she’s
right, I can go anywhere.

There are no rules, she always wins.
There are no rules, she always wins.
I was six years old when I first saw the witch.
I was sixteen when I became her.
There are no rules, I always win.
There are no rules, I always win.
And I’m laughing, laughing within the broken shell of my

body, screaming and screaming and screaming with it until
suddenly my body responds and I’m screaming out loud, I’m
kicking, I’m hitting, and that same force suddenly sweeps me up
like a pair of arms around my middle and pulls me back out the
window and back through the city and
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29_IAMWITCH__

brings me here, right here. It brings me
to you.

I’m sorry. I wasn’t entirely honest with
you, at the start of this story.

Not about the fact that this book will kill
you, because it will. It has.

I just didn’t tell you the truth about why.
About who.
I’ve been a little naughty.
Can you feel me there, right behind you? I’m

watching you read, I’m watching you take in
these last few words. If you turn around now
you might see me, a girl with an empty head
lined with meat, a girl with no eyes who still
looks, a girl with no mouth who still whispers.

It’s your own fault. You can’t say I didn’t
warn you. Stories are powerful, especially
hers, especially mine. Stories are weapons, and
this weapon has killed you.

Are you ready, deadthing?
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Close your eyes and listen, really listen.
Listen into the quiet behind the noise of the
world and hear me. You won’t be able to unhear
me, you won’t be able to make it stop. Tonight
you will feel my crackboned finger scratch
itself down your cheek, you will wake to find
my birdnest body pressed against yours,
laughter echoing around the empty auditorium of
my skull.

Tonight I will take you with me. I will take
you to meet the witch.

You cannot change this, but you can delay
it. Your only hope is to share this, to find
another home for me. Maybe then I’ll come for
them first. Who? Does it matter? Your mother,
your father, your sister, your brother, perhaps
your child. Wouldn’t any of those be better
than this? Better than seeing me crawl up
beneath your blankets in the middle of the
night, better than me carrying you away with me
to the place where the witch lives? Try it, and
maybe you’ll find yourself with an extra day,
an extra week.

Maybe.
But sooner or later you have to come.
We’re all there. We’re all waiting. And

there are so many of us. What kind of story
will she make you tell? What kind of deadthing
will you be? A thing of meat, or feathers? A
thing that whispers, or screams? A thing that
pinches, or punishes?

A thing that rots. A thing that rots. A
thing that rots.
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Or perhaps you will just be more meat on her
table, more fat in her pan.

Either way, sleep well, child. Sleep well,
deadthing. I know you. I see you.

I am on my way.
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